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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW



This is the final report for the "Study to Investigate and



Evaluate Means of Optimizing the Ku-Band Combined Radar/Communication



Functions for Space Shuttle" (Contract NAS 9-14614, Exhibit D). The



study consists of analytical tasks directed towards optimizing the



design of a baseline configuration for the Ku-Band Integrated Radar



and Communication Equipment. The Ku-Band equipment described and



analyzed inthis report is being developed by Hughes Aircraft Company



for the Rockwell International/Space Division, Downey, California.



The equipment contractor is presently proceeding with implementation of


its proposed and continuously updated baseline design. There are a



number of areas still outstanding which require analytical support in



order to make the performance compatible with the requirements. Most



of these topics are addressed in this final report.



Although, as the description implies, the Integrated Equipment



performs both the radar and the communication functions, the tasks



described in this report pertain primarily to the radar mode of operation.



The only aspect of the communication mode analyzed in this report is the



power allocation properties and the Costas loop subcarrier tracking per


formance associated with the Hughes baseline digital phase shift imple


mentation of the three-channel orbiter Ku-band modulator. Analysis of


other facets of the optimized communication mode operation has been



described in one of the recent Axiomatix reports [2].



Briefly, the Ku-Band Integrated Radar and Communication Equipment


time shares the two respective functions during the various phases of



the Space Shuttle orbital flights. The radar is used for rendezvous with



orbiting passive targets, as well as with cooperative (transponder


equipped) targets. Rendezvous requirements include initial detection of


passive targets at the maximum range of 12 nmi. The active targets are



to be detected at a 300 nmi maximum range.



Subsequent to detection, the radar is expected to track its


targets to a range as short as 100 feet in some cases, where the station


keeping and rendezvous take place. Target parameters measured by the



radar during the tracking phase include: (1)range, (2)range rate,



(3)angle (azimuth and elevation), and (4)angle rate (azimuth and



elevation). The radar is a coherent pulse doppler type with a peak
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transmitter power of 60 watts nominal. A S6-inch diameter center-fed


parabolic dish isused as the primary antenna, whose terminals also


provide the two-axis monopulse difference signals used for angle track

ing. Both the transmitter, which isa TWT amplifier, and the antenna


with its associated monopulse electronics are shared with the communi

cation mode.



Inthe communication mode, the Integrated Equipment is used as


a spaceborne terminal to provide a Ku-band two-way link between the


Shuttle Orbiter and the ground. This Ku-band link isvia the TDRS. The


forward link to the Shuttle consists of a 216 kbps data stream spread by


a 3.03 Mcps PN code to reduce the power density incident upon the earth.



The return link consists of three independent data streams


phase-multiplexed for transmission on a single carrier. The data rates


of the three channels range from about 200 kbps for the lowest rate


channel to as high as 50 Mbps for the wideband channel.



The forward link communication signal isreceived at the Shuttle


on the nominal frequency of 13.775 GHz. The return link communication


transmission to the TDRS is on a 15,003 MHz carrier. The radar operates


in the approximate vicinity of the communication receive frequency.


This permits time sharing of the receiver and the monopulse electronics



between the two functions. The radar operating frequency ishopped


over approximately 200 MHz to reduce target scintillation.



The baseline design proposed for the Ku-Band Integrated Radar


and Communication Equipment by Hughes [3] is based upon a subdivision


of the equipment into five subunits which are:



(1) Deployed Mechanism Assembly (DMA) 
(2) Deployed Electronics Assembly (DEA) 
(3) Electronics Assembly 1 (EA-l) 

(4) Electronics Assembly 2 (EA-2) 
(5) Signal Processor Assembly (SPA). 

The deployed mechanism. assembly (DMA) includes the antenna reflec

tor, feed, antenna gimbals, drive motors, gyros, digital shaft encoders,


rotary joints and connecting waveguides, and associated wires and


cables.
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The deployed electronics assembly (DEA) consists of a common


receiver and transmitter, used for both radar and communication, and a


common crystal-controlled exciter/LO generator, also shared by the two


functions. The interconnection between the DEA and the DMA isvia two


rotary joints and cable wraps.



Both the DMA and the DEA are located within the Shuttle payload


bay and thus have to be deployed for their operation upon the opening



of the payload bay doors.


The communications electronics assembly 1 (EA-l) includes the



PN despreader, the*Costas loop phase-lock demodulator, the antenna servo


control electronics and motor drive amplifiers, the data multiplexer/


demultiplexer, and input/output buffers. As a subunit of the communica

tion receiving equipment, the EA-I also contributes to the TDRS signal


acquisition and forward link data detection.



The electronics assembly 2 (EA-2) consists of the radar second


mixer, second IF amplifier, I/Q detectors, digital Fourier transform


(OFT) doppler processor, radar angle tracking circuits, radar range


tracking circuits, radar range rate tracking circuits, radar timing and



control, and the radar AGC detector.



The signal processing assembly (SPA) includes management logic,


forward data processing, and return link data multiplexing.



Both of the electronics assemblies, as well as the signal pro


cessor assembly, are located inthe avionics bay of the Shuttle. The


interconnection with the two deployed assemblies is via wires and coaxial



cables.



Of the five assemblies listed above, the functions performed by


the EA-2 are given main consideration inthis report. The functions of


other assemblies are described only where necessary to explain equipment



operation inthe radar mode.



Section 2.0 discusses the various radar modes of operation, while


Section 3.0 presents the description of the radar system as configured


by the appropriate assemblies. The summary of the power budgets for


passive-radar detection isgiven in Section 4.0, with the supporting


analysis contained inAppendices A and I for long range and short range


detection, respectively.
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Section 5.0 summarizes radar search and track operations, with



detailed description given in Appendix B.



Time-multiplexed single-channel angle tracking and angle rate



estimation of passive targets are described briefly in Section 6.0 and



indetail in Appendices C and D, respectively. A summary of range



tracking performance is presented in Section 7.0 and analyzed in Appen


dices E and F. The problems associated with range rate tracking are



outlined in Section 8.0 with the detailed analysis presented in Appen


dix G.



The reduction of signal-to-noise ratio due to quantization and



saturation noise in A/D conversion is analyzed in Appendix H. A summary



of the results is presented in Section 9.0. Section 10.0 describes the



maximum likelihood estimator used for the range, range rate and angle



tracking. Supporting analysis is given in Appendix J.



In Section 11.0, a summary of the results for the power alloca


tion properties and-the subcarrier tracking performance for the three


channel orbiter modulator in the communication mode is presented. The



detailed analysis is given in Appendix K.



-Conclusions and recommendations are presented in Section 12.0.
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF RADAR MODES



In this section, the various modes of operation that are required



of the Ku-Band Radar are outlined.



There are essentially two basic radar modes, the passive mode


and the active mode, depending on whether the target is passive (no



.transponder) or active (with transponder). These two modes have four



sub-modes of operation: 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

GPC ACQ: General 

GPS DES: General 

Manual Mode. 

Processing Computer Acquisition Mode. 

Processing Computer Designation Mode. 

(4) Autotrack Mode. 

In addition to these is a radar self-test mode. Figure (1)


illustrates the relation between these modes El].



In the GPC-ACQ mode, the antenna is inertially stabilized and,


,upon target detection, automatically tracks the target providing esti


mates of target angle, range, and range rate.


In the GPC-DES mode, the antenna stabilization is externally



selectable and can be referenced to either inertial space or the space

craft axes. In this mode, angle track is inhibited. Upon target detec

tion, the target is tracked and estimates of range and range rate are



provided.



In the manual mode, the antenna position is determined by exter

nal slew commands. Angle track is also inhibited in this mode. Upon


detection, the target is tracked and estimates of range and range rate



are provided.



In the autotrack mode, the antenna is inertially stabilized and,


upon target detection, automatically tracks the target providing esti


mates of target angle, range, and range rate.



The basic difference between the passive mode and the active


mode stems from the fact that a cooperative target is assumed in the


active mode. The signal format for the various modes depends on whether


the radar is searching or tracking and also on the range to the target.


Table (1)summarizes the various signal parameters during search, while



Table (2) lists the parameters during tracking.





Ku-Band System



Radar Mode Communication Mode



SlfTst Pas sive Active



GPC ACQ 
 GPC DES Manual



Autotrack



Figure ]. Radar Modes.





Table (1) 

Signal Parameters During Search 


Mode Sub-Mode Range (nmi) PRF (hz) NRB 


GPC ACQ/ 

DES 

>7.2 

3.8 - 7.2 

1.9 - 3.8 

0.95 - 1.9 

0.42 - 0.95 

<0.42 

2987 

6970 

6970 

6970 

6970 

6970 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

50 

Manual >0.42 

<0.42 

2987 

6970 

4 

50 

>10 268 

268 

1800 

500so 

Table (2) 

Signal Parameters During Track 

Mode Sub-Mode Range (nmi) PRF (Hz) 

1 
> 0 

-

>9.5 

3.8 - 9.5 

1.9 - 9.8 

0.95 - 1.9 

0.42 - 0.95 

<0.42 

2987 

6970 

6970 

6970 

6970 

6970 

10 - 300 268 
4<10 6790 
U 
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Pulse Width 


NPDI Pusec 


5 66.4 


5 33.2 


5 16.6 


5 8.3 


5 4.15 


1 0.122 


5 66.4 


1 0.122 


1 4.15 


1 0.122 


Pulse Width Duty 


(pusec) Factor 


33.2 0.0992 


16.6 0.1157 


8.3 0.0578 


4.15 0.0289 


2.07 0.0144 


0.122 8.5 x 10


4.15 	 1.2 x 10-3 


-4
0.122 8.5 x 10
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Table (1)shows the PRF and the pulse lengths selected for the



GPC modes where the range to the target isdesignated to the radar with


an accuracy of 10 percent. Ineach case, two overlapping range gates



with width equal to 3/2 of the pulse width are selected so as to cover


the range uncertainty completely. In the manual mode, no range designa


tion isprovided. Inthat mode, four range windows are provided with
 


each repetition rate which cover the entire range interval. As for the



active mode, a PRF of 268 Hz is selected so as to assure an unambiguous



range of about 300 n.mi.



Since there are 5 RF frequencies that are transmitted, the PRF's



inthe track mode are adjusted so as to insure a constant product of



wavelength and operating PRF. This keeps the doppler frequency shift


constant over the 5 RF frequencies and thereby simplifies greatly the



computations. The variations of PRF with the RF frequency are shown in



Appendix B.



Tracking errors of the four target parameters, range, range



rate, azimuth angle and elevation angle, are obtained via the difference



of two logarithmic measurements of the target parameter. The number of


independent samples per measurement is explained indetail inAppendix



B. Table (3)summarizes the results.



Table (3)


Number of Independent Samples used for a Single Measurement



Parameter 
Being Number of 

Tracked Independent Samples Description 

Angle 10 2 (range gates) x 5 (RF Frequencies)



Range 20 4 (Time Slots) x 5 (RF Frequencies)



Range 40 4 (Time Slots) x 2 (Range Gates) x


Rate



x 5(RF Frequencies)



Reference ismade throughout to the various radar modes of ooera


tion. Particular emphasis is placed on the GPC DES mode for a passive


target, since that is expected to be the most commonly used.
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3.0 RADAR SYSTEM DESCRIPTION



The functional block diagram for the Integrated Ku-Band



Radar/Communication Equipment operating in the "Radar" mode is shown in



Figure (2). The diagram is presented in a manner which reveals the



signal flow interaction between the assemblies utilized for the radar



operation. Sub-units utilized for the communication function are shown



in this diagram only if they are time-shared with the radar function.



The four subassemblies of the Ku-Band Integrated Equipment shown



in Figure (2)are: Deployed Electronics Assembly (DEA), (2)Deployed



Mechanism Assembly (DMA), (3)Electronics Assembly 2 (EA-2), and



(4) Electronics Assembly 1 (EA-l). The function of each assembly, as



well as that of the overall system, can be understood best by following



the signal flow.



The coherent frequency synthesizer located within the DEA pro


vides all the RF, LO, and IF signals required to generate, transmit,



receive and demodulate the radar signals. The radar signal originates


in the Radar Modulator located within the DEA. The modulator accepts



a 651 MHz CW signal from the synthesizer and keys it in accordance with



a selected transmit/receive T/R pulse modulation format. The latter i,s



developed by the timing and control unit within the EA-2. The passive



mode of the radar employs frequency diversity at all times. As a result,



the pulse modulated 651 MHz signal is up-converted to the 13.8 GHz



(approximate) radar operating band by mixing with the five hopped fre


quencies of the translation oscillator (TO) signal. This upper side


band translation is shown in Table 4.*



As shown inTable 4, the radar frequencies are spaced 52 MHz



apart, resulting in a total diversity bandwidth AF of 208 MHz.



The output of the up-converter is applied to a preamplifier,



which consists of a high frequency FET device. The preamplifier, in



addition to supplying the gain, provides limiting prior to the TWT.



This limiting minimizes the AM-to-PM conversion of the transmitted sig


nal passing through the Tiff. The power output P1 of the FET limiting



preamplifier unit is about +7 dBm.



*In the communication mode, only the 13,128 MHz TO signal ismixed with


the 1,875 MHz communication modulator carrier, resulting in a single


transmit center frequency of 15,003 MHz (15.003 GHz).
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Table 4. Radar Transmit Frequencies Synthesis



T.O. 	 Radar Modulator Up-Converter


Frequencies 	 Center Frequency Output



(MHz) (MHz) (TMFrequencies)
x
 (MHz)



13,128 13,779



13,180 13,831 Radar
Freq.



13,232 Add 651 13,883 (Upper


13,284) 13,935 Side


13,987 band)
13,336 
 

In the search mode and the "long range" (over 3000 feet) track



mode, the radar signal is amplified by the TWT. This amplification brings



the drive power P1 to the nominal 60 watts peak output power P2. The



tube gain assumed for this case is 44 dB. The function of the variable



attenuator is to r6duce the TWT output power for the short-range opera


tion.



The output of the TWT is also gated in accordance with the T/R



signal. Such gating prevents the tube noise from interfering with the


low level signals received during the search and the long range tracking



operations. Note that the TWT output is delivered to the High Power



Pulser by means of Diplexer 1. This diplexer restricts the gating func


,tion only to radar region of the TWT output signal. Diplexer 2 re


inserts the gated radar signal into the main transmitter output RF line.



The latter connects the transmitted signals (both radar and comm), via



a.circulator and a rotary joint, to the main antenna. Switch 3 is used



only in the communications mode. For the initial acquisition of the



TDRS, the TWT output is radiated via the auxiliary horn to facilitate



spatial search for the TDRS signal by the TDRS.



In the short range radar mode, the TWT amplifier is bypassed



and the preamplifier output is applied directly to Diplexer 2. Switch



1 is used to gate the low level signal and Switch 2 is in the SR posi


tion. The gated low level signal, like the TWT output, is applied to
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the main antenna via the circulator and the rotary joints. The position



of Switch 2 therefore determines whether the TWT or the preamplifierout


put is applied directly to the main antenna.



The main antenna, which is a 36-inch diameter, prime-fed parabola,.



is a part of the deployed mechanism assembly (DMA). The antenna uses a



five-element monopulse feed. Four elements are used to generate the AAZ


and AEL errors in the monopulse bridge. The fifth element is used for


transmission and reception of either the radar or the communication



signals. During the reception, the fifth antenna element provides the



sum () channel signal. The polarization,of the main antenna is select


able. For the communication mode, it is circular (RHC) for both transmit



and receive. During the radar mode, the polarization is linear and trans


mission is only via the main antenna.



The reception of the signal returned by either a passive or an


active target is performed by both the main parabolic and auxiliary horn



antennas. The purpose of the horn reception is to guard against the



sidelobe lock-ons. The main antenna provides the sum (1)signal to the
 


receiver. The monopulse bridge provides the two difference (A)signals,



i.e., AAZ and AEL. The sum channel output Rx (s)passes through rotary


joint 1, the circulator, the transmit/receive (T/R) switch, and terminates



at the input of the 2-channel first mixer, M(1).



The two AAZ and AEL signals are time-multiplexed into a common



channel, henceforth referred to simply as the A-channel. During the



spatial search for the radar target, the receiver channel, which is used



exclusively for A-signal amplification during the track mode, amplifies



the output of the auxiliary horn. This is accomplished with Switch 4



in the "Guard" position. The guard signal passes through rotary joint 2,



Switch 5, the T/R switch, and terminates at the input of the A-channel



receiver first mixer M(A).


The first mixers translate their respective Ku-band inpUt signals



to the first IF frequency. In the radar mode, the first LO signal applied


to these mixers is the same frequency-hopped signal which is used for the



up-conversion in the radar transmitter. The incoming frequency-hopped



signal is therefore de-hopped in a similar manner to that shown in



Table 4.
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For monopulse tracking in both the radar and communication modes,



a portion of the 2-channel signal is applied-to the A-channel, thus



forming I + AAZ and 2 + AEL signals. As shown in Figure 2, this sum


mation is performed at the first IF. Because the guard channel is not



required in the tracking mode, Switch 6 remains in the2+A position



during tracking.



During the search phase, the guard channel has to be sampled



periodically to prevent the lock-up onto the sidelobes. The sampled



guard channel output is then compared to the main lobe, i.e., the sum



channel signal. Alternating the position of Switch 6 between the 2±A 

and the GD (Guard) terminals permits time-sharing of the single second 

IF channel of the radar receiver. It must also be noted that, during 

search, the A-signals are not used and, consequently, the signal which 

is X+A during tracking is actually only 1 during acquisition. Further

more, as explained in Sections 5.0 to 7.0, the tracking of salient radar 

measurement parameters such as range, velocity (range rate), and angle 

are performed on the 1+ AAZ + AEL signal, which is the only signal 

supplied to the third IF of electronics assembly 2 (EA-2).* 

The second IF radar signal is amplified and applied to a coherent



processor which consists of in-phase (I)and quadrature (Q)detectors.



The analog outputs of these detectors are low-pass filtered and then



converted to digital data which contains both the amplitude and phase



information of the received signal.



The subsequent processing of the radar signal is all digital. The



processing consists of presum, digital Fourier transform (DFT), post


detection integration (PDI), and logarithmic discriminant generator.



During the search mode, the output of the PDI is applied to the threshold



detector which stops the antenna search pattern when the target is detec


ted. Subsequently, the angle and range tracking units take over and the



system is switched from the "track" mode the the "search" mode. Descrip


tions of the search and track modes are presented in Section 5.0 and



Appendix B of this report.



*For the communication mode only, the S-channel is translated to the
 

third IF located in EA-I. The recovery of the angle tracking information


is performed by envelope detection of the z+ AAZ + AEL signal at the 
first IF and by subsequent demultiplexing. 
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4.0 	 POWER BUDGET FOR RADAR PASSIVE TARGET DETECTION



The initial detection of the passive 1 m2 target at the.12 nmi


range is the driving requirement for the radar system's power budget.



The search power budget for the long ranges isexplained inAppendix A,



while the power budget for short ranges isobtained inAppendix I.


There are two basic modes of operation in search, one with range desig


nation from the GPC and the other without any designation. In the first



mode, two overlapping range gates with width equal to 312 the transmitted



pulse width are used to collect the return pulse energy while inthe



second mode, four range gates are used to cover the unambiguous range.



The basic difference between the two modes lies inthe amount of range


gate straddling loss as explained inAppendix A. Figure (3)summarizes



the straddling loss for the two modes. It is noted that while th'e loss



varies from zero to six (dB) in the undesignated mode, it is always equal



to a maximum of 1.76 dB in the designated mode.



Assuming a fast fading target (SWERLING II)model for long ranges,



the design margin for the two modes are shown in Fiqure (4). It isnoted



that there is a negative design margin down to R=8.4 nmi for the designated



mode. The margin at 12 (nmi) is equal to -6.3 dB for the designated range



and -6.8 dB for the nondesignated range as compared to -1.0 dB and +0.1 dB,



respectively obtained by HAC calculations as presented in their Monthly



Review [11].



There are two major reasons for the difference.



1) 	 Doppler filter loss of 3.9 dB iscalculated in this


report assuming DFT operation while a loss of 1.1 dB



only isquoted by HAC. The 3.9 dB loss stems from



the fact that the riFT results in a filter with frequency

sin Nx 2

1Nsinxi rather than IahrtaNx
 I"
response sin Nx 2 	 

2) 	 The beam shape loss used inthis report and calculated



in [4] is equal to 3.2 dB as opposed to 2 dB used by



HAC.



As for short ranges, R<0.42 (nmi) Swerling IVmodel isassumed



for the target inAppendix I,which gives a pessimistic assumption. The



basic difference between target detection for long and short ranges lies



inthe fact that while 16 pulses are coherently added (presumming) and
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passed through a bank of doppler filters inthe first case, a single pulse


detection without filtering is implemented inthe second case. Table (5)


summarizes the power budget calculations at the indicated ranges.
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TABLE 5. Power Budget for Short Ranges



Term 	 Value Budget, dB



(34.94) (19.78) (-5.44)dBm



Rp Required Peak SNR 17.6 

G2 G = 38.5 dB -77.0 

A2 X = 0.0216 m 33.31 

F1 m2 0.0 

(47) 3 32.98 

R4 R = 2550, 800, 250 ft. 115.65, 45.49, 75.28 

k 3.8 x 10-23 Joules/0 K -228.6 

Ts 15000K 31.76 

Pulsewidth: 0.122 psec 69.14 

Factor of 2 -3.0 

Losses 

Transmit REP 3.7 

Beam Shape Scan Alignment 2.0 

Threshold Constant FAP 1.0 

Straddling Spreading of Pulse 6.5 

P Required Peak Powers 4.94 -15.22 -35.44 dBw 

Comparing the required peak powers to the existing available power of



47 dBm, 23 dBm, and 7 dBm, it is found that



(1) 	 Design margin at 2550 feet compared to the available 47 dBm 

= 12.06 dB. 

(2) 	 Design margin at 800 feet compared to the available 23 dBm



= 8.22 dB.



(3) 	 Design margin at 250 feet compared to the available 7 dBm



= 12.44 dB.
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5.0 RADAR SEARCH AND TRACK MODES



The objective of the Ku-band radar system on the Shuttle Orbiter is



to'detect the presence of a target and then obtain continuous accurate



estimates of the various target parameters, namely, its range, range rate



(velocity), azimuth angle, elevation angl-e, and angle rates. The target



is first detected when the radar is in the search mode; then the accurate



estimates are obtained in the track mode.



The radar employs coherent processing over each RF frequency trans


mitted and noncoherent postdetection integration (PDI). Following the


intermediate amplifiers, in-phase and quadrature phase signals are



sampled anddigitized (A/D converted), providing target amplitude and



phase information. For longer range search and acquisition (R > 3000 ft),



16 doppler filters are formed, covering the doppler interval defined by



the repetition rate. This is an ambiguous doppler interval; this ambigu


ity is removed via differentiation of the range estimates.



Following the filters, the target magnitude is determined, summed



over the number of.RF frequencies (noncoherent postdetection integration)



and compared to a threshold. The threshold is set from noise measure


ments, so as to maintain a constant false alarm probability (CFAP).



This can be implemented by any of several methods..



In the search mode, only the sum channel data is processed. When



the threshold is exceeded and target detection is declared, the auxiliary



antenna signal is processed and its magnitude is compared with that of



the main antenna to eliminate sidelobe detected targets. The auxiliary
 


antenna has a peak gain which is approximately 20 dB less than that of



the main antenna. Also, the sidelobes of the main antenna are approxi


mat~ly 20 dB down from the main lobe. This provides roughly a 20 dB



main lobe/guard antenna ratio to detect and eliminate sidelobe targets.



In the modes for which angle tracking is required, namely, GPC



acquisition and autotrack, the sum-plus-angle error channels are processed.



The azimuth and elevation error signals are time-multiplexed, thereby



eliminating the need for a second and third matched processing channel.



The Shuttle Ku-band radar signal flow block diagram is shown in



Figure 5. The antenna assembly consists of a main antenna and an auxiliary



antenna, which are subunits of the deployed mechanism assembly (DMA).



Further processing of antenna signals takes place in the deployed
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electronics assembly (DEA), where various switching and filtering operations



take place. The antenna assembly is followed by several IF mixing stages



to bring the carrier frequency down to a stable IF of fo = 78.143 MHz.



The output of the I-Q stage that follows is a pair of baseband signals



which are in phase and in quadrature with the input signal.



The available information is converted by an A/D converter to digi


tal data which samples both channels at a rate of fs = 480 kHz, which is,



slightly larger than the Nyquist rate of the baseband signals at the out


put of the I-Q stage. (The LPF bandwidth in both the I and Q channels



is equal to 237 kHz.) The output of the A/D converter is a set of complex



numbers which undergo various stages of digital processing before esti


mates of the target parameters (range, velocity, azimuth angle, elevation



angle) are obtained. The first processing stage is a presumming stage,



followed by a set of range gates and doppler filters consecutively. The



arrangement of the gates-is varied for the two modes of operation. In



the search mode, where range designation is not present, there are four



range gates per pulse, while in the track mode, there are only two non


overlapping gates:' an early gate and a late gate.



For long ranges, the magnitudes of the outputs of the-doppler



filters are summed over the RF frequencies and compared to a threshold



to detect the existence of a target. For short ranges (R< 0.42 nmi),



the detection takes place without using any doppler filtering.



Once a target is detected, the radar is switched to a track mode



and the digital signals undergo postdetection integration, followed by



crude estimate obtained
an error estimation unit which is initiated by a 


by the search mode operation. The final estimates of the various parame


ters are: 

(1) Fed as inputs to the servo motors for angle track. 

(2) Used to adjust the position of the early and late 

gates for range track. 

(3) Displayed for the astronauts for visual reading (all 

variables being tracked). 

(4) Utilized to update the state of 'the error estimates 

to obtain new estimates. 

Frequency diversity, using five RF frequencies, is employed in



both the search and track modes. Table 6 lists these frequencies.
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TABLE 6. Ku-Band Radar RF Frequencies



and Their Corresponding PRF Frequencies



RF Frequency F1 F2 F3 F4 F5



13.779 13.831 13.883 13.935 13.987



2965
PRER >9.5 nmi 3009 2998 
 2987 2976 


R<9.5 nmi 7017 6994 6970 6946 6923



The radar modulation parameters for the search and track modes are



summarized inTables 1 and 2.



In explaining the search mode operation, the low range signal format is



chosen for demonstration. All other ranges follow identical processing



except for the short range (<0.42 nmi) which does not utilize the doppler



filters.



Sixteen'pulses are transmitted at each RF frequency. The duration



of each pulse is 66.4 psec, while the time between consecutive pulses



is 335 gsec, as shown in Figure 6. Four range gates (R1 through R4 ) are



used to cover the designated range. It is important to note that no



doppler correction is used at the presummer in the search mode. For each



RF frequency, 64 complex numbers are stored in a memory designated at



M(1), as shown in Figure 7. The output of each range gate at every RF



frequency is passed through a bank of 16 doppler filters, implemented as



discrete Fourier transforms (DFT) or fast Fourier transforms (FFT), and



the magnitudes of the outputs of these filters are calculated and com


pared to precalculated thresholds. The target is detected when the mag


nitude of one or two outputs of adjacent doppler filters pertaining to



one or two range gates is exceeded. Initial estimates of the range



and the range rate of the target are calculated from the knowledge of



the doppler filters and the range gates whose outputs have exceeded the



threshold. These initial estimates are fed into the error estimators



as initial conditions to start the successive estimation process in the



the track mode. Thresholds are calculated to produce error alarm rate



of one false alarm per hour.
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Figure 8 illustrates the signal format inthe track mode. As shown 
inthe Figure, the-signal in the track mode consists of 64 pulses for 
each RF frequency, instead of the 16 pulses of the search mode. For 
long range tracking, the frequency dwell time isequal to 21.44 msec. 

Each frequency dwell time is divided into four time slots by the switch

ing combination of SWI and the phase encoder switch in the antenna 

assembly. The signals in the succeeding time slots areL+ AAZ, Z- AAZ, 
Z+ AAZ, and L- AEL, respectively. The time slots are arranged so that 
the first two are used to measure the azimuth angle, while the last two 

are used for the elevation angle. Each one of the previous time slots


consists of 16 pulses. The pulses are passed through an early gate and



a late gate, which are located around a predicted estimate of the range,


Rp(n), from the processor timing unit. The width of each gate isequal



to the pulse width. The output of each range gate is a complex number



z(I,J,L,K), which is a function of four parameters (I,J, L, K):



I denotes the RF frequency being transmitted; I = 1, 2, ..., 5. 

J denotes the time slot in each frequency such that



J = 1 corresponds to Z + dAZ



J = 2 corresponds to Z 7 AAZ



J = 3 corresponds to Z + AEL



J = 4 corresponds to £ - AEL.



K denotes a particular pulsein each time slot; K = 1, ..., 16.



L denotes the range gate under consideration:



L = -1 corresponds to Early Gate.



L = +1 corresponds to Late Gate.



The detailed description of signal processing involved inthe



search and track modes is presented inAppendix B.
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6.0 	 TIME MULTIPLEXED SINGLE-CHANNEL ANGLE TRACKING AND ANGLE RATE


ESTIMATION OF PASSIVE TARGETS



In the Ku-band integrated radar and communications for the Orbiter,.



the angle tracking subsystem, when operating in the communications mode,



has received extensive attention [7]. In Appendices C and D of this



report, the radar angle tracking and angle rate estimation of passive



targets are studied. Both thermal noise and target scintillation are



taken into account. It is shown that the performance requirements for



the angle tracking of passive targets meets the specification require


ments with a design margin of approximately 9.5 dB at 10 nmi and closer.



The angle rate estimation study in Appendix D shows,that the spec. is met



when R c710 n.miles when target scintillation and thermal noise are taken



into account.



A block diagram of the single channel* monopulse angle tracking



loop is shown in Figure 9. All of the operations pertinent to the angle



tracking functions are as shown in this figure. In particular, the pre


sum operation assumes that the range gate tracking loop is also tracking



satisfactorily. Degradations in signal-to-noise ratio due to errors in



the range gate tracking loop would not seriously affect the operation



of the angle tracking loop unless these degradations were very signifi


cant. This is because of the ample design margin of the angle tracking



loops.



The same comments can also be made about the doppler tracking loop,



which sets the centers of the doppler filters.



The performance of the angle tcacking loop is shown in Figure 10,



where the RMS tracking error due to thermal noise and target scintilla


tion is plotted against range in nautical miles. For all ranges less



than 18 nmi, the RMS error is below the specification value of 0.153 deg,



and naturally improves as the range decreases.



In summary, there appears to be no difficulty inangle tracking
 


capability of the radar for passive targets from the standpoint of the



thermal noise. The passive mode was chosen for this detailed study since



it imposes the most severe requirements on signal-to-noise ratio.



*Single channel implies multiplexing of three information channels


(Z,AAZ and EL) into a single channel.
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The performance of angle rate estimation is shown in Figure 11.



Thfs is taken from the development in Appendix D, wherein it is shown



that when target scintillation and receiver front end thermal noise are



taken into account, that the spec. ismet for ranges less than 10 n.mi.



It should be emphasized that only point targets were considered so that
 


the degradation in angle tracking and angle rate estimation due to glint
 


has not been taken into account.



In Figures 10 and 11, the pertinent values used in the radar equa


tion to relate SNR to range are detailed in Appendices A and C.



Appendices C and D evaluate the effects of target scintillation and



thermal noise on angle track performance and angle rate estimation.



These appendices do not determine the effects of target angular accelera


tion on angle track performance. These effects will be reported in a



forthcoming report. Preliminary computations show that there is a signi


ficant settling time after a target angular acceleration.
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7.0 RANGE TRACKING OF PASSIVE TARGETS



The range tracking accuracy is analyzed in Appendix E and the


operation of the a-# tracker in the range tracking loop is explained in


Appendix F. Figure (12) illustrates the range tracking loop. The


range error standard deviation is given by



c 4 /2 8a2 +f)1/2 (N,SNR)



R+-TAG6 SNR 	 ' ( ) ax (NSNR 	R NR 4a- a 	 (1) 

where



-r: pulse width in sec shown in Table (2)for various ranges.


c: velocity of light in free space.



c = 2.997925 x 108 m/sec



or



c = 9.835692 x 108 ft/sec



SNR: 	 signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the doppler filters. It is



equal 	to Pavg r/NoBF where Pavg r is the average received power,


BF is the doppler filter single sided noise bandwidth and N0 is


the single sided nojse power spectral density.



a, : parameters of the a-fl tracker.



ax: 	 standard deviation of the maximum likelihood estimate of ln(Pu/Pv).


As is explicitely shown in Appendix E, ax is a function of the


number ofindependent samples per calculation (N = 20 for range)



and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Figure (13) illustrates the


variations of ax as a function of SNR for various N.



Using the latest HAC numbers of a and 8,the range error standard .deviation


(RMS) as a function of range for the passive mode is shown in Figure (14).


Since a 0.05 is used for R > 9.5(n.mi) and a0O.l is used for-3.8 (n.mi.)


<R<9.5 (n.mi.),it is noted, that the radar range measurements are


expected to meet the specifications of (uR = 30.47 m) up to 9-5 n.mi.


It should be noted that the values of range error obtained inthis report


agree to a large extent with those presented by Hughes AircraFt Company in



their Monthly Review [11, 13 October 1977.
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In obtaining the above results, the following radar equation was



used



2
SDIR =[G x21[dt PPpE]' (2)


3
 R4
(4r)L [k Tsy s 


where all the parameters in the equation remain unchanged from those in



the tracking case except for the loss factor, L, which for range track


ing is found in Appendix E to equal 9.49 dB for R > 9.5 n.mi. and 9.12 dB



for 3.8 < R < 9.5 n.mi.
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8.0 RANGE RATE TRACKING OF PASSIVE TARGETS



The range rate tracking loop is shown in Figure (15). There are 32



doppler filters used for range rate tracking. The location of these fil


ters is fixed as opposed to the adjustable range gates location in the



range tracking loop. The operation of the range rate tracking loop is



explained in detail in Appendix G.



Two types of range rate errors exist. The first is the error due to


bhermal noise and the second, which will be referredto as the logarithmic



discriminant error, isdue to the fact that the location of the doppler



filters is fixed and the actual received signal-to-noise ratio is un


known due to target effects and range measurement accuracy. Each of



these error contributions is addressed in the next two sections.



8.1 Range Rate Errors Due to Thermal Noise.



The value of the RMS range rate error due to thermal noise is found



in Appendix G to be:



)= F-(I + S-)1/2' vLJ'2 (N,SNR) (3)
Rf C16 SNR m x(3



where:



c: velocity of light in free space



fc : the RF frequency



BF: one-sided bandwidth of the doppler filter



m: The number of samples averaged to obtain a single reading.



m = 2 for R>9.5 n.mi. 

m = 4 for R<9.5 n.mi. 

0x(N, SNR): standard deviation of the maximum likelihood estimate



of In (Pu/Pv) which is also the standard deviation per sample



of the noise in the range rate tracking loop. Figure (16)



illustrates the variations of ax with N and SNR for range rate



tracking.
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The radar equation which is used to obtain the RMS of range rate



error as a function of range is similar to that in Equation (2). The



losses (L)in this case, as found inAppendix G, are 8.39 dB for R>9.5



n.mi. and 8.32 dB for 3.8<R <9.5 (n.mi.).



The RMS range rate tracking error due to thermal noise is shown in



Figure (17) for m = 1, 2, 4 samples. In the present state of the range



rate loop design, the number of samples used ism = 2 for R>9.5 n.mi.



and m = 4 for R<9.5 n.mi.[ll]. This results in a design margin of



2.5 d1 at 9.5 n.mi.



The obtained accuracies in the range rate tracking errors due to



thermal noise agree reasonably well with those presented by Hughes



Aircraft Company in their Monthly Review [11].



8.2 Range Rate Logarithmic Discriminant Error.



This error arises from the fact that the doppler filters positions



are fixed and that the signal-to-noise ratio is unknown due to target



effects and inaccuracy in range measurement. This is best explained



by writing the expression for the mean of the output of the logarithmic



discriminant, namely



2 
+ 1cos (t) 
 

- 2C)]
 SNR
(256) sin 2 [-L-(I 

2 1 + (4)j
E(z) = in (25b s (i ) 
 

+ 2 )] b 
(5)sin2[-1-( 
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where Afd is the ratio between the doppler offset from the closest



BF



center of two doppler filtersas shown in Figure (18).



BF = Doppler filter single sided bandwidth.



Since the signal to noise ratio is unknown, then the mapping between 

E(z) and <is not one-to-one. That is, knowing E(z) does not result in 

a single measurement of 4 and, hence, the range rate. In order to 

obtain the reading of C or range rate, an assumption has to be made



more
concerning the signal-to-noise ratio; since this assumption is 
 

often than not different from the actual signal-to-noise ratio, a logar


ithmic discriminant error results. Several assumptions can be made,
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1. 	 The assumed signal-to-noise ratio SNRI.=



The value of 4 obtained, which is denoted as 4I, can be



found by letting SNR-c in Equation (4). This results in



[sin (I +2 ) 
E(z) 2 In 3_2 (5)

sin (T ( 12( 
 

or



2eE(z)/21 
S 2 1 +eE(z)/2 1 (6) 

2. A straight line that passes through the origin with a slope



equal to the slope of the E(z) when SNR- z at the origin is



used to map E(z) into C. The plot of E(z) for various signal


to-noise ratios versus C along with the mentioned straight



line "is.shown in Figure (19). The resulting error in this



case as a function of SNR for PRF = 6970 hz is shown in



Figure (20).



3. 	 A straight line fitting can be achieved by setting



2 1Ca


=E(z) 8(l + -l 	 (7) 

which results in



2
5 1+ SR E(z) 
1N 8a 

where SNRI is the assumed SNR and 1 is the resulting normalized doppler 


offset. Also, a is a number that can be obtained by proper numerical 

methods so as to minimize the mean square discriminant error for a given 

range of SNR. An interesting figure results from plotting E(z) as a function 

of SNR for various 4,as shown in Figure 21. It is noted that the maximum 


*range rate discriminant error 	 for SNR>30 dBassuming SNR1 = 30 dB is less



than 0.062 ft/sec,which suggests that this error should not constitute



a major problem at close range.
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9.0 	 REDUCTION IN SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO DUE TO QUANTIZATION AND


SATURATION NOISE INA/D CONVERSION



The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the output of an analog-to-digital



(A/D) converter is determined as a function of the input signal-to-noise



ratio in Appendix H. Both quantization and saturation noise contributions



are taken into account. Values of A/D'converter parameters are deter


mined to minimize the-sum of quantization and saturation noise. In



Figures 22 and 23, which are developed in Appendix H, it is seen that the



A/D output SNR saturates as the input SNR increases. In the radar



system being developed, an M= 4-bit A/D converter is used, in which case



the output SNR saturates at 18.9 dB. At long ranges, where the input .SNR



to the A/D converter is very low (less than 6 dB), the reduction in SNR



due to the A/D is negligible, as can be seen from Figure 22. At short



ranges, however, the signal-to-noise ratio at the input to the A/D



becomes quite large; at those ranges, the radar is essentially A/D con


verter limited. In a forthcoming report, the effect of A/D at short



ranges is taken into account. At the longer ranges (R>3 n.mi.), the



effect of the A/D converter can be neglected:
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10.0 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATOR DESCRIPTION



In the radar tracking mode, a logarithmic error discriminant is



used [10] to obtain error signals for the various parameters of interest,



namely, range, range rate azimuth angle, and elevation angle. All of



these parameters are mathematical duals of each other and a single model



can apply to all of them. In each case, the information is imbedded in


a pair of voltages U andV, whose difference is approximately propor


tional to the target parameter under consideration.



Both U and V can be assumed to be narrowband processes and a maxi

mum likelihood estimate of any desired parameter can be deduced by taking



the logarithm of the powers of the two vectors; thus,



z = log (U U/VT V)



In Appendix J, the maximum likelihood (M.L.) estimate of the ratio of


the power in two narrowband processes is considered. These processes are



assumed to be Gaussian and, in general, will be correlated. The in-phase



and quadrature phase components of each process are sampled N times, where



the time between samples is assumed to be large enough so that the samples


are statistically independent. Numberical computation of the standard



deviation formula (31) in Appendix J is-shown in Figure 24 for N = 2,5,10.



In the figure, p is the normalized correlation coefficient between the



two processes. The results agree closely with those derived from an



empirical formula in [10].
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POWER ALLOCATION PROPERTIES OF THE THREE-CHANNEL MODULATOR



In this respect, Appendix K examines and compares the performance



of several implementations of the three-channel Ku-band modulator on


board the SSO. In particular,-th6 appendix studies the power allocation



properties both at the transmitter and the receiver (after demodulation)



of these, configurations and their ability, in terms of squaring loss and



subcarrier phase jitter, to be tracked by an in-phase-quadrature type



subcarrier reconstruction loop, e.g., a Costas loop.



It is found from the power allocation study that much care must be



exercised in choosing a modulation angle for the unbalanced QPSK subcar


rier since, depending on the modulator implementation, the transmitted



and demodulated .power ratio can be considerably different. For example,



for the NASA version and the HAC version with a bandpass filter following



the subcarrier modulator, the transmitted and demodulated power ratios



are identical, whereas for the unfiltered HAC version, the demodulated



power ratio is the square of the transmitted ratio.



In all cases; a Costas-type tracking loop with switching type in


phase and quadrature, phase detectors, single pole (RC) Butterworth arm



filters,'and an analog type error signal multiplexer has .been assumed.



This is not to say that the analyses cannot be carried out for the case



where the error signal multiplier is of the switching type. However,



due to the increased complexity of calculating the equivalent noise spec


tral density, it was decided to .first present the tradeoff study for the



simpler-to-analyze case of the analog error signal multiplier. It is



also pointed out that one should not attempt to draw conclusions either



quantitative or qualitative,about the performance of the loop with a



switching error signal multiplier from the results given in this report



for the analog error signal multiplier case. Indeed, the S-curves are



quite different for the two cases and, moreover, the tracking perform



ance as measured by mean-squared jitter would be similarly different.



To conclude, the tables below summarize the principal results



obtained. Table 7 gives the signal and noise powers available in.each



channel for data detection and the detection signal-to-noise ratio



obtained by taking the ratio of these two powers. The assumption made



is that the outputs of the input in-phase and quadrature phase detectors
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in the Costas loop demodulator are filtered with integrate-and-dump


circuits respectively matched to the data rates R2 and R3. The outputs



of these filters in the absence of crosstalk, namely,



z* -f 
 M

= j' es(t) dt 
s T2 0 s =P0 d 

T c(t) dt, 
o =



have signal and noise components whose powers are, respectively, the


channel 2 and channel 3 entries in Table 7. In all cases, the ratio


of detected signal power in channel 2 to detected signal power in channel


3 is chosen-equal to 4.



In Table 8, the squaring loss and rms tracking jitter are given for


several values of arm filter bandwidth (two-sided) to high-data rate.





Table 7. 

Modulation Detected Detected Detected Detected (SNR)2 (SNR)3 
Angle 00 Signal PowerChannel 2 Signal PowerChannel 3 Noise PowerChannel 2 Noise Power Channel 3 PT/s 2 

21 2 P2 2 '0L 

HAC Version 300 (1 O) Ps T s 2 0.548 0.137 

4/9 Ps =1/9 Ps (T 2 0T 0 

Filter HAC 
Version 

26.570 
8%. 2Cs 2 
-2)cS 0s 

I8 2si 
(-L)2s 

22 0 s 8 oN(-L) O 

2 
(-L) 0 0.648 

0T 
0.162 

6 
Vr Ion = 0.8 (2) 2 p = 0.2 T)2p s 

NASA Version 2 0)2 'N0 N0 

with Squarewave 26.570 c Os sin S 2 T 0.987 0.247 
Subcarriers = 0.8 P = 0.2 P 2 7 

S S 

HAC Version with 
Demodulation by 
Equivalent In

0i 
300 

2 2 
- ) Ps 
4/9 P 

2 2 
O) Ps 

9 
(4co 

7r 

2 
)N 

) 

O 8 2 
2 n 
n 

N' 
T 

34 
Phase and Quadra
ture Subcarriers 

= 4/9 Ps = 1/9Ps 

• , I 
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Table 8.



m2(t)is NRZ data at R2 = 2 Mbps;



m3(t) is Manchester coded data at R3 = 192 kbps



PsT2 1dB i R2 5 Bi/R 2 = 10 Bi/R = 20 

( ( %  N CY0/, ( % 
N0 TdB 02qi " s B dB 0 p~ 

SL' radians) L B radians) L' radians) 

HAC Version -16.42 9.36 -15.93 12.5 -16.04 17.92 

Filtered HAC -11.73 5.46 -11.44 7.47 -11.56 10.71 
Version 

NASA Version 
with Squarewave -15.12 8.07 -14.72 10.89 -14.66 15.29 
Subcarriers 

HAC Version with 
Demodulation by 
Equivalent In -21.28 16.38 -20.56 21.33 -20.31 29.3 
Phase and Quadra
ture Subcarriers 

PsT2 15 dB Bi/R2 = 5 BiR 2 0 BiIR2 = 20 

2dB (% dN a2 a2 (% 
Sadias sL dB 202 

adians) L' radians) SL' dB radians) 

HAC Version -20.16 8.1 -19.41 10.51 -19.1 14.36 

Filtered HAC -15.66 4.82 -15.16 6.44 -14.95 8.9 
Version 

NASA Version 
with SquarewaVe -19.4 7.42 -18.9 9.89 -18.64 13.61 
Subcarriers 

HAC Version with 
Demodulation by 
Equivalent In -25.8 15.49 -25.0 20.0 -24.63 27.1 
Phase and Quadra
ture Subcarriers 
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12.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS



12.1 Power Budgets



It has been shown that, with the present set of system parameters



(as of October 1977 [ll]), when the radar is searching for a 1 m2 passive



target in the "Autotrack mode at 12 nmi, the design margin is -13.1 dB



for the slow fading case and -6.8 dB for the-fast fading case. This



-illustrates the effect of frequency diversity in the second case. A



peak power of 50 watts was used in these calculations. A peak power of



60 watts is presently quoted, which provides an 0.8 dB improvement on 

each of the above design margins. See Appendix A for details. 

Given the present system configuration, there are various ways to 

improve the design margin deficit, among which are the following: 

i) Allow more than 60 seconds to illuminate the search 

volume. 

ii) Allow the range at which the detection probability



is to be 99 percent to decrease to something less



than 12 nmi.



iii) Allow the system to operate,as is. The detection



probability at 12 nmi will then be less than99



percent.



In a forthcoming report, quantitative values will be determined for



the range at which performance will be 99 percent. Also, the additional



time required beyond the present 60 seconds to meet a detection proba


bility of 99 percent at 12 nmi will, be determined.



In the absence of these values, the.recommendation is to allow



more than 60 seconds to illuminate the search volume.



12.2 Angle Track and Angle Rate Estimation



A thorough analysis of the Ku-band radar, which isangle tracking



a passive target is presented in Appendix C. The analysis is applicable



to all modes of operation which require angle tracking, namely, GPC-ACQ,



GPC-DES, and Autotrack. At all ranges of interest (R-<1O nmi) for



passive targets, the angle tracking system has a design margin of approxi


mately 9.5 dB. The crosscoupling errors into the angle tracking loops
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from the range and doppler tracking loops are described but not


evaluated. With the present design margin and the fact that the range


and doppler crosstalk errors are not very significant, it isexpected


that the design margin for the angle tracking loop will remain adequate.



The analysis takes into account the effects of receiver front end


thermal noise and scintillation from a point target. The effects of


glint from a large target and target angular acceleration are not taken


into account. These effects will be taken into account in a forthcoming



report. The effects of angular acceleration and target glint are


expected to be significant, particularly at short ranges.



The performance of angle rate estimation isdescribed inAppendix


D. It is shown therein that the RMS error of angle rate estimation is


below the spec.value for all values of range less than 11 nmi. Itshould



be emphasized, however, that as inthe angle tracking analysis, only


target scintillation and receiver front end noise are taken into account.



Itisexpected that angular acceleration and target glint will deteriorate


angle rate performance faster than angle tracking performance. It is


expected that the convergence time, the angle tracking natural frequency


and the angle tracking damping factor cannot be chosen so that all specs


aremet under all conditions. The followup report will provide more


precise values for the design parameters listed above than is suggested in



Appendix D.



12.3 	 Range Tracking



Range tracking iscarried out by sequential processing of monopulse



signals as inthe case for angle tracking. The performance of the range.


tracking loop employing standard nonoverlapping early and late gates is


developed inAppendix E. The present set of radar parameters (as of



October 1977 [11]) is used inthe performance computations. Itis con

cluded that the range tracking loop meets specs for a.point target when the


noise bandwidth of the loop isless than 3 Hertz and the range isless


than 9.5 nmi. For values of range greater than 9.5 nmi, a noise band

width of 0.4 Hz or less isrequired, and with that, the spec ismet only for


ranges up to 11 nmi.





This analysis does not take into account target acceleration in


the LOS direction. This will be addressed in the forthcoming report.



It is recommended that the range tracking loop be accepted as is.


If the noise bandwidth of the range tracking loop is decreased much


more, then the settling time after a target acceleration along the LOS



may become excessive.



12.4 Doppler Tracking



Range rate tracking is also carried out in a manner similar to


the other tracking loops, with the exception that the bank of doppler



filters ismoved discretely. This is described in detail inAppendices


B and G. Also, the range rate estimates are averaged to improve per

formance. In particular, for-R>9.5 nmi, two consecutive estimates are


averaged, and for R<9.5 nmi, four consecutive estimates are averaged.


The performance analysis-developed inAppendix G shows that this averag

ing is necessary to meet the spec value for R<9.5 nmi. The averaging


is not necessary for R>9.5 nmi, although by doing so, the design margin


is increased. At 9:5 nmi with the averaging described above, the design


margin for the range rate tracking loop is approximately 2.5 dB.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION



Sample power budgets are presented for the Orbiter Ku-band radar



described in [1]. Most of the hardware losses predicted in [1] are used
 


in the budget computations in this report. The passive automatic search


and-detect Rode only is considered. This mode is the most critical from



the required transmitted power point of view. Each of the parameters is



considered individually before the composite power budgets are assembled.



2.0 THE RADAR EQUATION



The radar equation that is appropriate for passive mode detection



of a pulse doppler radar which is essentially using an optimal receiver [2-4]



is given by 

2E - [G2 0x 2][2 P ] (I) 

p No [(47) 3 R4][kTSys [L] 

where R = ensemble averaged peak SNR required per pulse for a given 
P' probability of detection,,Pd, and false alarm probability, 

Pfa" In the case of an optimal radar which employs fre
quency diversity, the time of the pulse corresponds to


the total time during which coherent addition takes place
 

during one frequency dwell time.



Ep = 	 peak signal energy received during the time in which 
coherent addition takes place 

NO = 	 equivalent one-sided noise pdwer spectral density of the 
entire receiver system 
 = kTs 

= average target cross section 

X = radar RF wavelength 

G = peak antenna power gain 

Pp = peak transmit power = Pavg/dt 

dt = transmitter duty factor


Pavg = average transmit power



Tf = total time of coherent addition at one RF = TN
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- = transmitted pulse width 

N - number of transmitted pulses per RF frequency 

R = range 
-
k Boltzmann constant = 1.38.x 10 23 Joules/°K



TSys system noise temperature, 0K



L = 	 total system losses. 

3.0 	 SEARCH RADAR SYSTEM PARAMETERS
 


Each of the above parameters is now considered in regard to the
 


Ku-band radar for the Space Shuttle Orbiter Vehicle described in [1].



The reasoning and/or source of the choice of each parameter value is



indicated.



3.1 	 Required Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio Per Pulse



2E
Rp 	 =



p N0



This value is dependent on the assumptions made about the mode



of detection. The assumptions to be used in these power budgets are



among the following cases. The overall probability of detection'is 0.99



-
and the 	false alarm probability is 10 6. The 0.99 value is a specifica

10
tion requirement, and the a= 6 value-is approximately equivalent to



one 	 false alarm per hour, which is the specified value. The value of



Rp is relatively insensitive to the choice of a. Hence, the choice is



not 	 critical. The cases shown in Table I all assume two scans, so that



the probability of detection per scan is 0.9. The following definitions
 

are'used in Table 1:


I = number of pulses, noncoherently added


Pd = probability of detection per scan
 

n' = false alarm number


a= 0.693/n'.


The table takes into account target fluctuation loss in both the slow



and fast fading cases. The values in Table 1 were derived from Figure 1



which illustrates the maximum signal-to-noise ratio (Rp= 2Ep/No ) as a



function of I, the number of pulses incoherently integrated, for Swerling



I and Swerling II.
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Table 1. Required Value of Signal-to-Noise Ratio to Meet the Indi

cated Performance Levels Under the Indicated Assumptions



Requirements SNR Needed



(dB) Ep/N(dB)
Case Description IR 
 

1 Swerling I 5 0.9 106 18.7 15.7


(Slow Fading)* ***



2 Swerling II 5 0.9 106 12.4 9.4


(Fast Fading)*



The phraseology being adopted (somewhat incorrectly) isthat


the Swerling I model corresponds to slow fading and Swerling IIto


fast fading. The interpretation isbased on the following assump

tions, namely, that frequency diversity is being employed and that


the target is initially modeled by Swerling I fluctuations. Ifthe


frequency diversity is not effective so that the Swerling I model


still applies, then the term "slow fading" is used. Ifthe frequency


diversity is completely effective, and independent sampl'es are being


received upon changes in RF, then Swerling II applies,, and it is
 

called "fast fading."



The cumulative probability of detection is specified at 0.99.
 

With two scans of the column in60 seconds, each scan then has a proba

bility of detection of Pd = 0.9. For scan angles of 400 (±200) or


less, there are always at least two scans on the target inthe spe

cified maximum search time of 60 seconds [I].



If the number of RF frequencies is set to be N=6, the needed


Ep/N 0 decreases to 15.2 dB and 8.7 dB for Swerling I and II,respectively.
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Figure 1. Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio vs. Number of Pulses Incoherently Integrated





3.2 Average Target Cross-Section
 


= m , as per specification 

= 0 dB. 

3.3 Radar RF Wavelength



There are five RF frequencies being used for the Ku-band radar;



they are: 13.779 GHz


13.831 GHz


13.883 GHz


13.937 GHz


13.987 GHz



The center RF for the radar is 13.883 GHz. This corresponds



to



A= 0.0216 meters



A2 
 - -33.31 dB.



3.4 Peak Antenna Power Gain



=
The antenna diameter has been specified as d= 36" 0.914 m.



Based on the rule of thumb:



0B (deg) (180/)(d/A),



the 3 dB beamwidth is eB 1.32 deg. The 3 dB beamwidth quoted in []



is 1.6 deg. Based on the rule of thumb [8],



e
G z 32,000(B)2 ( B ini
 deg) 

the peak power gain of the antenna is



G z 41 dB.



The peak power gain in [1] is 38.9 dB, so that



G2 = 77.8 dB. 

More recently, however, the peak power gain is given as 38.5 dB [9], 

so that 

G2 = 77.0 dB. 

The latter value is used in the power budgets in this report.
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3.5 Transmitted Signal Characteristics



P = peak transmitter power



Given all other parameters and assumptions in the radar equation,
 


the required peak transmitter power will then be obtained.



For the automatic search mode of a passive target, the PRF is



presently set at 2987 [10], so that the pulse repetition interval (PRI)


is



PRI = T = 335 usec. 

Also, the pulse width is



T = 66.4 Psec, 

so that the transmitter duty factor is



dt = 0.20



and the maximum unambiguous range is 27.11 nmi. The spatial dwell time,



.Td' based on the algorithm described in [1] is



Td = 28.6 msec.



This also agrees with that developed by Udalov [5] for the Ku-band



radar search mode of a passive target.



The timing of the RF signal during one spatial dwell time is as



shown in Table 2, where the frequency dwell time is seen to be 5.36



msec over each of the five RFs. Five RF frequencies are assumed to



be processed during each spatial dwell time. This is a conservative



assumption, since Td is larger than 5 tf'



Table 2. One Spatial Dwell Time



RF F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 Total



Number of 16 16 16 16 16 
 

RF Pulses



tf (msec) 5.36 5.36 5.36 5.36 5.36 26.80



80 
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There are 16 RF pulses during each RF frequency dwell time.
 


These are coherently added inthe digital implementation, since the


bandwidth of each of the doppler filters ismatched to that associated



with 16 pulses at one RF.


This isnot a centerline radar, since there isno centerline



filter and since wideband sampling is performed at IF. This allows the



coherent addition of all coherent lines in the receiver RF spectrum



overthe entire IFbandwidth.



The 	 total time of coherent addition at one RF is



Tf 	 = TN ,



where r = 66.4 psec 

N = 16 pulses. 

Therefore,



t f = total time of coherent addition 
= 1.062 msec



= -29.74 dB.



3.6 	 Range



2 The specification calls for meeting the above requirements for a


=m
 

passive target at 12 nmi= 22.236 km. However, the range will be


kept as a parameter inthe power budget calculations.



3.7 Receiver Noise Parameters



The equivalent one-sided power spectral density of the receiver 
noise is 

N = kTsys watts/Hz, 

-
where k = Boltzmann's constant = 1.38x 10 23 Joules/0K 
- -228.6 dB



TSy s = overall system noise temperature.



The components inthe overall system noise temperature can be


computed from the diagram shown in Figure 2. The receiver isassumed



to have a noise figure of 5 dB. All component losses [1] between the



antenna and the receiver add to 2.8 dB.
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TA All lossy Receiver 
---mcomponents 

L= 2.8 dB Fn = 5.0 dB 

Figure.2. Simplified Diagram of Losses for Ku-Band Radar Receiver



When the first stage of a receiver is an attenuator', as is the


case here, it can-be shown [6] that the system noise temperature,



computed at the antenna, is



Tsys = TA + Tc + (L-)T 0 + LTe,



where TA = antenna temperature



Tc = additional antenna temperature dub to clutter



L = total attenuation from all lossy components between


the antenna and receiver input 

Te = receiver noise temperature = (Fn- 1)TO 

Fn = receiver noise figure 

To = standard room temperature = 290'K. 

The design in [1] assumes the receiver noise figure is Fn 5.0 dB or,


equivalently, Te= 6270K, and the attenuation from all lossy components



=
between the antenna and receiver front end is L 2t8 dB. The antenna



temperature is assumed to be TA= 5.50K and the additional antenna tem
perature due to earth clutter when looking horizontally is Tc = 36.50K. 

Then, 

TSy s = TA + Tc + (L-I)T 0 + LTe 

= 5.5 + 36.5 + 263 +1195


= 15000K



= 31.76 dB.



This is increased somewhat as the look angle increases. When looking



directly towards the earth, the clutter temperature increases to



263.5°K and TSy s increases to



TSy s = 17270K = 32.37 dB.
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3.8 	 Losses



Inthis section, the pertinent losses are listed, along with the


references where values were derived or where the losses were specified.



3.8.1 	 Transmit Losses



The RFP and the response [1] have specified the transmit losses


at 3.5 dB. A new value of 3.7 dB has been used recently. This value



will be used in the power budgetcalculations without any attempt to


dispute it.



3.8.2 	 Scan Alignment Loss and Lateral Scan Loss



The specification calls for a total beam shape loss of 2 dB.


In [3], it is shown that the scan alignment loss is1.03 dB each way



and the lateral scan loss is 0.58 dB each way when the antenna movement


from one circle to the next inthe spiral scan is0.6 aB' The spiral



scan described in [1,5] calls for an antenna movement of 0.7 0B. The


difference in-scan alignment loss and lateral scan loss between adjacent



antenna paths of 0.6 0B and 0.7 6B is negligible. Thus, the two-way


loss due to beam shape which includes scan alignment loss and lateral


scan loss isset at 2(1.03+0.58) = 3.2 dB.



3.8.3 	 Threshold Loss (Constant FAP)



The specification calls for a threshold loss of 1 dB due to main

taining a constant false alarm probability by monitoring the system


noise level. A value of 1.7, dB has been recently used; this value is



used inthe computation, realizing that it should be possible to reduce



this value to a few tenths of a dB.



3.8&4 	 Processor Loss



It isestimated that the algorithms in the radar digital signal



processor will result inapproximately 1.7 dB loss [1]. This value is


also used inthe power budget, while anticipating that itmay be pos


-sible 	 to reduce it.



3.8.5 	 Range Gate Straddling



There are two modes to be considered when discussing the range



gate straddling loss. The first iswhen no range designation is avail

able from the GPC. Inthis mode, four nonoverlapping range gates are



http:2(1.03+0.58
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used as shown in Figure 3. Each range gate is of the same width as the



transmitted pulse. The corresponding value of the range is shown at



the beginning of each range gate which corresponds to zero straddling



loss. As the range (R)of the target varies from 5.37 nmi to 21.50 nmi,


=
the straddling loss fluctuates from 0 dB at the ranges R= 5.37n (n l,'
 


2,3,4) to a maximum of 6 dB when the pulse lies halfway between two



range gates, that is, at R=5.37(n+/2).



T"T= 335 psec j



Transmit Pulse



66.4 lsec



66-4 psec" 66.4 lsec 66.4 ,sec 166.4 Usec 

Range Bi n 2 Bin 3 Bin 4 
Bin 1 1 

5.37 nmi 10.75 16.12 21.50



Figure 3. Range'Gate Diagram



In general, the straddling loss can be given by



L = ml H R2 log R-L ,21



str m lO (5.37) ' 0 5.7 (2)



where "min" denotes the minimum of the two numbers, H= 5.37(n+l), and


=
L 5.37n, such that



L < R <H 

The squares in (2) are due to the fact that magnitude detection is



implemented at the output of the doppler filters bank before threshold



compari.son (see Appendix B). A plot of the straddling loss without



range designation, as a function of range, is shown in Figure 4.



'Inthe second mode, when range designation is provided by the



fGPC, two overlapping range gates, which are centered around the,desig


nated range Rd, are used (see Appendix B) as shown in Figure 5 [10].



For Rd:>7.2 nmi, the pulse width in nmi is equal to 5.37 nmi.
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Figure 4. Straddling Loss vs. Undesignated Range R 
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Transmitted Pulse Received Pulse



'I: 
R62



~3T/2R ~ 

Rd 

Figure 5. Range Gates with GPC Designation



If the range designation is accurate to within 20% of the actual



range, then the maximum range error at 12 nmi would be 2.4 nmi, which



is still less than half a pulse width (5.37 nmi). Hence, all the signal



energy can be detected in one of the gates. This gate, in turn, is used



in the threshold detection (see Appendix B). Since the pre-summing is



carried out over 3x/2, which is the gate width, it effectively increases



the variance of the output noise by 3/2 (1.76 dB), which is the strad


dling loss in this mode.



3.8.6 Doppler Filter Loss



Following each of the four range bins is a bank of 16 doppler



filters, as shown in the block diagram of Figure 6. These filters



are uniformly spaced over the frequency range [fc,fc+fPRF For



passive search and detection above 7.2 nmi, the PRF is 2987 Hz, so that



the frequency difference between the center of adjacent filters is



186 Hz, as shown in Figure 6. If the 3 dB (one-sided) is set at



fPRF/16, then at the points where the adjacent filter gains cross (at'



±93 Hz about the center of the filter), the gain is down approximately



0.7 dB for a [(sin x)/x]2 filter. This loss is classified as mismatch



due to doppler.
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1 -3.9 dB 31 

fc+fP 

_ _ _ _ 2987 Hz 

Figure 6. Description of Bank of Doppler Fi.lters



Since discrete Fourier transforms (DFT) are used as a means



of doppler filtering, the square of the doppler filter transfer func


tion isgiven of the form



sin (AwNT p/2) 2 

N sin (AwTp/2 ) 
where Tp =335 lisec and NI= 16. At the center frequency between two



filters, Aw= 2/(2NTp), which results in3.9 dB loss due to doppler



filtering.



There may be additional loss due to the lack of a proper match



between the pulse bandwidth, the PRF, and the bandwidth of the FFT.
 


3.8.7 Pre-Sum Mismatch



There isan additional loss due to doppler inthe pre-sum. The



pre-sum adds all samples over the width of one range bin from a trans


mitted pulse. There isno doppler compensation inthe pre-sum. If



there isno doppler, then this coherent addition is ideal and there



is no loss. As the doppler frequency increases, the pre-sum loss



increases. This loss is in both the I and Q channels and can be



described in terms of the following integral and is shown in Figure 7.



LpRESM = [ 27ft dt 

where p isthe transmitted pulse width and fD isthe doppler frequency.



This is a very close approximation to the actual pre-sum loss, since





Pre-Sum Over Pulse Width



No Doppler Compensation

Q



RF with IF ejwlF t



Diversity



Range Range Range Range


= I and Q Channel Bin 1 Bin 2 Bin 3 Bin 4



-Pulse 1 
 

Pulse 16 -w-


FFT FFT FT



Figure 7. Block Diagram of Digital Pulse DopplerDetection
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the sampling rate,ishigh. The pre-sum loss becomes



i~sin 
( fDrp)2
 
LPRE-SUM - 'LpRE-SUMF fD _[p 

which is plotted inFigure 8. For the radar inf[I], cp=66.4 psec. 
The range rate varies over -75 fps to +148 fps. At fc
= 13.775 GHz, 
each fps is equal to approximately 28 Hz, so that the doppler frequency


iswithin the range



fD E [-2100, +4144 .Hz].



Ambiguity clearly exists, since the PRF= 2987 Hz. This ambiguity


is being resolved by filtering and differentiating-the range measure

ments. The maximum pre-sum loss therefore occurs at fD=
 2987 Hz. Then,



=
fD (66.4 psec)(2987 Hz) = 0.2.



This is shown as the dot in Figure 8, and the resulting maximum pre-sum


loss is 0.57 dB.



4.0 POWER BUDGETS FOR PASSIVE SEARCH



InTable 3, the results of the previous sections (except for


range dependent parameters) are summarized for the slow and fast fading


cases, while Table 4 lists all the losses-involved. The assumption


that the target detection must be accomplished at R= 12 nmi isstill



maintained.


Budget I, the slow fading case, assumes frequency diversity is



present but totally ineffective and that independent samples are not


obtained when the RF frequency is switched. As a result, we have a


Swerling I target. The post-d6tection integration is still noncoherent


from frequency to frequency.



With all the parameters listed inTable 3,the required peak


power for the nondesignated range case isgiven by



(Pp)dB = -145.07 + 40 log (R)m + Lstr (4)



for the slow fading case and



(Pp)dB = -152.37 + 40 log (R)m + Lstr (5)



fnr thp fast fadinn rqcp
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Table 3. Power Budget Parameters for Passive Search


Without Range Designation Based on Two Hits



Item Term 'Section Value 

1 RP . 3.1 Required Peak SNR 

2 G2 3.4 G ='38.5 dB 

3 2 3.3 = 0.0216 m 

4 a 3.2 1 m2 

5 (4f)2 

6 R4 3.6 Range (m) 

7 k 3.7 1.38 x10-23 J/0k 

8 T sys 3.7 15000K 

9 f 3.5 1.062 msec 

10 Factor 2.0 2 

11 Total No Range 

Budget (Case I) Budget (Case .I)


Slow Fading Fast Fading



(dB) (dB)



18.7 12.4



-77.0 -77.0



33.31 33.31



0 0



33 33



40 log R 40 log R



-228.6 -228.6



31.76 31.76



29.74 29.74



-3.0 -3.0



16.02 + L 16.02 + Lstr 
Losses Designation*stsr



With range designation, the straddling loss (Lstr) is equal to 1.76 dB.



Table 4. Detection Losses for Passive Search Without Range Designation



Item Term 

I Transmit Losses 

2 Beam-Shape 

3 Threshold 

4 Processor Loss 

5 Range Gate 
Straddling Loss 

6 Doppler Losses 
7 PDI 

8 Pre-Sum Mismatch 

Section 
 

3.8.1 
 

3.8.2 
 

3.8.3 
 

3.8.4 
 

3.8.5 
 

3.8.6 
 

3.8.7 
 

Description 


REP 


Scan Alignment 


Constant FAP 


Function ofR 


Mismatch 

Post-Detection 

Integration [1] 


Due to Doppler 


Value (dB) 


3.7 


3.2 


1.7 


1.7 


Lstr 


3.9 

1.25 


0.57 


16.02+ Lstr 
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The available peak power is50 w* (17 dBw) and the average power



is10 w (i0dBw). Comparing the average powers that result from (4)



and (5)with a duty factor dt= 0.2 to the available average power



results in Figures 9 and 10 for the slow fading and.fast fading cases,
 


respectively.



The design margin at 12 nmi is-13.10 dB for the slow fading



case and -6.80 dB for the fast fading case, which illustrates the,



effect of frequency diversity inthe second case.



Figures 9 and 10 also illustrate the design margin for the desig


nated range case where the straddling loss is kept constant (1.76 dB).



The design margin inthis case isbetter except for 9.8< R< 11.8 nmi,



when the nondesignated case provides less straddling loss than the



designated case.



It is noted that all the previous calculations are based on two
 


scans with a cumulative probability of detection of 0.99. This is only



possible ifthe search angle is limited to ±200. For larger angles,
 


only one scan is feasible, which results inworse design margins.
 


It is believed that, inorder to improve the design margins,
 


the various system losses should be improved and/or the integration



time should be increased in order to increase the signal energy.



A peak power of 60 w has been quoted recently. The old, con

servative value of 50 w will still be used in the calculations.



http:is-13.10
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Figure 9. Design Margin vs. Range for the Slow Fading Case
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1.0 INTRODUCTION



The-objective of the Ku-band radar system on the Shuttle Orbiter



is to detect the presence of a target and then obtain continuous-accurate



estimates of the various target parameters, namely, its range, range rate



(velocity), azimuth, elevation angle, and angle rates. The target is



usually detected when the radar is in the search mode, while the accurate



estimates are obtained in the track mode. It is the objective of this



appendix to clarify the overall radar block diagram and to explain its



operation in-both the search and track modes.



The radar employs coherent processing over each RF frequency



transmitted, and noncoherent postdetection integration (PDI). Following



the intermediate amplifiers, in-phase and quadrature phase signals are



sampled and digitized (A/D converted), providing target amplitude and



phase information. For longer range search and acquisition (R> 0.42 nmi),



16 doppler filters are formed, covering the doppler interval defined by



the repetition rate. This is an ambiguous doppler interval; this-ambi


guity is removed via differentiation of the range estimates.



Following the filters, the target magnitude is determined, summed



over the number of RF frequencies (noncoherent postdetection integration)



and compared to a threshold. The threshold is set from noise measure


ments, so-as to maintain a constant false alarm probability (CFAP). This



can be implemented by any of several methods.



In the search mode,only thesum channel is processed. When



the threshold is exceeded and target detection is declared, the auxiliary



antenna signal is processed and its magnitude is compared with that of



the main antenna to eliminate sidelobe detected targets. The auxiliary



antenna has a peak gain which is approximately 20 dB less than that



of the main antenna. Also, the sidelobes of the main antenna are



approximately 20 dB down from the main lobe. This provides roughly



a 20 dB main lobe/guard antenna ratio to detect and eliminate sidelobe



targets.
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Inthe modes for which angle tracking isrequired, namely, GPC


acquisition and autotrack, the sum plus angle error channels are processed.



The azimuth and elevation error signals are time-multiplexed, thereby


eliminating the need for a second and third matched processing channel.



InSection 2.0, a general block diagram is drawn and explained'


inmore detail; the functions of the individual blocks are described in



the subsequent sections.



2.0 	 RADAR BLOCK DIAGRAM


The Shuttle Ku-band radar block diagram is shown inFigure 1. The


antenna assembly consists of.a main antenna and an auxiliary antenna,


followed by the deployed mechanism assembly (DMA) and the deployed elec
trical assembly (DEA), where various switching and filtering operations

take place, as exjlained in Section 3.0. The antenna assembly is followed


by several IFmixing stages to bring the carrier frequency down to a 
stable IFof f = 78.143 MHz. The output of the I-Q stage that follows is 
a pair of baseband signals which are in phase and in quadrature with the 
input signal. The operation of the previous two stages is discussed in 
Section 4.0. The available information is converted by an A/D converter 

to digital data which samples both channels at a rate of f =480 kHz,
s


which isslightly larger than the Nyquist rate of the baseband signals

at the output of the I-Q stage. (The LPF bandwidth in both the I and Q



channels isequal to 237 kHz,.) The output of the A/D converter is a set


of.complex numbers which undergo various stages of digital processing


before estimates-ofthe target parameters (range, velocity, azimuth angle,


elevation angle) are obtained. The first processing stage is a presumming


stage, follbwed by a set of.range gates and doppler filters consecutively.


The arrangement of the gates is varied for the two modes of operation.


Two cases-are distinguished in the search mode. When a range designa


tion isnot available, four range gates per pulse are used, whereas


two overlapping range gates are used when range designation is pro

vided [9]. The width of each of the two range gates is (3x/2), where


T isthe pulse width. Inthe track mode, there are only two nonover

lapping gates-an early gate and a late gate.



For long ranges, the magnitudes of the outputs of the doppler


filters are summed over the RF frequencies and compared to a threshold


to detect the existence of a .target. For short ranges (R< 0.42 nmi),



the detection takes place'without using any doppler filtering.
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Figure 1. Radar Block Diagram 
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Once a target isdetected, the radar is switched to a track



mode and the digital signals undergo post-detection integration,



followed-by an error estimation unit which isinitiated by a crude



estimate obtained by the search mode operation. The final estimates


of the various parameters are:



(1) Fed as inputs to the servo motors for angle track


(2). Used to adjust the position of the early and late gates for



range track and to select the proper doppler filter for range rate tracking.



(3) Displayed for the astronauts for 'visual reading (all vari


ables being tracked).



(4) Utilized to update the state of the error estimators to



obtain new estimates.



Inthe following sections, a detailed discussion of the various



stages inthe block diagram is presented, along with an analysis of the



signal timing inboth the search mode and the track mode.



3.0 ANTENNA ASSEMBLY



The antenna assembly is illustrated in Figure 2. The main antenna



has a gain G= 38.5 dB. -There isalso an auxiliary antenna whose gain is



G 20 dB, which is used to guard against target effect on the sidelobes



of the main antenna. Three signals emerge from the antenna, namely, the



sum signal (.E) which carries the received signal, and two angle signals



(AAZ and AEL) which supply the azimuth and elevation angle information.



The s signal is-passed through a bandpass filter (BPF), whose center fre


quency can be adjusted, by a centralized frequency synthesizer, to be one



of the five frequencies (13.779, 13.831, 13.883, 13.935, 13.987 GHz). The



angle signals AAZ and AEL are passed through a selecting switch which



selects one of the signals at a time at a rate of 93 Hz. 'The output of



the switch is then passed through a phase encoder whose rate is twice



that of the selecting switch. A typical sequence of signals out of the



encoder isshown in Figure 3. The encoded angle signal is then passed



through.a matching RPF to that of the E signal. The two signals are then



passed through the T/R switch to the receiver IFmixing stage.



When angle track isoperating, there-are four antenna error dwell



periods at each RF, duringwhich the azimuth and elevation error-signals



are processed. During each error dwell period, 32 doppler filter outputs



(via OFT or FFT) are computed.
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Figure 2. Antenna Assembly
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AAZ -AAZ I EL -AEL AAZ -AAZ 

10.8msecf I 

Figure 3. TDMA and Phase Encoder Output of Angle Error


Information, During Angle Track



4.0 IFMIXING AND I-Q STAGES



The antenna assembly-is followed by two stages of intermediate


amplifiers and IFfilters, where the frequency of the signal is beaten


down to a stable 78.143 MHz, as shown in Figure 4. Inthis stage, the


power in the n-channel is divided intwo equal parts to be used for


communication and the radar. This results ina loss of 3 dB in signal

to-noise ratio due to this power split. The radar s-channel is then


combined with the A-channel to form the multiplexed signal (E± A).


Only 1/4 of the power available inthe A-channel is used when forming


z±A, as seen in Figure 4. The multiplexed signal is then passed


through an in-phase detector and a quadrature detector (I-Q), where


it isconverted to two baseband signals. The two signals are converted


to digital data using an A/D converter whose sampling frequency is


slightly higher than twice the bandwidth of the signal to reduce the


aliasing error to less than 0.5 dB. All computations after the A/D


converter are carried out digitally. The sampling frequency isequal


to 480 Hz. For long-range search, when the pulse width is 66.4 sec,


this corresponds to 32 samples/pulse from each channel of the I-Q


detector for each range gate period. These samples are summed at the


PRESUM stage to give a complex number that represents every received



pulse.



5.0 SIGNAL PARAMETERS



Before explaining the different modes of operation, it is impor

tant to discuss the signals that are being used. The signals are RF


pulses with a duration (T)and a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) that
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are functions of the designated range. Frequency diversity, using five



RF frequencies, is used in both the search and track modes. Table 1



lists these frequencies [9]- which are cycled in a given pattern which



is convenient for the manual operation mode [1]. The table also shows



the associated PRFs for different ranges [8]. The various signal timings



are summarized in Table 2 for the search mode and. inTable 3 for the



track mode [8]. The PRF values used in the tables are those correspond


ing to the middle IF frequency. It is noted that the integration time



corresponds to slightly more than five frequency dwell times in order



to allow for computation time at the end of every spatial dwell in the



search mode and every accuracy estimate calculation in the track mode.



6.0 THE,SEARCH MODE



In explaining the search mode operation, long-range signal format



is chosen for demonstration. All other ranges follbw identical process


ing except for the short range (<0.42 nmi), which does not utilize the



doppler filters.



Sixteen pulses are transmitted at each RF frequency. The dura


tion of each pulse is 66.4 isec, while the time between consecutive



pulses is 335 psec, as shown in Figure 5. Four range gates (RI, R2, R3,



R4) are used to cover the target rangewhen no range designation is



available. When range designation is available, two overlapping range



gates are used around the designated range. The width of each gate in



this case is three-halves the pulse width [8].



For each RF frequency, 64 complex numbers are stored in a memory



designated as M(l), as shown in Figure 6. The output of each range gate



at every RF frequency is passed through a bank of 16 doppler filters,



uniformly spread over fc Ifc+PRF (implemented as discrete Fourier trans


forms, DFT, or fast Fourier transforms, FFT) and the magnitudes of the



outputs of these filters are calculated and compared to precalculated



thresholds, The target is detected when the magnitude of one or two
 


outputs of adjacent doppler filters pertaining to one or two range
 


gates is exceeded. An initial estimate of the range and the range rate



of the target are calculated from the knowledge of the doppler filters


and range-gates whose outputs have exceeded the threshold. These initial



estimates are fed into the error estimators as initial conditions to



start the successive estimation process in the track mode. The
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Table 1. Frequency Synthesizer Frequencies for 
the First IF Mixing L.O. (inGHz) 

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 
Frequency 

13.779 13.831 13.883 13.935 13.987 

PRF 
(Hz) 

Long Ranges 

R>9.5 nmi 

Short Ranges 

R< 9.5 nmi 

3009 

7017 

2998 

6994 

2987 

6970 

2976 

6946 

2965 

6923 

Table 2. Signal Parameters for Various Designated Ranges in Search Mode



Designated Frequency Dwell Integration 
Range (nmi) T (isec) PRF (Hz) Time (msec) Period (msec) 

7.2 - 66.4 2987 5.36 28.6 

3.8 -7.2 33.2 6970 2.29 12.2 

1.9 -3.8 16.6 6970 2.29 12.2 

0.95- 1.9 8.3 6970 2.29 12.2 

0.42- 0.95 4.15 6970 2.29 12.2 

- 0.42 0.122 6970 2.29 12.2 

Table 3. Signal Parameters for Various Designated Ranges in Track Mode



Designated Frequency Dwell Integration 

Range (nmi) T'(psec) PRF (Hz) . Time (msec) Period (msec) 

9:5 33.2 2987 21.44 116 

3.8 -9.5 16.6 6970 9.18 51.2 

1.9 -3.8 8.3 6970 9.18 51.2 

0.95- 1.9 4.15 6970 9.18 51.2 

0.42- 0.95 2.07 6970 9.18 51.2 

- 0.42 0.122 6970 9.18 51.2 
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thresholds are calculated to produce an error alarm rate of one false



alarm per hour.



For short ranges (R<0.42 nmi), a single short pulse is trans


mitted at a PRF of 6970 Hz [8]. The width of the pulse is equal to



0.122 usec. The detection is carried out by finding the magnitude of



the return signal over the time period corresponding to 0.42 nmi and



comparing it continuously to a threshold. If the threshold is not



exceeded, the receiver waits -or the second transmitted pulse and the



process is repeated. The number of pulses transmitted at every RF fre


quency is 16. The RF frequencies used in the short-range detection



are the same as those used in long-rangedetection.



Once the threshold is exceeded, a hit is declared. Five hits



are required before declaring detection. Tracking is started once the



target is detected. The initial range estimate is obtained by finding



the time that elapses between the transmission of the pulse and the



exceeding of the threshold. This is done by implementing a range bin



clock and a counter, as seen in Figure 7.



A/D Magnitude Thresholdape*.HitLi 
Samples I 

- ~Initi~ael



Range Bin Counter


Clock Range



Estimate



Figure 7. Short-Range Detection



7.0 THE TRACK MODE



7.1 Signal Format and Block Diagram



The block diagram for track mode processing is shown in Figure 8.



All the computations involved in obtaining the tracking accuracies are



digital. The separate blocks in the figure are explained in detail



in subsequent sections.
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The signal in the track mode consists of 64 pulses for each RF 

frequency, instead of the 16 pulses in the search mode, as shown in 

Figure 9 [1,2]. For long-range tracking, the frequency dwell time is 

equal to 21.44 msec. Each frequency dwell time is divided into four 

time slots by the switching combination of SWI and the phase encoder 

switch in the antenna assembly. The signals in the succeeding time 

slots are Z+ AZ, E- AAZ, Z+ AEL, and E- AEL, respectively. The time slots 

are arranged so that the first two are used to measure the azimuth angle, 

while the last two are used for the elevation angle. Each one of the 


previous time slots consists of 16 pulses. The pulses are passed through 


two nonoverlapping gates, an early gate and a late gate, which are 


located around a predicted estimate of the range [Rp(n)] from the pro


cessor timing unit. The width of each gate is equal to the pulse width. 


The output of each range gate is a complex number z(I,J,L,K), which is 


a function of four parameters (I,J,L,K): 


I denotes the RF frequency being transmitted; I= 1,2,...,5



J denotes the time slot in each frequency such that



J= 1 corresponds to E + AAZ



J=2 corresponds to s-AAZ



J= 3 corresponds to E+ AEL



J=4 corresponds to s- AEL



K denotes a particular pulse in each time slot; K= 1,...,16



L denotes the range gate under consideration;



L=-l corresponds to early gate



L=+I corresponds to late gate.



Figure 9 illustrates the signal format in the track mode. The computa


tion time is not included in the figure.



7.2 Doppler Filtering



The outputs of the range gates are stored in a memory bank desig


nated for illustration as M(l),. For all combinations of I,J, and L, the



series of 16 pulses (K=l,...,16) are passed through a bank of 32 doppler



filters, as shown in Figure 10 [9]. The doppler filters are uniformly


.
spread over fc 'fc+fPRF The overlapping of adjacent filters results in



doppler filter loss, which has to be taken into consideration. The out


puts of the doppler filters are designated as w(I,J,L,M), where M denotes
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a particular filter (M=0,...,31). I, J, and L represent the RF fre


quency, the time slot, and the range gate, respectively. Since doppler



filtering is accomplished by digital Fourier transforms (DFT), g(I,J,L,M)



is given by



16 
 e_(j2iKM)/16

w(I,J,L,M) YX z(I,J,L,K) e. 

K=l 

Implementing doppler filters using FFT might result in losses due to



the lack of proper match between the pulse bandwidth, the PRF, and the



bandwidth of the FFT.



The outputs of the doppler filters are stored in a memory bank



designated as M(2), as shown in Figure 11. Only the outputs of three



adjacent filters are processed further, namely, the output of the filter



whose center frequency is closest to the actual doppler and the outputs 

of the filters adjacent to it. If the middle filter is designated as. 

Mi, then the outputs of filters MI1-I , M,, and M1+1 are processed further 

through the post-integration stage. The output of M1 is used in com

puting the range, as well as the angle discriminants, while the outputs 

of MI- I and M1+1 are used in computing the range rate (doppler) 

discriminant.



7.3 Post-Integration



The outputs of each of the, doppler filters MI-I , MI, and M1+1 

consist of 40 memory cells from the memory M(2), as shown in Figure II:. 

The 40 cells correspond to five RF frequencies (I=I,...,5), two range 

gates (L=±i),.and four time slots (J=.....4). Each one of these 

cells carries a complex number t(I,J,L,M), whose magnitude is found 

by multiplying it-with its conjugate. The squares of these magnitudes 

are added in different manners to form the post-detection integration 

(PDI) outputs. To be able to demonstrate the logical procedure for



adding these magnitudes, the memory cells under consideration are'



redrawn for a given RF frequency Fi, as shown in Figure 12.



Eight sums are formed at the output of the post-detection



integrator-two corresponding to each of the four parameters of interest,



namely; range, range gate, azimuth angle, and elevation angle. As men


tioned previously, for range and angle accuracy computations, the out


put of the doppler filter M1 is used,-whereas the.outputs of the two
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adjacent filters M1-l and H1 +1 are used for range rate computation.



Early RF Frequency= F.


=
Gate L -l



Late Time Slots 
Gate L= +1 d 

M I M1 MI+I


1 

Figure 12. Memory Cells Storing w(I,J,L,M) for a Given RF



7.3.1 Range PDI Outputs



The two range outputs are formed by the post-detection integra

tion, one corresponding to the early gate and the other corresponding



to the late gate. They are denoted by S(L=-1) and SR(L=+]). The


R denotes the range and the L denotes the early or late gate. They


are formed by using the output of the middle doppler filter (MI). Thus,


to obtain SR(L=-1), the square of all-the complex numbers pertaining


to the early gate and the filter M1 are added over.all the RF frequencies.


SR(L=+) is obtained in a similar fashion, using the late gate; hence,



5 42



SR(L=-I) = lw(i,j,-l,Ml)I] (2)
Z I 
i=l j=l 

5 52


2
SR(L=+I) = l l (i,j,l,M) (3)

i=l j=l
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7.3.2 Range Rate (Doppler) PDI Outputs



The doppler PDI outputs SD(M=M 1-I) and SD(M=NM+I) are obtained


by summing the square of the magnitudes of the numbers out of the doppler



filters MI-I and MI+'I, respectively; each sum is taken over the two


gates, the four time slots and all the RF frequencies. Therefore,



5 4 
 2
SD(M=MI-l) 2 + 2(ijlMl-)12 (4) 

i=l j=l 

5 4 

S(M=MI+I)" X (i,j,-l,Ml+l)f 2 + ](i'j'lMl+l)I 2 (5)
Si=lj=l



7.3.3 Angle PDI Outputs



To obtain the two PDI outputs for the azimuth (elevation) angle



information, the output of the doppler filter M1 is used to obtain the



squares of the magnitudes of the first (last) two time slots correspond


ing to Z+AAZ and Z-AAZ (Z+AEL and Z-AEL) which are added over all Rf



frequencies to give SAZ(J'=1 ) and SAZ(J=2) [SEL(J=3) and SEL(J=4)],



respectively. As in the range rate case, the outputs of both the early



*and late gates are.used. The various angle PDI outputs are shown in



equations (6)through (9).



2 +  
 SAZJ I 5 ji(i'l,-lMl)1 I (i,l,+l,Ml)1 2 (6)



5


SAz(J=2) = lw(i,2,-l,Ml)I2 + It(i,2,+l,M,)I 2 (6)



i=l



SEL(J=3) = (i2,3,-l,Ml01 2'l
+ lw(i,3,+l,M (8)



i=l


5 

SEL(J=4) = l (i,4,-l,M 1 )12 + I (i,4,+lMl) 2. (9)-

i=1



7.4 Logarithm Discriminant Formation



The purpose of the logarithm discriminant is to -obtain an esti


mate of the error (error signal),including sign~of the various parameters



under consideration. The idea is best explained by using,the well known
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Taylot series expansion of In [(l+x)/(l-x)].



I~x 3 5 
IxI < 1  
 In 	 1- 2x + 3 + 5. + • ; (10)

l-x 3 5



For small x , the following approximation is valid: 

In	L = 2x; x<<l. (11) 

1 -x 

Thus, if x represents the errors in.the parameters under consideration,



then by forming the logarithm of (l+x)/(l-x), this error can be computed.



The mathematical derivation of the variance of the logarithmic estimator



is formed in [3], where the maximum likelihood estimator of the form
 


(12)
i 	 = log L 
IVj1

2



1 

is analyzed. Ui and Vi represent a pair of voltages whose difference



is proportional to the target parameter being measured. Since the



target range, range rate,.and orientation angles are mathematical



duals of each other, it is the objective of the following discussion



to relate IUiI 2 and Vil 2, shown in (12), to the various outputs of



the PDI.



7.4.1 Range Discriminant



In the formation of the range discriminant, a sum signal (S) and



a difference signal (D)are formed such that



S 	 = SR(L=-I) + SR(L+l) -(13) 

D 	 = SR(L = ) - SR(L=+ I) , (14) 

where SR) is defined in equations (2)and (3).



Since the output of the early gate is a measure of R- AR, where
 


AR is an absolute error in the range, and the output of the late gate
 


is a measure of R+AR, then S is a measure of the range R and D is a



measure of-the absolute range error. Then, replacing S by R and D by



AR, it can be stated that
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SR(L=-)- R-AR (15) 

SR(L=+I) R+AR. (16)


(Aproportionality constant might be added; however, this coefficient



will drop when taking the logarithms.)



Letting


20O



- SR(L-) 21 U2 (17) 

•20



SR(L+) IVi2 (18)


i=l



the range of i, which i's the number of samples used in calculating a



single range error estimate, is equal to 20 in equations (17) and (18).


It corresponds to four time-slots over five RF frequencies. It is easy



to see that, using,(15) through (18),



20 2


I Ijuij 2AR A 

In 10l- = 2R (19)
20 2 R



Ivil


i=l



where R is the required range error signal. Theprocedure is illu


strated in Figure 13.



SR(L +1)' In (R+ARY 20



l
Logarithm Z Ini
SR(L1=-) . 

R 20 2 
2
IVi.



In (R-AR) i1


_x 

Figure 13. Range Discriminant
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7.4.2 Doppler (Range Rate) Discriminant



A similar argument can be stated for the doppler discriminant.



In this case, however, the number of samples used to calculate a doppler



error estimate is equal to 40. This is because both the outputs of the



early gateand late gate are used in the computation which is also car


ried over four time slots and .five RF frequencies. Thus, from (4)and (-5),



40 
 2


I:luil = SD(M =- 1)

1=l



40 2 = 

x Nlvi D0(M= M1+l) 
1t 

from which 

40 12  xO]Ui SD(M=M -_I) + S (M=MI+I) 

ln i=l = 2 1 I 1 2R -(20) 
40 IVi2 SD(M= MI1-1) - SD(M= MI+l) 

7.4.3 Angle Discriminants



As has already been noted, the magnitudes of the samples from



the DFT corresponding to both the early and late range gates are summed



to form an on-target gate, and then integrated over the transmitter



frequency cycle. This means that the number of samples used per calcu


lation of an angle error estimate is equal to 10 for two range gates



and five RF frequencies. The sum and difference samples of an angle



error are.then log-converted and subtracted to form the normalized angle



errors for the elevation and azimuth channels. The error signals are



then D/A converted and sent to the servo filters, and finally to the



servo motors.



In particular, for the azimuth angle, the estimation vectors
 


Ui and Vi satisfy [from (6)and (7)]:



10 2


x lUj i SAz(J=1l)


1



10 2


x IVil SAZ(J

i=l
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Similarly, for the elevation angle [from (8)and (9)]:



0 12 3 
X lu = i SEL(J 3 

lO 12 

10 
 2= 
X IVi :iEL(J4),
i=l



from which the error signals become



(21)
2A AZ in SAZ(J = 1 2AAZ 
SAZ(J =2 ) E 

2A EL A ln SE 2AEL (22) 
E: = EL (J 4) _z__ 

The error signals in (19) through (22) are used to obtain the various



required estimates pertaining to the parameters under consideration.



Since the error signals are obtained successively as new read


ings are processed, they will be denoted by RE(n), A (n), ACAZ(n), and



AEEL(n), where (n)denotes the nth error signal being processed.



The angle error signals A AZ and A EL are fed into loop filters 

as shown in Figure 14 to obtain two sets of estimates: 

(1) Angle estimates SAZ and EEL, which are fed back to the
 


servo motors.



(2) Angle rate estimates AAZ and AEL, which are displayed for



the astronauts for visual reading.



The range and range rate error signals, however, are fed into the pro


cessor.timing unit to obtain various required estimates, as discussed



in the following section.



7.5 Processor Timing, Range and Range Rate Prediction



The processor timing stage consists of two substages. The first



is called the a-0 tracker [4] and the second is designated as the
 


ambiguous doppler resolver and corrector, as shown in Figure 15. The



a-0 tracker is employed to give a smoothed estimate of the current



range s(n), a predicted estimate of the next range reading Rp (n+l),



and a smoothed estimate of the range rate Rs(n). This latter value is
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used along with the range rate error signal R(n) as inputs to the



ambiguous doppler resolver and corrector whose output isfed through


a sliding window to produce a smoothed corrected doppler estimate Rs(n)



and a predicted corrected doppler estimate Rpc (n+l). The doppler esti


mates Rsc (n)and R C(n+l) are obtained by averaging (smoothing) m pre
sc PC


vious estimated values that are stored in a special memory (sliding



window averaging). The number of estimates (m)being used isdependent



on the designated range [8]. For long ranges (R>9.5 nmi), m is equal



to 2 while, for shorter ranges, it is equal to 4.



The previous estimates are used for various purposes as sum


marized inTable 4.



Table 4. Processor Timing Stage Outputs



Estimate Rp(n+l) Rs(n) Rsc(n) Rpc(n+l)



Use Adjust early Display Display Select


and late gates doppler



location filters



Whereas the location of the range gates is adjusted as a result



of every new range estimate, the location of the doppler filters remains



unchanged. The range rate estimates are used to select the filter M1


whose center frequency is closest to the estimated doppler. This filter
 


remains unchanged until the doppler error changes appreciably to make



the estimated doppler closer to a different filter center frequency.



The one-step prediction and smoothing equations of the a-0



tracker, as well as a block diagram of a possible implementation of



the tracker are shown in Figure 16. The equations were derived in [3,4],



alonq with-the variances of these estimates. The initial conditions



R(O) and R(O), which are necessary to start the a-$ tracker operation,



are supplied by the search mode operation after the target isdetected.



The operation of the ambiguous doppler resolver and corrector



is explained inSection 7.6.
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7.6 Doppler Ambiguity Resolution



- The doppler discriminant and resulting estimation will give a 

value between [0,PRF]. The maximum closing velocity is +148 fps, and
 


the maximum opening velocity is -75 fps. At 13.9 GHz, this corresponds



-to approximately 28 Hz/fps doppler. The maximum opening doppler is



therefore -2100 Hz and maximum closing doppler is +4144 Hz, as shown



in Figure 17.



iHigh 

Opening I Closing 
Velocity Velocity 

i'/--// /////AX\NNNNNN\" tN\\ N\\N xN\\&XZYAXAXZAf~/" 

-2100 Hz 0 Hz 11157 Hz 2987 Hz 4144 Hz 
887 Hz (PRF) 

-75 fps 0 fps 107 fps 148 fps 

Eigure 17. Resolution of Doppler Ambiguity
 


When the high PRF of 6970 is used, there is no doppler ambiguity
 


from the doppler estimation from the a-B tracker. For the low PRF at



longer ranges, namely, 2987, there is a doppler ambiguity as indicated



in Figure 17. The resolution is easily resolved from the coarser esti


mation of range rate from the a-B tracker by noting the following:



(a) If the coarse Rs(n)>0 (opening), then the fine estimation



sc(n)will be in Region 3', whereas the actual estimate should be in



Region 3. In this case, Rsc(n) is adjusted by subtracting the PRF equal
 


to 2987 Hz.
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M) Ifthe coarse A (n)islonger than 2987 Hz (high closing 
velocity), the estimate Rc(n) will be inRegion 2'. Inthis case, 

Rsc(n) is adjusted by adding the PRF. 

(c) Ifthe coarse estimate isbetween 0 and 2987 Hz, the fine



estimate is not altered.



Itisassumed that the resolution of the ambiguity iscarried


out ideally, so that itdoes not contribute to the RMS tracking error.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION



Angle tracking is carried out by sequential processing of mono


pulse signals. The angle error signals are derived by sequentially



processing the monopulse error signals. Angle tracking is potentially



more critical than range or range rate tracking since angle monopulse



signals are subject to angular (glint) and amplitude (scintillation)



variations due to the target motions. The easiest method to reduce



these effects is by postdetection integration over the RF frequencies



before the tracking error signals are generated.



Inthe angle tracking loop analyzed in this appendix (and described



in [1]), single channel processing is used for generation of the angle



error signals. The single channel is time-division-multiplexed between 

the +AAZ, z-AAZ' Z+AEL' and Z- AEL error signals. The alternative 

is a two- or three-channel monopulse system. The primary advantage of 

the three-channel monopulse is that it allows angle error measurements 

to be derived from a single pulse. To reduce the effects of angular



glint, however, several pulses are averaged to obtain smoothed data.



The primary disadvantage of the three-channel monopulse system is the



requirement that the two additional channels be phase and gain balanced



to the first channel. Alternatively, the advantage of the single channel



monopulse system is the simplicity in implementation and the noncriticality



of phase and gain, at the expense of a 3 dB to 6 dB reduction in perform


ance. A disadvantage is that it may be more suspect to target scintilla


tion. As mentioned previously, this can be circumvented by frequency



diversity.


In the next section, the single channel monopulse system under



consideration is described, followed in subsequent sections by a per


formance analysis.
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2.0 SINGLE CHANNEL AMPLITUDE MONOPULSE



A single channel monopulse system is described, where the channel



is time-shared by the various error signals. The description of the



various radar tracking functions has already been presented in Appendix



B of [12]. From that description, a block diagram of the single



monopulse is shown in Figure 1. Familiarity with [12], Appendix B,


is assumed. Only those components of the radar that are pertinent to



the angle tracking function are shown in Figure 1.



2.1 Ku-Band Amplitude Monopulse Antenna



Referring to Figure 1, the Ku-band monopulse antenna outputs a



sum channel and two'angle error signals, which are designated AAZ and



AEL for the azimuth and elevation signals, respectively. With respect



to the amplitude monopulse feed, sum and difference patterns of a mono


pulse antenna network are usually determined experimentally in order to



account for the effects of coupling between horns and of introduction



of high-order transmission modes at the mouth of the horn assembly.



Studies of the actual parabolic antenna patterns [2-4] have



shown that the normalized sum (voltage) pattern can be represented



very closely by



Es = cos 2 (1.18 A/B) , (la) 

where A is the angle off the boresight axis, azimuth or elevation, and



eB is the 3 dB beamwidth. It is assumed that A and eB are given in the



same units. This representation of the normalized sum pattern is excel


lent to-well below 3 dB from the boresight axis of the main lobe and is



therefore a convenient representation when evaluating antenna tracking



performance. At the lower gain portions of the main lobe and over the



sidelobe, the above representation is not useful.



The measured difference (voltage) pattern for the same type



parabolic antenna is well represented by



E = 0.707 sin (2.36 A / B), (lb)



where the same comments given above apply. Significant differences



between these approximations and actual patterns appear only at the



edges of the main beam, well beyond the 3 dB beamwidth.





- - - 
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±1 Modulation V2 e- Iz 
78.143 MHz Range 	 Pre-Sum


Time Share Tracking (Range Gate)

Switch Signal


Antenna Angle eAi EL



AZ PSI(I,J,K) + jPSQ(I,J,K) Adjacent 
I Doppler Filters 

Doppler
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Double lines represent two
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of Single Channel' Monopulse Angle Tracking Loop
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In the angle tracking monopulse system under consideration-, as


well as inmost cases, only the variation within the 3 dB beamwidth is


of interest, inwhich case, the above approximations are very satisfac

tory. The actual error pattern is approximately linear to at least


one-third of the beamwidth off the boresight. The normalized error



pattern EA/Es which approximately results from the AGC and logarithmic


discriminant operation in the receiver system (Figure 1) islinear over



more than 0.6 of the beamwidth. The slope increases as the direction


of the received signal approaches the half-power point of the sum channel


beam. The antenna error slope is designated as km and isapproximately



1.67 for the representations given above. This can be seen by observing



that



E A A


- = F tan (1.18 B.67 

for small A . Within the linear region, the error voltage is



SS 
Error voltage !A = A/a(a



or, equivalently,



E

A



Aideg = Bjdeg' km Es. (2b) 

The actual value of the antenna error slope, km, varies over


different monopulse antenna designs. A conservative interval is



1.0 km S 1.9, (3) 

with typical values being 1.2 to 1.7.
 

The connection between S±A and (Es ,EA) isthat S+A is propor


tional to Es + EA and s- A isproportional to Es -EA, where the propor


tionality constant isthe same in both cases.


Since the antenna gain patterns discussed above have been normal


ized to 1,there isno loss ingenerality in equating



E+A = Es + EA (4a) 

where



S-A = Es - EA. (4b) 
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-Hence, 

Z+A - Es +EA (5) 
E - A Es _EA 

This will be used inthe discriminant function to relate to EA/Es.



3.0 DESCRIPTION OF SINGLE CHANNEL MONOPULSE



The amplitude monopulse feed of the Ku-band antenna system out

puts three channels of data-the sum channel E, the azimuth error chan


nel AAZ' and the elevation error channel AEL' as shown inFigure 1.


As described inmore detail in Appendix B of [12], the elevation and



azimuth error channels time-share the single signal processing channel.



The modulation by ±1 either passes the error signal unchanged or inverts


the RF phase. After recombining the error channel with the sum channel,


the time-sharing is as shown in Figure 2.



o 

107.2 msec Q .0 
21.44 320 pulses -


msec 64 pulses



RF 

F, F"2 F3 1 F4 F5 

Frequency 

f-5.36 
-E 

msec--j 

I+~ AAZ E EL E 
Angle Error 
Time Sharing 
N=16 
pulses 

I W L __W L__....... 
335i 

Vpsec1 

Figure,2. Timing for Single-Channel Time-Shared


Monopulse Tracking, PRF = 2987



4.-c 
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During the track mode of operation, the frequency diversity con


sists of 5 RFs, each of which operates for rF=21. 44 msec. During each



RF frequency, the single channel processing is equally time-shared among.



+ AEL' 
 the four signals-s+ AAZ' Z- AAZ' - AEL_ in the four time slots. 

Each of these is processed for 'E=5.36 msec (designated the slot time), 

during which time 16 pulses are transmitted and received. Throughout 

this description, the systemparameters corresponding to the largest 

range interval of interest are being employed. In particular [7], 

PRI = T = pulse repetition interval = 335 psec


P



PRF = 2987



Pulse Width T = 33.2 psec"



'Frequency Dwell Time TF = 21.44 msec/RF.



TE is the dwell time of s+ AAZ' which is one of four time slots for each



frequency dwell, and the range interval for this set of parameters is



9.5 to 18.9 nmi. The equivalent coherent integration time/frequency is 

defined as Tc = 16T. 

I Referring again to Figure 1, the various stages of IF and AGC



are simplified and consolidated into one bandpass filter (BPF) and AGC.



The AGC is shown but not taken into account in the angle track perform


ance analysis, since for angle tracking purposes, the logarithmic dis


criminant is already self-normalizing. The primary purpose of the AGC



is to maintain satisfactory signal level in the receiver and avoid
 


receiver saturation. The AGC is herein assumed to be performing its



operation, so that all normalization can be accounted for in the



discriminant.



The final stage of IF converts the sum plus error narrowband



signals to I and Q (complex) baseband waveforms. The video filter



before the A/D is a 2-pole Butterworth with transfer function



1Hl(f)I 2 = + (-)4j (6) 

where fc 237 kHz. At these longer ranges, R>9.5 nmi, where the pulse



width is 33.2 sec, the signal can be assumed to be undistorted by Hl(f).



The sampling frequency of the A/D is 480 ksps, which corresponds



to 16 samples over each pulse width r. This is a sufficiently large



http:rF=21.44
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number so that the pre-sum can be accurately approximated by analog



integration.



The notation developed in the previous report [12] ismaintained.


In particular,



I= 1,...,5 corresponds to RF frequency



J= 1,...,4 corresponds to time slot; 

J=l implies E+AAZ, also designated as +a in [13]


J=2 implies E-AAZ, also designated as -a



J=3 implies E+AEL' also designated as +0



J= 4 implies E- AEL' also designated as -0


K= 1,...,16 corresponds to the pulse number for a



given I and J.



There are actually additional pulses transmitted periodically



to allow time for signal processing, register resets, etc. Without loss


of generality, only those signals which contribute to the angle tracking



operation and performance are taken into account.



Now consider the complex baseband waveforms before the pre-sum


for a given time slot J and restrict attention to that particular slot,



where J can be I, 2, 3, or 4, as described above. The I and Q waveforms



are


d ) t + l ] SI(I,J,K) = {V2(z+A) AI P(t - kT p ) cos [(WI + + n(t)}V-2cos (wit) 

(7a) 

and 
SQ(I,J,K) = {v12(s +A) Ai P(t - kTp)cos [(w+d)t+ 00 + n(t)}f2sin (wlt ) 

(7b)



for the I channel and Q channel, respectively. The peak received signal



power isgiven by



Ppr = E [AI], 

where it isassumed that E+ A. (which are the factors representing



antenna processing) are normalized to 1 for all J. The average received



power is
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Pavg r dtPpr'



where dt is the duty factor of the radar pul'se train. The duty factor



is constant for a given range but does vary as a function of range.



Table 1 lists the values of the duty factor for various range intervals



in the passive tracking mode, as given in [9, p. 44].



Table 1. Duty-Factor dt for Various Designated Ranges



Designated Range (nmi)



> 9.5 9.5- 3.8 3'.8- 1.9 1.9- 0.95 0.95- 0.42 < 0.42



Pulsewidth 33.2 16.6 8.3 4.15 2.07 0.122



(jisec)



PRF (Hz) 2987 6970 6970 6970 6970 6970



dt 0.099 0.116 0.058 0.029 0.0144 0.00085



Except for the very short ranges, angle tracking.will be most noisy



at the maximum ranges. In this development, therefore, we consider pri


marily ranges greater than 4nmi, and set dt = 0.099.



When J=l, the amplitude is proportional to Z+AAz' and when J=2,



the amplitude is proportional to Z-AAZ. The amplitudes AI are assumed



to be Rayleigh random variables, since the target is assumed to be Swer

ling I. The .random phase OI is assumed to be uniformly distributed over



(0,2u). The Rayleigh and uniform random variables AI and oi, respectively,



are independent. The pulse P(t) has magnitude of unity over the trans


mitted pulse width t=33.2 visec. The doppler frequency shift is repre


sented by td"



The receiver system noise n(t) after the bandpass filter has the



narrowband representation


n(t) = Y2[N(t) cos Wlt - NS(t) sinwlt] , (8) 

where Ncand Ns are independent zero mean baseband Gaussian processes



with one-sided power spectral sensity of N0 watts/Hz, and one-sided



noise bandwidth approximately equal to fc (fc =237 kHz), which is the



http:0.95-0.42
http:1.9-0.95
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3 dB bandwidth of.Hl(f). The one-sided power spectral density of n(t)
 


is also NO watts/Hz, and the total noise power in n(t) is a =2N f



The total noise power in N (t) and N (t) is a2=N f each.



Before the A/D, the complex waveform is given by



"[,2 (+Aj)AI P(t- kTp) cos [(I+Wd)t+e ]+n(t V2ve jWIt 
SI+jSQ 
 

( + A)A P(t-kT )ej [ dt +  
 = ] + N (t) +iN t) (9)
dI~ p c s 

3.1 Pre-Sum (Range Gate)



After the A/D, each received pulse is pre-summed over the pulse



width. The timing of this pre-sum is dependent oh the setting of the



range gate in the range tracking loop. The range tracking loop is



presently assumed to be tracking ideally. Variations in tracking



errors will be taken into account subsequently when design margins



are considered.



With ideal range tracking, the pre-sumoutput is



PSI(I,J,K)+jPSQ(I,J,K) = a 'kTP[Sl(t) + jSQ(t)] dt


kTp



Fin( 2 
=a(E+Aj)AI T T/12) exp {J[Ol+wd (kTp+ -/2)]1 

+ f [TP+Nc(t) + JNs(t)] dt, (10)
 

pkTp



where the sum of the samples over the pulse width is approximated by



analog integration. This is described in more detail in Section 6.2.



The description given in (10) isthe optimal signal processing



from the aspect of angle and velocity tracking performance. Equiva

lently stated, the integration in (10) is over the period of time



during which the pulse arrives at the receiver. We shall see that



this requires more computation than the implementation in [7,13].



In range tracking (-see Appendix E), an early gate and a late



gate are formed which are adjacent and nonoverlapping. These range



bins (gates) are usually designedequal to the transmitted pulse width.
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When range tracking is being carried out without error, one-half of the



power is received through the early gate and one-half through the late



gate. Since the signal is coherent, this corresponds to a 6 dB range



gate straddling loss with respect to having a third gate midway between



the early and late gates. In the radar described in [1,7,13], there



is no center range gate as given in (10).



For all tracking loops, the array of dopplerfilter outputs is



as shown in Figure 3.



During search, 16 doppler filters are-used. For convenience, 

these are numbered 1,3, 5, ... , 31. During track, these same 16 doppler 

filters are-used but, in addition, the even numbered fi-lters are also 

formed, .numbered 2,,4, 6, ... , 32. For doppler tracking, filters Fn and 

Fn+ 2 are used, during which time the output of Fn+1 is used for angle 

and range track, as shown in Figure 3. These filters-are not adjusted, 

so that the center of filter Fn+l corresponds to the doppler frequency 

received. Alternatively, the center frequency of all of these filters 

remains fixed until the error gets sufficiently large to shift filters. 

At the maximum offset of the center doppler filter, the loss incurred 

for not shifting is 0.91 dB, as will be shown in Section 3.3. This is 

accounted for in the power budget for angle tracking in Section 5. 

This doppler processing tracking technique is'discussed in more detail 

in Appendices B and G. 

During each computation period, 320 pulses are received in



107.2 msec' when the PRF is 2987, as shown in Figure 2. For each of



the positions shown in Figure 3, there is a doppler filter output for



each of the RF frequencies. From inspection of Figure 3, there is an.



early range gate and a late range gate only. For doppler tracking,



-the dicriminant is formed from doppler filters Fn and Fn+ 2 " as shown



in Figure 3, when the actual doppler frequency is located in filter n+l.



The output of the DFT for Fn+1 is used for angle and range tracking.



Forangle tracking of azimuth, therefore, there is an input to



the discriminant from the time slot corresponding to E+AAZ and the



doppler filter output with center frequency Fn+ . There is such an



input for each RF frequency from the early range gate and the late



range gate.





Z+ A 

- AAZ 

Z+A EL 

(8)



s- AEL 

Doppler Doppler Doppl er <11_ 
FilIter FilIter FilIter -

n n+l n+2 -

Figure 3. 	 Storage Diagram of Doppler Filter Outputs During Radar


Tracking Operations, Emphasizing Inputs Used for Azimuth


Angle Tracking
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Inwhat follows, one set of equations is carried forward. This



set applies for both the early and the late gate. The attenuation



factor, a, in (10) accounts for the fatt that the signal is only pres


ent one-half of the time in the early and late range gates. Hence,



a= 1/2. Since there is coherent addition during the pre-sum operation,



setting a=l/2, which gives the idea that the signal amplitude is



attenuated by a factor of 2, gives the same result as the actual situ


ation. Namely, the actual situation is the fact that the signal is



present at full strength during one-half of the range gate period and



equal to zero during the other half.



Errors in range gate tracking are accounted for by errors in


the limits of integration in (10), where again, the digital sum of



the pre-sum is being approximated by 6Iialog integration.



3.2 Doppler Filters (Range Rate Trdcking)



Doppler filters are being used for accurate range rate tracking, 

as described in the previous section and in [12], Appendix B. The fre

quency midway between the correct two tracking doppler filters Fn and 
Fn+ 2 in the DFT is assumed to be at the frequency d+ AWdC where Awd


represents the error in doppler tracking.



The DFT filtering operation in the center doppler filter, namely,



Fn+1 , is described by



1T i PSI(I,J,K)+ jPSQ(I,J,K)Iexp [-J(wd + Awd)kTp]

TE kO



)A-Fin (wdT/2 lsin (AOdTp N/2J+
a(s+aj)AIdtL (taT/2) L sin AmdTg12 J 

exp {i'[e+odT/2- wdTp(N-l/2Y]+ Ncj+JNsj , (11) 

where Ncj and Nsj are independent zero-mean Gaussian random variables,



each with variance,



2 A Nodt BF (1

2 

The computations are developed inmore detail in Section 6, where a pre


cise comparison ismade between the optimal coherent radar receiver and



the digital signal processor implementation developed here,. The DFT



one-sided filter bandwidth is BF 6 l/TE. The dwell time at one RF for
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E+A iis UE' The bandwidth of each-of the DFT filter is therefore



matched to this dwell (or slot) time.



3.3 Statistical Parameters of Doppler Filter Outputs



As described in the previous section, the azimuth angle tracking



corresponds to J= 1 and J= 2, while elevation angl'e tracking used J=3'



and J=4., Azimuth is arbitrarily chosen. The output of the doppler



filters that are used for azimuth angle tracking can then be represented



by 
in (wd -/2 FSin ( dTpN/2



I~ A 

~] =a [Zc+aAT

t[sI
 

AAZ I Em dx/2) sin(Awd Tp/2[IIZ

exp {ieI+cdt/2 -AdTp(N-/2)]} + UI] (13)



where the first component represents the Z+ AAZ measurement which results



from setting J=1lin (1)and the secdnd component represents Z-AAZ mea


surements which corresponds to J=2 in (10). The UI term is the result



of measurement and computation of the time period (O,TE) and VI results



from the time period (TE,2rE), as shown in Figure 2. There are, alto


gether, ten UI inputs and M= 10 VI inputs used in the formation of the



discriminant for azimuth angle tracking. For each of the two range gates,
 


there are five RF frequencies, making a total of ten. Ali of the noise



random variables in (12) are identically distributed and mutually



independent.



At this point, the signal and noise have both been accounted for



during both the E+AAZ time slot for the Ith RF, which is designated as



U, and during the Z-AAZ time slot for the Ith RF, which is designated



as VI. This is because the desired signal portions of UI and VI are



correlated. The noise contributions remain uncorrelated.



From the signal standpoint, the effect of nonideal range rate



tracking shows up in two factors:



(a) The attenuation


2



in (wd /2 
 

(14a)
[ (d/2 ] 
 

in power isdue to pre-sum loss when there is a doppler shift of ud



rad/sec.
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(b) The attenuation



Vsin (AOdNT p/2 2 (14b)sin (Awd Tp/2I 

represents the power loss due to doppler mismatch over the predetection



summation of N pulses in the DFT. When Awd 0 ' the attenuation in 14(b)



goes to 0 dB, and when wd4 0' the pre-sum loss in (14a) goes to 0 dB.


The 3a specification on doppler tracking is 1 ft/sec, or 28 Hz



at 13 GHz; Ifthis isdesignated at the maximum doppler mismatch, then



the loss inSNR inthe angle tracking loop, as given in(i4b), is -0.32 dB.



The phase shift in (13) is inconsequential since eI is al-ready uniform



and independent of AI.



From the angle tracking point of view, the maximum attenuation



due to doppler mismatch isas shown in Figure 4. Adjacent doppler



filters in the DFT are located (NT )-1 Hz apart which, when the PRF = 2987



and N= 16, corresponds to 187 Hz. Ifonly the doppler tracking filters



were being used inangle track, the maximum attenuation would occur at


the midpoint. Since the center frequencies of the doppler filters do



not move, this corresponds to an attenuation of 3.9 dB, computed from



(14b) when Atdd (2Tr)(2NTp) . This is point A in Figure 4. With the



additional doppler filters inserted for angle and range tracking, namely,



the dotted line filter in Figure 4, the maximum attenuation now corre

-1
sponds to (14b) computed at Atd= (2i)(4NT ) . This results ina loss



of 0.91 dB as shown, and is.also shown in the power budget in Section 5.0.



For the present, the doppler tracking loop isassumed to be working



ideally, so that Atdd O, and the loss isaccounted for inthe power budget.



Another independent consideration is to determine whether the


relative acceleration between the Shuttle and the target can be such



that in one computation time the doppler would be outside the set,of



three doppler filters shown in Figure 4.' The worst case corresponds to.



a shift from Point B to Point C in Figure 4. At.Point C,the target



would most likely-still be observed by Filter n+2, but-for this discus

=
sion, let us assume it-does not. For the PRF= 2987 and N 16, this cor


responds to a doppler frequency shift of 93 Hz when the RF is 13.883 GHz.


Therefore, the accelerationmust be such that the doppler frequency shifts



93 Hz (BF/2), in one computation time (107.2 msec). This corresponds to





0 dBFnF 

-3.9 dB 

NTp 1 187 Hz 

lFn2 
-0.91 dB 

4NTp 

P-
Hz 

Figure 4. Signal Attenuations in Angle Tracking Loop Due to Doppler Mismatch 
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an acceleration of



a 
 =one computation time



2
(93 Hz) 3 x 108 m/sec
(107.2 msec) 2(13.883 GHz) 9 (15)



where fDoppler = 2 FRF/c, and c is the speed of light.



This is an acceleration of almost 1 g, which is an order of mag


nitude greater than anything expected. There should therefore be no



loss of doppler tracking due to acceleration.



Returning to the direct angle track analysis, in (13)



Nui AN + jN 11  (16a) 

and 

N N 12 + j s12. (16b) 

The noise random variables NUI and NVI are complex and represent



the contribution at the output of the DFT operation due to receiver



front end noise. NUI is the noise contribution when E+AAZ (J=1) is



measured, and NVI is the noise contribution when E- AAZ (J= 2) is



measured. All of these random variables are Gaussian with zero mean



and variance.



a2=E[N 211 E[N 211 = E[Nc 2 J2 = E[N 221 =N0BFpdt/2 , (17 

where B F is the one-sided bandwidth of the DFT filters, namely, BF TE
= 

= 187 Hz. These random variables are all mutually independent. 

With this information,.the statistical parameters of the doppler 

filter outputs can be determined for a given RF. In particular, when 

A d =O , the power in UI is 

2u a E+AA) 2E 2 Lin (wdT/2) 2
 

a d A Z ) 2 E ( A I ) 2P E[JUIj = L-(mdT/ 2) +NoBFdt. (18a) 

The power in VI is



in (odT/2 2


2
ELVI.j, = a2 d2(-AAz) 2 E(AI) 2 s (*dT/ NoBFdt, (18b) 

and the correlation (unnormalized) is
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PUV E[U Vt] = P 

i n = a2d 2(E + c AzEE(s2 P (wdT/2)] 2 (8c) 

where (*)means complex conjugate and dt isthe duty factor of the signal;


=
inthe computations shown subsequently, we assume Awd 0.



Ingeneral, PUV would be complex. Ifthere were an unaccounted

for RF phase shift inthe antenna, DMA or DEA, then the angle error



channels would not be exactly in phase with the sum channel when they


are recombined into one channel (Figure 1). When this occurs, PUV



becomes a complex correlation. Inthis development, no RF phase dif


ference between the sum and angle error channels is assumed. The


effect of such errors on angle tracking performance is examined in [6].



Ifthe doppler tracking loop is assumed to be working ideally,



then Amd= 0. Recalling that the peak received signal power through



either range gate isgiven by 

Ppr = 2 E(A(A 1p ) = ,(X (19) 
Ppr I 1 4 pr max" 

Then, when Ad = 0



P = d2(s +AAZ) 2 Ppr + NoBFdt (20a) 

=
PV d2(S-AAZ)2 Ppr +No B dt (20b)



and



P = d2(+AAZ)(z-AAZ) p (20c)



The peak received signal power through either range gate is


2
henceforth equated to E(A
1 ) and the 6 dB range gate straddling loss



is taken into account inthe power budget inSection 5.0.


In (20), the pre-sum loss factor has been neglected, since it



will be accounted for explicitly as a loss in the power budget compu

tations in Section 5.0. Also note.that the maximum signal-to-noise


ratio that can be attained at the output of the DFT can now be defined.



From (18), (19) and (20), define the maximum SNR as



d2 (E±A 2 P dtEr 
SNR d(±AAZ) pr pr t E r 

Smax NOBFdt No No
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where 6r is the total received signal energy in rE seconds, assuming 
one centered range gate. This is the maximum attainable SNR and shows 

that,, except for pre-sum, signal processing and tracking losses, the 

digital signal process implementation described here is optimum. This 

optimality is described in detail in Section 6.0. In (2T), as through

out, the antenna parameters, S Ai, are assumed to be normalized to unity. 

Define the normalized correlation coefficient between U and V as
 

12


IPuv
2 6 
 
P P P (22a)



2.


When Acd =
0 
 p is given by



2 JNNBF] N0 BF 
+ 0F+ 022bP2= 
Pavg r(Z+AAZ) Pavg r(Z-AAZ)2 (22b)



From an average power point of view, (E± A)2 is normalized to



unity, particularly for small angle errors, so that



1 1 (23)
-l 
 

NoB F NO NO
l + 0 E l +N(



Pavg r 
 Pavg rTEr



The signal-to-noise ratio, SNR = r/No, is the signal-energy-to-noise


spectral-density over the time slot TE, which is the dwell time of


Z+AAZ. Equivalently, this is the SNR in the doppler signal bandwidth.



The significant observation is that the normalized correlation



coefficient is dependent on SNR, as given by (23). Note that, as



SNR -, then p41 , and as SNR+0, then p-*O. This will subsequently



be related to the performance of the monopulse angle tracking loop.



With these statistical parameters of UI and VI now determined,



the remainder of the angle tracking loop can be described and the



performance analyzed.
 


3.4 Angle Tracking Discriminant Generator



Referring to Figure 1, the detector forms the magnitudes 1Ui


(I1=,...,M) and IVl1 (I=1,...,M), where I represents the Ith RF.
 


The only correlation that exists is between UI and VI for each I.
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As noted in the previous section, the statistical parameters of the



complex Gaussian random variable {UI,VI} are independent of I.


The magnitude detector forms the absolute value as opposed to



the magnitude squared. The performance analysis in [5] uses magnitude



squared for the variables UI, VI. There is a slight difference in


tracking performance when magnitude squared is used as opposed to mag


nitude-to-the-one power. This difference is sufficiently small, however,



that it is neglected. The magnitude squared is used here primarily


since'it is much more amenable to analysis than absolute values. It



is expected that, from a performance viewpoint, the magnitude squared



is the better of the two, particularly at small values of signal-to


noise ratio. This is the case in a detection environment, and can be



expected to also carry over into the tracking environment.



The absolute value is implemented in the radar in [1,7,13] because



of less complexity. The difference in tracking performance is suffi


ciently small that the complexity criterion is the preferred one to



use in choosing between the two.



In this development, it is therefore assumed that the postdetec


tion integration forms



M M 2



I VI
IIIl I 

where, in this instance, M=10, as discussed previously.



Finally, the logarithmic discriminant generator forms



Z = AAZ = InL iUI 1 IVIIj (24) 

asshown in Figure 1. The computation techniques for generating z are



considered in [12], Appendix B.



The random variable z is the maximum likelihood (M.L.) estimate [5]



of the logarithm of the ratio of the power in UI to the power in VI, i.e.,



z = In [PuL/Pv], (25)



where U) means maximum likelihood estimate.


It has been shown in [5] that z is the M.L. estimate of In (Pu/PV)



whether or not there exists correlation between UI and VI.
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Inorder to see how z forms a measure of antenna angle error,



note first that z is an unbiased estimate of In(Pu/PV) [8], namely,



z = In Pu/Pv + x , (26) 

where [5]:



E(x) = 0 (27)



and c2 2 is the variance of the estimate of P/Pv Equivalently
x z 
 
stated,



E(z) = in(Pu/Pv) . (28) 

The RMS error of z , namely o , has been derived and numerically
x
 

presented in [5], and the performance curves are shown here in Figure 5.



The RMS error isdependent only on the number of independent inputs M



and the normalized correlation coefficient (p)between UI and VI, as



given inequations (21)through (23). Itcan be seen that, as the



normalized correlation coefficient increases, the RMS error decreases



and, inthe limit, as p-*l, the RMS error 0.



The improvement in performance due to increases in signal-to


noise ratio is related to RMS error through the correlation coefficient.



As indicated in (23) and plotted in Figure 6, the normalized correlation
 


coefficient increases as the signal-to-noise ratio increases.
 


In Figure 7, the results of Figures 5 and 6 are combined. The



RMS error of the maximum likelihood estimate isshown as a function of



the SNR=Pavgr/(NOBF) for various values of M. In this system, the



pertinent value of M is 10, since there are 5 RFs in the frequency



diversity and 2 range gates.
 


The second step is to obtain the appropriate understanding of



In(Pu/Pv, which isthe quantity being estimated inthe maximum like


lihood sense by z . Upon substitution of (20) into (28),



(1+ )2+ N0BF

2 
 

In (Pu ) = In (=+A) Pavgr NB In avg r (29)
(Z-A)2Pavg r+ NoBB ( 22F


S2Pavg 
r
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Standard deviation of
2 
z= In (utU/VtV) 

M 	 Number of independent doppler


filter outputs which are the
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Figure 5. Standard Deviation of the Random Variable z as a


Function ,of Correlation
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Figure 6. Normalized Correlation Coefficient p Versus Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
Pavg r/No0B F ' as given by Eq. (23) 
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Figure 7. Standard Deviation of the Output of the Logarithm Discriminant 
Generator Versus Signal-to-Noise Ratio for Certain Values of M 
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Inspection of (29) indicates that the output of the discriminant gener


ator is a function of the signal-to-noise ratio, as well as the normal


ized measure of the angle error A/S.



As indicated in Section 2.0, when the monopulse angle error is



small, so that the error voltage is in the linear region, then the



desired error voltage is given by



Error Voltage = A-- A ( 
s 

or, equivalently, the actual angular error is



A- EA Bm 	 (.30b)
Em E = B m



For small values of (A/s), corresponding to small values of



antenna angular error A., In (Pu/Pv) as described in (29) can be



expressed as



2


+ (A/Z 2
 

+ 2(A/s) 
 

In (PuI/P v i I2 1 + (SNR) 1 + (SNR)
A E E


- 2(A/S) 

-

+ (A/s)2 


1 +(SNR)		- I+ (SNR)j 

- 4(-L)[ 1 = 4p( )'A()) (31) 

where



SNR 6 	 Pavqr (32)2 N0 BF 

E2 is already normalized to unity, and the approximation in (1+y) y



for small y has been employed.



The first moment of the output of the log discriminant generator



In (Pu/PV) without the-above approximation is shown in Figure 8. It can



be observed that, for small values of A/s, the value of In (Pu/PV)



varies almost linearly in A/S, and that the slope is dependent on SNR.



The more drastic variations in In (Pu/Pv) occur at larger values of A/E



where the reduction in loop gain is more significant. It is henceforth



assumed that the approximation in (31) is satisfactory, and that the
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Figure 8. First Moment of Output of Angle Tracking Discriminant Generator
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effect 	of SNR on In (PuIPv) is through the multiplication of (A/) by



p, thus corresponding to a reduction in loop gain. In an actual imple


mentation, the discriminant output will probably have to be soft-limited



in order to offset the increase in loop gain at large values of tracking



error.



4.0 	 PERFORMANCE OF THE AMPLITUDE MONOPULSE ANGLE TRACKING LOOP



The results of the previous sections can now be combined to



provide the RMS angle error due to thermal noise and target scintilla


tion when,the target is in the linear region of the antenna angle error



channels. Only one of the angle errors is considered.



A block diagram of the equivalent model of the antenna tracking


loop is shown in Figure 9. The result is a system whose angle tracking



performance is-identical to that in Figure I when the antenna is in



the linear region. In Figure 9,



e = relative.angle of the target with respect to an arbi
trary inertial reference



0 = relative angle of the antenna boresight in either the
azimuth or elevation direction



A =T - 0A angular error in either the azimuth or



elevation directions



k /0B = scale factor necessary to convert angular error to
B antenna amplitude monopulse output voltage



4p = scale factor in (31) necessary to give In (Pu/PV)



x = equivalent noise of the system, taking into account


the effects of thermal noise and target scintillation


as described in this report and in [5]



z = In (Pu/Pv)+x is the output of the log discriminant



generator, as given in (26) and diagrammed in Figure 1


K = equivalent loop gain of the antenna tracking loop, which

eq 
 takes into account all of the various contributing gains



F(s) = 	 open loop antenna angle control system and inertial


stabilization transfer function. A discussion of such


transfer functions is given in [6].



In the actual implementation, the output of the open loop filter



f(s) is fed back via a mechanical linkage to the antenna servo system



to rotate it to a new position, as seen in Figure 1.
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Equivalent


Noise



T BTn V)Keq 

Figure 9. Block Diagram of the Equivalent Model of the


Antenna Tracking Loop



Since a transient analysis and a study of the dynamic character


istics of the antenna tracking loop are not a part of this development,



the effects of the loop gain and open loop transfer functions are taken



into account through the loop noise bandwidth BN (Hz).



Referring to Figure 9, the closed loop transfer function from OT



to eA is equal to



( k) KeqF(j2f) 

H(j 2 f) = km e4q (33) 
i Keq F(j2r f) 

and the corresponding closed-loop one-sided noise bandwidth is defined



as



BN(P) f IH(j27f)12 df. (34) 

The exact structure of the loop filter F(jw) in (33) is relatively



complex, and accounts for inertial stabilization and Orbiter movement.



Block diagrams of the complete angle tracking system are discussed in



[6,13]. In an error-analysis of this type, the entire open loop transfer



function relates to performance primarily through the corresponding closed



loop noise bandwidth defined in (34). The coupling of inertial stabili


iation and tracking errors is expected to be quite small and is therefore



neglected in this development.
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The dependence of BN on P has been explicity indicated to empha


size the dependence of noise bandwidth on the signal-to-noise ratio by



way of the normalized correlation coefficient p. For intermediate and



high'gain tracking loops, the dependence of BN on P is approximately



given by



BN(P) PBN(P=l) , (35) 

where p=l corresponds to the infinite SNR case. This is the case since,



at high values of loop gain, the noise bandwidth varies approximately



linearly with the effective loop gain, 4pkm Keq/B This is indeed the



case for all loop transfer function that are anticipated for F(s),



including first- and second-order tracking loops.



The transfer function from the equivalent noise input x to the.



angle tracking error A is given by



A, (;km) H(p)x , (36) 

where p is the Heaviside operator, so that the variance of the angle



tracking error is given by



2 1(p) T 2(Np) (37) 

AE 4pp Bkm
N)
 s ax



where


2x(N,p) = a2 is the variance of the maximum likelihood esti


mate of In(Pu/Pv) , which is also the variance per 

sample of the noise in the equivalent block diagram


of-the angle tracking loop. The dependence on the


-correlation coefficient p and the number of RF fre

quencies N is emphasized in (37).



T = time per sample of the random sequence x by the-D/A


converter and succeeding boxcar detector in Figure 1.


In this system,



= T (N)(4)(N'), where (38)


S p



N'= 5 is the number of RF frequencies. The noise
 

samples x) are assumed to be statistically inde

pendent from frequency to frequency



=
N 16 is the number of pulses during which Z+ A is


observed (see Figure 2), J= 1,...,4



4= factor corresponding to the number of different


angular error measurements (time slots) per frequency


dwell time, namely, z+AAZ' S-AAZ, E+AEL' Z-AEL
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Tp = pulse repetition interval = 335 usec, when 
PRF = 2987 Hz. 

Upon substitution of these values into (38), 

T = 320 T = 107.2 msec. (39).
s p



Upon substitution, the RMS angle tracking error is then given by


71/2



eAd - 4 rPk.B [NPI TT ax(Np) (40)deg 


or, equivalently,



'B v 1 /2av 
°A- cTj~g-deg 4k + !arr)s 1/2 a (N0F1 N0 BF/ s x\ B;) (41)4k (NOB -l)Th/2(MIP (P



=
where B 3 dB antenna beamwidth in degrees. This result accurately



predicts the expected performance of the angle tracking loop in Figure 1.



Performance computations are carried out in the next section.



5.0 PERFORMANCE COMPUTATIONS



For the Ku-Band Integrated Radar and Communication Equipment



for the Space Shuttle Orbiter Vehicle Proposal [1], the radar param


eters needed to compute the RMS angle error in (41) are given as



M = 10



8 = 
 1.60
 
km = 1 ([I], p. 3-47)



3
BN = IHz ([I], p. -47) B N = 0.4 Hz ([0-11])

Ts = 107.2 msec [(39)]. 

For these values of the system parameters, the performance of



the angle tracking loop is shown in Figure 10. The RMS angle tracking



error is plotted against the signal-to-noise ratio Pavg r/(N BF), which



is the maximum SNR at the output of the doppler filters, assuming no



range gate straddling loss (see Figure 1).
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The specification value for the Ku-band radar system is shown in Table 2



as



'SPEC = 0.153 deg. (42)



This is shown as the dashed line in Figure 10. It is seen that the spe


cification value is met for



Pavgr > - 3.5 dB, (43a) 
N0 BF 

when BN(P= 1) 1 Hz, and for



> -8 dB, 
 (43b)



when BN(P=1) 0.4 Hz.



Table 2. Specification Radar Parameter Allowable Measurement Errors
 


Random 3o Bias 3a



Angle Rate Error



Including Target Effects



LOS 0.8 mrad ±20


Pitch 0.458 deg



LOS 0.8 mrad ±20


Azimuth 0.458 deg



Angle Rate Error


Including Target Effects



LOS 0.14 mrad/sec ±0.14 mrad/sec


Pitch 0.008 deg/sec



LOS 0.14 mrad/sec ±0.14 mrad/sec


Azimuth 0.008 deg/sec



In order to obtain angle track performance as a function of


range, the following radar equation is used to determine Pavg r/(Na BF):



-Pavgr [G 2 
 ][dtPp E 
 (44)


N0 BF (47)3 L[k TSy s] R4



where all of the parameters are defined in Appendix A of [12]. The



values used in the computation correspond to those in Table 3, Budget 2,
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of Appendix A of [12] or as updated by [9-13], namely,



G = peak antenna gain 	 = 38.5 dB



=1 Im2

= radar cross-section 


A = wavelength 	 = 0.0216 m (13.883 GHz)



dt = duty factor 	 { 0.099 (R>9.5 nmi) 
t0.116 (3.8<R< 9.5) 


Pp = peak transmitted power = 	 60 watts (17.8 dBw)



tE = dwell time corresponding to -1 	 J5.36 msec (R> 9.5 nmi)

one computation of the DFT 
 - F '2.29 msec (3.8<R<9.5)



k = Boltzmann's constant 	 = 1.38x10 -23 w/Hz-K



T = system noise temperature = 15000K
sys



R = range, inmeters



L = losses, itemized as follows for angle track


(see [12], Appendix A, for more details):



Transmit 3.7 dB (Ref. [13])


Scan alignment 0


Lateral scan 0


Threshold (CFAR) 1.7 (Ref. [13])


Processor loss 1.0 (Ref. [I])


Range gate straddling 6.0 Section 3.1


Doppler mismatch 0.91 Section 3.3


PDI 1.25 (Ref. [1])



p0.14 dB (R>9.5 nmi) Eq. (14a
Pre-sum 
 
(0.07 dB (3.8<R<9.5) Eq. (14a



Signal loss due to coupling 3.0 Section 7.0


Noise increase due to com- -1.2 Section 7.0


bining of Z and A channels



A/D conversion 0.4 Appendix H 
Total losses { 16.90 dB (R>9.5) 

116.83 dB (3.8<R,< 9.5)



The A/D conversion of 0.4 dB is based on a signal-to-noise ratio



of 0.9 dB at the input to the A/D converter. The loss in A/D conversion



is analyzed in Appendix H of this report. The SNR at the input to the
 


A/D converter is based on a range of 9.5 nmi, a PRF of 2987, and an LPF



of 237 kHz preceding the A/D converter, as shown in Figure 1. The remain


ing parameters are as in the enclosed 	power budget.



With these parameters, the RMS angle tracking-error is shown in



Figure 11 versus range in nautical miles. For all ranges below 20 nmi,



the RMS angle error is below the specification value for BN= I Hz, where
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Figure 11. RMS Angle Tracking Error of Passive Radar vs. Range (nmi)
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tne eTTects OT DOUn tnermai noise ana target scintiiiation have been



taken into account. The improvement in performance when BN = 0.4 Hz is



also observable. The discontinuity at 9.5 nmi is due to the changes in



system parameters that have been given above. The performance curves



do not take into account any degradation in the angle tracking loops



due to errors in the range tracking loop. Errors in the doppler esti


mation technique have been taken into account, however. With the SNR



design margin for angle tracking of passive targets at approximately



9.5 dB at 12 nmi, there is room to allow degradations for these errors.



In summary, the angle tracking specification for passive targets
 


ismet with ample design margin (z9.5 dB) by the Ku-band system.



The other angle tracking specification is the estimation of



angular rate. Note that the angular rate specification does not require



that target effects be taken into account. Therefore, a nonfluctuating



target can be assumed, thereby greatly increasing the averag' signal


to-noise ratio. The performance of angular rate estimation is not



taken into account in this report.



6.0 COMMENTS CONCERNING THE FILTER RESPONSE OF THE



DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM



In this section, certain additional comments are made concerning



the response of a OFT to a coherent pulse train. The particular waveform



under discussion is shown in Figure 12. It is a complex baseband signal



which is assumed to be ideally range gated as shown. It corresponds to



the signal I+jQ in Figure 1. The signal is sampled and pre-summed to



form the complex numbers s ,'...sN' where N= 16. These are the inputs



to the DFT.
 


Range


a esTp 
 t



!Samples 
 L 3................ 
 -j 
 - - t



RE- I 

sI s2 s16



Figure 12. Coherent Pulse Train with Pre-Sum
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The time of pre-sum is equal to the pulse width, which is equal



to the width of the range gate. During the remainder of the time, the



signal does not exist, although implicitly it does, since coherence is



maintained from pulse to pulse.



. In the frequency domain, the picture is as shown in Figure 13.



In the upper part of the figure is the spectrum of the coherent pulse



train. The bandwidth to the first crossover is I/7. The "needles" of



the spectrum are spaced by the PRF. The one-sided width of each "needle"



is (NT ) , where N is the number of pulses observed.


,
The number of "needles" within the bandwidth l/t is d t where



dt= t/Tp is the duty factor. The shift of the entire spectrum due to



a doppler frequency shift is also indicated.



In the lower part of Figure 13 is the location of each of the



filters in the DFT filter bank. In this instance, the fact that digi


tal filters have periodic frequency domain responses is an advantage



and all "needles" in the signal spectrum will fall within one of the
 


filters.



The bandwidth of each filter is (NTp)-l If the pulse width



remains constant and T varies, then



(a) The bandwidth of the signal, l/T, remains unchanged.



(b) The bandwidth of each needle varies.



(c) The bandwidth of each filter varies exactly as that of



the needle in the signal spectrum.



Since the filter bandwidth is matched to the bandwidth of each



needle in the signal spectrum, the output signal-to-noise ratio at the



end of the observation period is approximately optimized. This is



what is done, since the samples are made at the end of the observation



interval.



Whether in a search or track mode, a coherent radar can extract



the maximum energy from the signal by use of the optimal receiver



shown in Figure 14. To be truly optimal, all of the necessary ideal



assumptions have been made, namely, doppler is assumed known, the range



to the target is assumed known, and ideal coherence is maintained. The



digital signal processor, which is a slightly suboptimal implementation



of the above, is shown in Figure 15. The only difference is the reversal



of order of the integrator over the range gate, and the mixing by the
 




FDFD F



1/NT D 

-FPRF 0 FPRF= 1/Tp 2FPRF l/t 

1 2 1 N (NTp N 1 2 N 1 2 N 

0 FPRF 2FPRF 

DFT Filter Bank Periodic Extension 
of DFT Filter Bank 

Figure 13. Spectrum of Transmitted Pulse Train and the Bank of Filters Formed by the DFT 
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Figure 14. Block Diagram of Optional Coherent Radar Receiver
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Figure 15. Digital Signal Processor Implementation of the Coherent


Radar Receiver
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doppler frequency. In most coherent radars, the resulting loss is neg


ligible (inthe hundredths of a dB).



In order to see precisely the difference between the optimal



coherent radar receiver in Figure 14 and the digital signal processor



implementation in Figure 15, they are considered individually in more



detail. The input signal for the kth pulse is SI+jSQ, as given in (9).


6.1 Optimal Coherent Radar Receiver
 


When the doppler is not known exactly, the receiver in Figure 12



multiplies the input by exp [-J(d + Aod)tJ' where wd is the exact doppler



and wAd is the doppler error. After this multiplication and the integra


tion over [kT ,kTp+ t], where an ideal range gate is assumed, the result



is


kT p+
PSI(,JK T
jPS(IJK) 
 

PSI(I,3,K)+PSQ(IJK) = P [SI(t)+SQ(t)] exp [j(wd+Atod)t] dt 
Jkp 

sin (AwdT/2)


(Z+Aj)A,Texp[Jl-
 Ad(kTp+2))] 
 dT/2



+ fkTP +[Nc(t)+ JNs(t)] dt. (45)



pkTp



In the I and Q channels, the integrated noise processes in (47) have



power N0 /2 watts.



As shown in Figure 14 for the optimal coherent radar receiver,
 

=
N 16 pulses are coherently added, after which the detectorforms the 

magnitude squared of the resulting complex number. 

After coherent integration 

1 N-1FI(IJ +/2I Jd) (cdT/2 sin (AWdNT /22sin 
=XE=O (E+A )A~d i Adp
IPSI(I,J,K)+jPSI(I,J,K)l 

TE (zA 3 A I L o t/2 JLN in (Ao T_ /2!F 
E =0 I d dp 

2
* exp {j[e I - Awd t/ - A&d(N + T /2]} 
2 p 

+ NciJ + " (46) 

where TE= NTp is the slot time and
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N-1fkT tT



NCIJ+JNSIJ 1 P (t)+JNs(t)] dt. (47)


E k=O JkTp



Nci and Nsl J are independent zero mean Gaussian random variables, each



with variance



2 
= 	N -1 	 NN	 F (48)

2 	 2NT 2 	 (42
2 E



where BF = TE is the equivalent bandwidth of the optimal receiver



operation.



As verification of these results, consider'the signal-to-noise
 


ratio in the absence of doppler error. Using (48),



(AdI )2 Pprdtd E
 r(

SNR2a2 N0 No,



where 	 r is the total received signal energy in T seconds. This is
r 	 E 
the maximum attainable SNR from a matched filter and is therefore an



additional verification of the optimality of the receiver in Figure 14



under ideal conditions. The signal power with a doppler mismatch is



2 

P d 2 in (Awd 1/2)
2 [ in 	 (AwdNTp/2)f

Signal 	 Power 	 2

pr d j sin Add/ /(Tp5 0 

The first bracketed factor represents the loss-due to doppler mismatch



over the pulse integration period. The second bracketed factor repre


sents the loss due to doppler mismatch over the predetection summation
 


of N pulses. When AwdO, both bracketed factors go to 1.



These results are now compared to those for the digital signal



processor implementation of the coherent radar receiver.



6.2 	 Digital Signal Processor Implementation of the



Coherent Radar Receiver



Referring now to Figure 15, an ideal range gate is again assumed,



so that the pre-sum over the pulse width is given by [also shown in (10)]:





____ 
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PSI(I,J,K)+jPSQ(I,J,K) = 
kTP sI(+iSCt)] dt 

pkTp 

+Aj )AA,1 sin (fdT/2)] exp {j[e l +bd(kTp+T/2]1 

p+12 

+ 	 kT Nc(t)+jNs (t)] dt, (51) 
fTp 

where the sum of the samples is approximated by analog integration.


The bracketed factor in the signal term in (51) is the pre-sum inte

gration loss, and isdiscussed inAppendix A of [12]. The DFT operation,



accounting for a doppler mismatch of Amd. can be described as



I N-1 + kT l [PSI(I,J,K) +j PSQ(I,J,K)] exp [-j(td+Afd)kTp] 

E k=O 

sin (wd T/2)]sin (AdTP N/21 

= Cz+Aj)AidtL (fdt/ 2) jNsin (AMdT/2 j 
exp {j [ei +Wd/2- AtdTp(N - l)/2]1 + Ncj +J Nsj (52), 
 

where the statistics of Ncj and Nsa have been given in Section 6.1.


The detector removes the phase dependence. It is also noted that the


effect of the summation with doppler mismatch in the OFT corresponds to


the effect of doppler mismatch in the coherent integration sum of the


optimal receiver. When the doppler mismatch is zero, the only differ

ence inthe two receivers isthe effect due to pre-sum integration


loss, since the SNR in the digital signal processor implementation is



2
(Aldt)2 F in (UdT/2 er in (dT/2] 2


SNR - - -21=N2- -	 (53)2cr2 L 	 (LddT/dr j NO L(wd T/2)jSNR~ s n

2 	
~[Fi (wT/ 22 _ 

The 	 pre-sum loss istaken into account inthe power budget.



Other than that, the digital signal processor implementation can be


considered optimal for angle tracking analysis, so long as ideal range



and doppler tracking are assumed.
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In this radar, it is shown (in[12], Appendix A) that the loss



due to pre-sum isapproximately 0.6 dB. The purpose for making the



change is that the doppler mixing and predetection integration are then



most conveniently carried out by the DFT. The digital implementation.



isthus essentially the same as the optimal implementation. The time



domain representation and the frequency domain representation have the



same appearance for both implementations.



7.0 	 ANGLE TRACKING COUPLING LOSSES



Inthe power budget of Section 5.0, two coupling losses are noted;



these are determined as follows: In Figure 16, the power divide and power



combiner for the sum and angle error channels are shown. In the power



divide, the signal and noise powers decrease by the coupling factor



A=-3 dB. The overall power in the Z+A or Z-A combined signal is



therefore reduced by 3 dB, since the signal power inthe angle error



channel 	 is very small. This isthe signal loss due to coupling.



3 dB


z Channel Power Split E Channel 

+ Noise XXXX Comm Only 

A - A= -3 dB 

6 dB
 

Coupler s+A or s-A



Channel
AChannel\ X~xx 

" Noise B B= -6 dB 

Figure 	 16. Block Diagram of Coupling Losses



For the noise,' the thermal noise spectral density levels inthe



sum and angle error channels are the same. These two noises are also
 


statistically independent and their spectral density levels can there


fore be added. The overall noise level is therefore



N AN0 + BN0 = 0.75 No, B= 	 (54) 

which is an increase 	 innoise spectral density of 0.75 or -1.2 dB.
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This is the noise increase due to the thermal noise in the difference



channel being combined with that in the sum channel.
 


In summary, the effect of the power splitter and combiner is:



Net Signal Loss = 3 dB



Net Noise Loss = -1.2 dB



Net Signal-to-
 
Noise Ratio Loss= 1.8 dB.
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In the digital pulse doppler radar developed in this report, a



measure of angle rate is obtained directly from the transfer function



used in the angle tracking loop. Angle rate measurement is an estima


tion process which results from angle tracking; that is, it is estimated


only, as opposed to being tracked. Extensive use is made of the develop


ment of angle tracking in Appendix C Of this report.



A common loop filter transfer function for angle tracking is a



lead filter with a perfect integrator, given by



(1)
F(s) 1 +2
2



The second integrator represents the operation of the antenna servomotor.



This is a very simplified version of the entire transfer function



in the angle tracking loop. When evaluating the estimation capabil-ity



of angle rate, however, the effects of the motor dynamics, the gyro rate


loop, the gimbal pointing loop, and the motor driver can be neglected.



The primary components of the transfer function have been maintained



.and the result is the filter in (I).
 


For convenience, the block diagram of the equivalent model of the



antenna tracking loop is shown in Figure 1. This is a reproduction of



Figure 9 of Appendix C, where the equivalent noise x has been scaled



and moved as shown. Thisdoes not alter performance.



no(t)



++ 4 p km



Keq F(s)
B
T 
 

K



e
A



Figure l.. Block Diagram of the Equivalent Model of the


Antenna Tracking Loop
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The equivalent noise n (t) is related to x by
 

e

 B



n 4pk m x. (2)



The remaining parameters in Figure 1 are described in Appendix C.



A block diagram of the implementation [1] of the transfer func


tion in (1)is shown in Figure 2, where it can be seen where the angle



rate estimation is obtained


F(s)



eT



I s 

Figure 2. Implementation of Angle Tracking Loop Filter



In this analysis, we are concerned with the convergence time and



the RMS error of the angle rate estimator 6T" When the implementation



of the angle tracking loop filter in Figure 2 is inserted into Figure 1,



the resulting system description is shown in Figure 3. The system is



approximately linear. If K is assumed to be constant, and the statistics



ol the equivalent noise ne are assumed to be independent of signal-to


noise ratio (SNR), then the system is linear.



The analysis developed herein assumes a quasi-linear system. By



this we mean that the loop gain K and the statistics of ne vary with



SNR (via p) sufficiently slowly that performance can be determined by



a linear assumption on the system dynamics. This is an excellent simpli


fying assumption.



When this is the case, the primary loop parameters are the loop
 


gain,





GB 

n. B x
0 4p.k 

+e K = 4 kmK - -0 A 

GA



Figure 3. Block Diagram of Equivalent Model of Angle Tracking Loop


Showing Angle Rate Estimator



CO 
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K 4P kmKeq (3)
eB



and the time constant T. The closed loop transfer function from the



equivalent noise n9 in Figure 3 to the angle rate estimate 6T isgiven



by



Hi(s) = 2 Ks (4) 
s + k(ts+ I) 

The one-sided noise bandwidth BNI corresponding to this filtering



operation between n. and 0T is [2]:



BN~I f IHI (J2-f f)1l2 dfBNl = J0iiw) i



K (5)

4r"



The variance of the estimate of angle rate, o , is therefore



given by 
E 

0 2 =NnBN, B (6)
A nNl 

where Nno isthe one-sided power spectral density of the equivalent angle



tracking loop noise no(t). This assumes an analog system operation where,



in reality, we are dealing with a digital implementation. The digital



implementation provides a variance of each sample of noise, where the



update time is Ts seconds (see Appendix C). Using noise bandwidths,



a good approximate relationship between the equivalent one-sided power


spectral density and the variance per sample is



0 = N B, (7) 

where the noise bandwidth B I/Ts, and Ts isthe update period. Therefor(



N = T a 2 (8) 

no s n 

Upon substitution of (5)and (8)into (6),





5.



= T / -(a)
V 4t no 

where all units are in radians and seconds.
 


It is also of value to consider the transfer function between



the equivalent noise n6 and the angle tracking error A . Ifwe assume



T0= 0, this is equivalent to the transfer function between no and oA'


which is given by



s + IH2s) 2 +K(s+)' (1 0)
 


The corresponding one-sided noise bandwidth, BN2 , for this transfer



function is [2]:



B HI Qf



N2 S0 I



Ktx2 +1 
 (1

2+I



-2
The units of K are sec . Therefore, the units of 2N2 are Hertz.



Following the same development as used for o, the variance of



the angle tracking error is given by



2


A N B (12)



Substituting (8)and (11) into (12),



'(K 2 + T) T's



=: ( +) , -(13)43 no



-where the units of the square root are dimensionless, and the units of



:0 are the same as those of an Various equivalent versions of aA


are also given in Appendix C.



In order to obtain the relationshipbetweefi ca and oA (13)



is divided into (9)with the result that
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E:K -1


. 

(14)2 sec 

This describes the relationship that exists between the RMS error



of the angle tracking loop and the RMS error of the angle rate estimator.



Notice that the ratio is independent of the update time Ts. This is as
 


expected inasmuch as the update time affects the angle tracking loop



in exactly the same way as it does the angle rate estimation.



As can be observed from (14), %/% depends only on the loop
£i



gain K and the time constant T. The loop gain is given in terms of



other system parameters in (3), where it is observed that-K is dependent



on p, and therefore SNR. Hence the ratio in (14) will vary with range.



The transfer function H1(s)in (4) relates the angle rate esti


mate, 6T' to the equivalent angle tracking noise, n0(t). Itcan be



expressed in standard second-order control system form, as



H1(s)( s ,22" (15)

I + Ts + s 
 W W-s+7n 

K n

2+ 2_C s+ (% (15
 

It is clear that the natural frequency wn = 27fn and the damping 

factor i are related to K and t by 

K n2 ' 2 (16)
n



The noise bandwidth, BN2 ' in (11) for the angle tracking loop



can be expressed In terms of fn and as



BN KT +1 + 2 (17) 

Also, the ratio oY /aA can be expressed in terms of C and fn as 
S ES



271 f
Zn



1 fn 0(.18)



SC 2 ff
A4[2 
 I 
 
n
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A rough but satisfactory measure of the convergence time for the



angle rate estimator is given by two time constants of the closed loop



transfer function. A convergence time TCT is therefore defined as



0.637 f, nq =I 
T A 2c 4

TCT = z= 2__fn



T2Tfn 
 0.450 f-i, 
 c 0.707 (19)



The results in (18) and (19) are shown in-Figure 4, where the


standard tradeoff between convergence time and RMS performance is



shown. These results will be of value in eventually choosing a



natural frequency for the angle tracking loop. Before the choice



can be carefully made, the absolute RMS error of angle rate estimation



must be determined, as well as evaluating deterministic performance



in the presence of angular acceleration.
 


To determine the RMS error of angle rate estimation, we substi


tute (37) from Appendix C and (17) of this appendix into (18), so that



2 
27fff n


A 0



S 4c2 +1



2wr f B 

421~m (JBN(p)TS a (N,p) 

2 fn (4))T 
 fn Tj2 (N,p) (20) 

With some simplification, we have the result that



B Tr3/ 2 f 3/2 T;/N-a(Np) ,(21) 

-l


where the units of q are the same as eB times sec If we substitute



= WTf from (16) info (21), thenn
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100 100



10 = 0.707 10 
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I = 
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Figure 4. vs. Natural Frequency for Angle Tracking Loop



Sfor Different Damping Ratios
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O fn ITs 
(NA 2pk ]2r ''Yx ' (22) 

E m 

This result is plotted in Figure 5. All system values employed



in the angle tracking performance evaluation in Appendix C are again



used. In addition, the values of convergence time and natural frequency


that are used at the various ranges are shown. For example, for R> 9.5 nmi,


the convergence time of TCT = 24 sec and the natural frequency of 0.027 Hz 

are used. 

As can be seen by inspection of Figure 5, the angle rate estimation 

is below the spec value of 

= 2.57 mdeg/sec. (23) 

This evaluation accounts for target scintillation and receiver



front end noise. It is also a steady state evaluation and thereby does



not take into account the effects of target acceleration. A mild attempt



At this is accomplished by defining a convergence time equal to two loop



time constants. The deterministic response of angular accelerations



will be taken into account and reported in a subsequent report.



This evaluation has also assumed a point target, and therefore


does not address the deterioration in performance that results from



glint.





3 

. 
sec TCT = 2r= 24 sec 7CT = 2r= 24 sec

TCT= 2-= 8 .5 
=fn 0.027 Hzfn = 0.027 Hzf n = 0.075 Hz 

= PRF = 2987 Hz
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Figure 5. Performance of-Angle Rate Estimatioh vs. Range inNautical Miles - Pertinent System 

Parameters as Indicated 
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1.0 	 INTRODUCTION



Range tracking is carried out by sequential processing of mono


pulse signals as is the case for angle tracking. Single channel pro


cessing is used to generate the error signal. The single channel is



time-division-multiplexed between four time slots-z+ AAZ' '-AAZ'



+AEL, and - AEL. In order to form a range error signal, the



received pulses are passed through an early gate and a nonoverlapping



late gate which are located around the predicted estimate of the range
 


from a previous calculation. The width of the gate is equal to the



pulse width. The signals are then processed through a bank of doppler



filters and then through the post-detection integration process before



the logarithmic discriminant forms the range errors [1]. In this



appendix, the range tracking accuracies in the passive mode are



calculated.



2..0 	 DESCRIPTION OF SINGLE-CHANNEL MONOPULSE TRACKING



BLOCK DIAGRAM



The single-channel monopulse was described in Appendix C where



angle tracking errors are analyzed. The description is repeated here



for convenience.



The amplitude monopulse feed of the Ku-band antenna system out


puts three channels of data-the sum channel Z, the azimuth error chan


nel AAZ' and the elevation error channel AEL, as shown in Figure 1.



As described in more detail in Appendix B of [1], the elevation and



azimuth error channels time-share the single signal processing channel.



The modulation by ±1 either passes the error signal unchanged or inverts
 


the RF phase. After recombining the error channel with the sum channel,
 


the time-sharing is as shown in Figure 2.





____ ____ 
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of Single Channel Monopulse Range Tracking Loop
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During the track mode of operation, the frequency diversity con

=
sists of 5 RFs, each of which operates for TF 21.44 msec. During each



RF frequency, the single channel processing isequally time-shared among



the four signals-Z+ AAZ, S-AAZS+AL, -AEL-in the four time slots.



Each of these is processed for TE = 5.36 msec (designated the slot time),


during which time 16 pulses are transmitted and received. Throughout



this description, the system parameters corresponding to the largest



range interval of interest are being employed. Inparticular [4],



PRI = T = pulse repetition interval = 335 psecP 
PRF = 2987 

Pulse Width = T = 33.2 jisec 

Frequency Dwell Time TF = 21.44 msec/RF. 

TE is the dwell time of Z+AAZ, which isone of the four time slots for



each frequency dwell, and the range interval for this set of parameters



is 9.5 to 18.9 nmi. The equivalent coherent integration time/frequency



is defined as T 6 16T.
c 

Referring again to Figure 1,the various stages of IFand AGC



are simplified and consolidated into one bandpass filter (BPF) and



AGC. The AGC isshown but not taken into account inthe range track


performance analysis, since for range tracking purposes, .the logarithmic



discriminant is already self-normalizing. The primary purpose of the


AGC is to maintain satisfactory signal level inthe receiver and to



avoid receiver saturation. The AGC is herein assumed to be perform


ing its operation, so that all normalization can be accounted for in



the discriminant.



The final stage of IFconverts the sum plus error narrowband


signals to I and Q (complex) baseband waveforms. The video filter
 


before the A/D is a 2-pole Butterworth with transfer function



1K (ff1 = 5 + ( I 

where f = 237 k~z. At these longer ranges, R> 9.5 nmi, where the pulse c 
width is33.2 psec, the signal can be assumed to be undistorted by Hl(f).



The sampling frequency of the A/D is480 ksps, which corresponds



to 16 samples over each pulse width 7. This is a sufficiently large
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number so that the pre-sum can be accurately approximated by analog



integration.



The notation developed in the previous report [1] ismaintained.



Inparticular,



I=l,...,5 corresponds to RF frequency



J= 1,...,4 corresponds to time slot;



J= l implies S+AAZ (a)


J=2 implies E-AAZ (-a)


J= 3 implies E+ AEL M


J=4 implies E- AEL (-a)



K= l,...,16 corresponds to the pulse-number for


a given I and J.



There are actually additional Pjulses transmitted periodically


to allow time for signal processing, register resets, etc. Without


loss of generality, only those signals which contribute to the range


tracking operation and performance are taken into account.



Now consider the complex baseband waveforms before the pre-sum


for a given time slot J,



SI(I,J,K) = {v2 (E+A)Al P(t- kTp ) cos E(uI+oid)t+ e1]+n(t)} Y' cos (wit) 

(la)

and



SQ(I,J,K) = ( (S+A )A P(t- kTp ) Cos E(I+ Wd)t+e I+n(t)}Fsin (w t) 

(lb)



for the I and Q channel, respectively. The peak received signal power 
is given by 

Ppr E[A]2 (2) 

where it is assumed that (s+A), for all J's, are normalized to 1.


The average received power isthen



=
Pavg r dt Ppr (3)



where dt isthe duty factor of the radar pulse train. The duty factor


isconstant for a given designated range but varies for different range
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designations. Table 1 lists the values of the.duty factor for various


ranges in the passive tracking mode.



Table 1. Duty Factors dt for Various Designated Ranges



Designated Range (nmi)



> 9.5 9.5-3.8 3.8-1.9 1.9-0.95 0.95-0.42 <0.42 

Pulse width (psec) 33.2 16.5 8.3 4.15 2.07 0.122 
PRF (Hz) 2987 6970 - 6970 6970 6970 6970 

dt 0.099 0.116 0.058 0.029 0.0144 0.00085 

Since, for illustration, only the largest range is under consider

ation in this appendix, dt= 0.1. Sin b the target is assumed to be


Swerling I, the amplitudes AI are assumed to be Rayleigh random variables.



The random phase O I is assumed to be uniformly distributed over (0,2n).



The Rayleigh and uniform variables AI and oi, respectively, are indepen

dent. The pulse P(t) has a magnitude of unity over the transmitted



pulse width T= 33.2 psec.


The doppler frequency shift is represented by d '



The receiver noise n(t) after the bandpass filter has the narrow


band representation



n(t) = 2[N ct) cos mt - Ns(t) sin mt] (4) 

where Nc and Ns are independent zero mean narrowband Gaussian processes



with one-sided power spectral density of N watts/Hz, and one-sided


noise bandwidth approximately equal to fc (fc =237 kHz), which is the



3 dB bandwidth of Hl(f). Before the A/D, the complex waveform is



given by



SI+jSQ = [2 (C+Ai)A I P ( t-kT p ) cos [(I+ wd)t-o eI+n(t )dF e 
- j t 

= (Z+Aj)AI P(t- kTp) exp [j(fdt+ el) ] + Nc(t) + iNs(t). (5) 

http:0.95-0.42
http:1.9-0.95
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3.0 PRE-SUM (RANGE GATES)



After the A/D, each received pulse is pre-summed over the pulse


width. The timing of this pre-sum isdependent on the settfng of the


range gates inthe range tracking loop. Two range gates were used for


every pulse, an early gate and a late gate, as shown inFigure 3,


where itis noted that, for tracking, the gates are nonoverlapping.


Recall that, in the GPC Designate Search mode, two wider and overlap

ping range gates are employed.



kTp kTp +/2 kT + 

I I' ' SkT + T(5+ 3/2) 
i IkTp+ T(6+ 1I/2) p 

p



kT p+ T(6 - 1/2) t 

= =
Early Gate, L -1 Late Gate, L +1



Figure 3. Early and Late Gates Alignment



The early and late gates will be represented by an additional index


L=-1,+I, respectively. Ifthe relative offset inthe range gate set

ting is 6, then the output of the early gate isgiven by



P(I,J,K,-I) = (SI+j SQ) dt (6) 
akT +T(6-t/2)



and the output of the late gate is
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P(I,J,K,+l) = (SI+jSQ)dt , (7)fkTp+(6+1/2)



where the digital sum of the pre-sum is being approximated by analog



integration.



The limits of the relative offset 6 are given by


1



161 <



This is due to the fact that the range gates are adjusted in such a way



that the signal energy isdivided between them. Under ideal tracking



conditions, the outputs of the gates will have an equal amount of energy.



The location of the gates is adjusted via the time processing unit which



is used to calculate the predicted range estimate. When S=1/2, the



early gate extracts all the signal energy while the late gate gets no



signal energy. The opposite happens when 6= -1/2.



The actual timing error (AT), which is the time difference



between the actual signal return and the estimated signal return, is



thus equal to 6T.



4.0 DOPPLER FILTERS (RANGE RATE TRACKING)



During search, 16 doppler filters are used. For convenience,



these are numbered 1,3,5,...,31. During track, these same 16 doppler



filters are used but, in addition, the even-numbered filters are also



formed, numbered 2,4,...,32. For doppler tracking, filters Fn and Fn+ 2



are used, during which time the output of Fn+1 is used for angle and



range track. These filters are not adjusted, so that the center of



filter Fn+i corresponds to the doppler frequency received. Alterna


tively, the center frequency of all of these filters remains fixed
 


until the error gets sufficiently large to shift filters. At the



maximum offset of the center doppler filter, the loss incurred for



not shifting is 1.1 dB. This is accounted for in the power budget



for range tracking in Section 8.0. This doppler processing tracking



technique is discussed inmore detail in Appendices B, C, and G.



Assuming that the.center frequency of the doppler filter closest
 


to wd is denoted by wd - Awl' where AwI represents the error in doppler



tracking, the effect of this DFT filtering can be accurately approximated
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by multiplying SI+ jSQ by exp [-J(wd- Awl )] before the pre-sum integra


tion and extending the equivalent integration over the length of a time


=
slot (E 5.36 msec). This corresponds'to the single-sided bandwidth 

of the doppler filter of approximately TE = 187 Hz. 

The actual implementation where pre-summing precedes doppler 

filtering results in an effective power loss of not more than 0.6 dB,



which will be taken.into consideration when calculating the tracking



error in subsequent sections. The trade-offs between the two implemen


tations are discussed inAppendix C.



5.0 STATISTICAL PARAMETERS OF DOPPLER FILTERS OUTPUTS



The outputs of the center doppler filters M1 .will be denoted by



W(I,J,MI,±l), where -1 corresponds to the early gate and +1 corresponds



to the late gate. There are two outputs to be considered; each has a



signal part Ws and a noise part Wn
-


Again approximating the pre-sum by an analog integration, the



signal part of the output of the doppler filter is found by examining



the location of the signal with respect to the range gates which adjust



the limits of the integrals under consideration. The output for the



early gate is



N-IIkTp+(12


= (8))A
Ws(IJMI,-I)J= E (8)W(IJM1,-) = (s A3 )A P exp [j(el+&Alt)] dt 

and for the late gate



Ws(IJ,M1 ,+I) = (z+Ad)A I P+t([+j/2) (6 1 +Aw t)J dt. (9) 

=
N 16 is the number of received pulses in every time slot. Carrying



out the integration and summation results in



- j(0I+AwT(/2+6)/2) sin [6wIr(1/2+s)/2]WsIJM,- I) - (z+Aj)A l e l i2a/ 

sin (AmlTE/2) J(TE-Tp)Awl/2 I 
x N sin (AtITn/2) e 6) dt (10) 
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and



T (l/ 2 -6)/ 2 ]A ej(e I +AoItc( 6+32)/ 2) sin [A
W(I,J,M1,+1) S (E+A) ~Aw IT(1/2-6)/2 

sin (AwITE/2) eJ(TE-Tp)Al/2 L 6)d (11)

sin
(AwITp/2) td



To further analyze the range tracking accuracy, two simplifying


assumptions are made:



1. Doppler is exactly known, which-results in Am1 =0. As



mentioned earlier, the maximum power loss due to doppler



mismatch is 1.1 dB. This is taken into account inthe



calculation of the power budget.
 


2. The angle tracking circuit isfunctioning ideally, that



is,A = 0 for J=1,2,3,4.



The outputs of filter Ml of the doppler filter bank become



Ws(IJ,M1,-I) 
 = zAle dt(+6) (12) 

for the early gate and



W5 (I,J,M 1 ,+l) = EAl ej l d%-(6) (13) 

for the late gate. The outputs of the doppler filter (MI) for a given



time slot J and a given RF frequency I can be written as



U(I,J) = EAleejl dt(7 +6) + NU(IJ) (14) 

and 

V(I,J) = ZAi jol dt(-- 6) + NV(IJ), (15) 

where the subscripts l,J are used t6 indicate that both U and V are


functions of a given IF frequency and time slot, respectively. NU and



Nv represent the equivalent noise at the output of the doppler filter



(MI) due to the early gate signal and the late gate signal, respectively.



Since the doppler tracking loop isassumed to be working ideally,



Nu(IJ) and NV(IJ) are Gaussian random variables with zero means


u
and equal variances a2
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NU(IJ) is the sum of two independent components from the I and



Q channels, namely, NUs and NUc, given by



N 1kTNu 
 c(t) dt
NUs 	 (16)
TE k=O JkTp



aN-I kTP+ N(t) d. 	 (17)



and NU = E k=O 	 kT t


Jkp



Since the integrals for various k's result in Gaussian indepen

dent variables, the variance of both NUc and NUs is given by 

2= 1_ NO Nodt dtNoBF 

= _ (18)
2E E 

where BF = TE 	 is the one-sided bandwidth of the DFT filters, namely, 
-BF= (5.36 msec) 187 Hz. Since NUc and NUs are independent, the



variance of NU becomes


2



o = dNBF 	 (19a)N u t 0F 

A similar argument follows for NV, which results in



2 = dtNoBF • 	 (19b) 

As was the case in angle tracking, the statistical parameters of the



doppler filters outputs are now determined for a given RF frequency I



and a time slot J. In particular, the power in U(I,J) is



P E[IU(IJ)I21 = d2 E(A2)I +6 2 S2 + dtNBF" (20) 

The power in V(I,J) is



d2
P E[IV(I,J)12]  = E(A2) (1-) 2 2+ dt N B (21)



and the unnormalized correlation is



= E[U(I,J) V*(IJ)] 

2 E (A I)2 (j + )(l _ ) E2

-	 (22) 
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where * isused to denote complex conjugate. There isno noise term 
inPUV because U and V are independent. Ingeneral, PUV is a complex



quantity. This might be due to a variety of reasons, such as an



unaccounted-for RF phase shift in the antenna, DMA or DEA or a doppler


mismatch which results in a phase error between U and V. When this



occurs, PUV becomes complex. Inthis development, PUV isassumed real.


Recalling that the average received signal power isgiven by



d Ppr = dt E(AI) 2 Pavg r = 
 

and since Z2 is normalized to unity,



PU = dt Pavgr( + 6)2 + dt N BF

v 1 2 +dNBF 

= -
PV dtPaw (_L 6)2 + dtNoBF 
N dtavg rC72 t 0 F 

=
PUV dtPavgr( 1 + 6)1- 6). (23)



As discussed previously, when 6= 1/2, it is obvious that Pus which


represents the early gate, has all the signal power.and PV' which


represents the late gate, has no signal power. The opposite happens



when 6=-1/2.



Define the normalized correlation coefficient between U and V



as



2

Iuv
A2 
 

P PU PV (24)



then



d2P 2
 6(121( 6 2 
P2 
 t Pavg r 2+6)2 )2 (25)


(dt Pavg r( 6)2+dtNO BF) (dtPavg r1 6)2+ dt NO BF) 
 

when the range ttacking loop isperforming correctly, that is,when


the range error is small (S= 0), the normalized correlation coefficient



becomes



P 1 4/SNR (26)



2 
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where the signal-to'noise ratio (SNR) is defined as



P P 

SNR avr E.(27) 
_NO 
 BF 

-

NO 27 

Note that, in general, the normalized correlation coefficient ( ) is 
a function of 6. However, the variations of p with 6 become negli

gible when the latter is small, as shown in (26). It is important to 

observe that the normalized correlation coefficient is dependent on 

SNR as given in (26) such that, as SNR + , then p + 1, and as SNR 0, 

then p 0. 

Instead of using two subscripts for U and V, namely, I and J,



one subscript (n)will be used in the subsequent discussion. The sub


script n takes the values 1- 20 because there are four time slots
 


(J=1,4) for every RF frequency (1=1,5). With these statistical
 


parameters of Un and Vn, the remainder of the range tracking loop can



be described and the performance analyzed.
 


6.0 RANGE TRACKING DISCRIMINANT GENERATOR



Referring to Figure 1, the detector forms the-magnitude squared:



lUni2 ; n= 1,...,20



IVnI 2; n=l,...,20



This comes about by summing the outputs of doppler filters for each
 


of the four time slots and for each of the five RF frequencies, all



at the center doppler frequency and the early range gate. These out


puts are the IUnI. The same is done for the late gate, and these are



designated IVnV.



In the actual implementation, IUnI and IVnI are formed, whereas



in this performance analysis, because of the resulting simplification,



-I~nI 2 and IVn! 2 are used. The difference in performance is only a few



tenths of a dB.



As noted in the previous section, the statistical parameters of



the complex Gaussian random variables {UnVn} are independent of .n.



The post-detection integration forms
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N 2 N
InIlUni X 1 IV ' 
I
 
n~l n=l



=
where N 20.



Finally, the logarithmic discriminant generates



z = In X rUnVn2] (28)



The random variable z is the maximum likelihood (M.L.) estimate [2]



of the logarithm of the ratio of power in Un to the power in Vn, i.e.,



z = In [Pu/P] , (29) 

where (-)denotes the maximum likelihood estimate.
 


In order to see how z is a measure of the target range error,



note that z is an unbiased estimate of In (P u/Pv), namely [3],



z = In (Pu/Pv) + x (30) 

where [2] E(x) = 0 and a2 2=is the variance of the estimate of Pu/Pv.

x z UV



Equivalently stated,



E(z) in (Pu/Pv) (31)



The standard deviation (RMS error) of z has been derived in [2] and


=
the performance curves are shown in Figure 4 for N 2,5,10,20. The



RMS error is dependent on two variables, the number of independent



samples (N)and the normalized correlation coefficient (p)between



Un and Vn. The figure shows that, for all N, as the normalized cor


relation coefficient increases, the RMS error decreases and tends to 

zero as p + 1. 

The improvements in the normalized correlation coefficient (p)



and hence in the performance due to the increase in signal-to-noise



ratio is indicated in (26) and plotted in Figure 5.



Figure 6 combines Figures 4 and 5, where the standard deviation



BF)
 
(ax) is shown as a function of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR=Pavg r/(N 
 

for various numbers of samples N.
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Figure 4. Standard Deviation of the Random Variable z as a
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The next step is to relate the maximum likelihood estimate- z



to the quantity being estimated, which is the range error (s). -Upon



substituting (23) into (31),



avgr I +2 N0
BF-in ( inPpInE(z) jN 

Iavg r(r-s +NOB F 

= In kI+ 26)2+(4/SNR , (32) 

I - 26)'+ (4/SN~i 

which indicates that the mean of the output of the logarithmic dis


criminant is a function of the signal-to-noise ratio, as well as the



normalized range gate error 6. The normalized range gate error 6



corresponds to the range error AR in such a way that



6T = 2AR/c 

=
where c is the velocity of light (c=3x108 m/sec 9.84x'I08 ft/sec)


and T is the pulse width (for long ranges, T=33.2 psec); then,
 


= 2AR (3) 
TC



For small values of 6 which correspond to small values of range error 

AR, In (Pu/Pv) can be expressed as 

In (P /P In _+I+47 ' (34) 

where second-order terms have been dropped. Using the approximation



that In (1+a)= a for small a, (32) becomes



E(z) = In (Pu/P 18 SNR = p. (35) 

Thus, the mean of the output of the logarithmic discriminant generator



for smal.l values of 6 is a linear function of 6 and the normalized


correlation coefficient p. The slope of E(z) as a function of 6 is



dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio through the multiplication of



6 by p,which corresponds to a reduction in the effective loop gain.



Figure 7 illustrates the actual behavior of In (Pu/Pv) as a function
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of S-(without any of the above approximations) with signal-to-noise



ratio as a parameter. The figure is drawn for positive a only since



E(z) in (32) is an odd function of 6. It is obvious that, for small



values of 6, the function is linear.



.7.0 PERFORMANCE OF RANGE TRACKING LOOP



The purpose of this section is t' incorporate all the results



of the-previous sections so as to provide the RMS range (timing) error



due 	 to thermal noise. A block diagram of the equivalent range tracking
 


loop is shown in Figure 8.



Equivalent Noise x



Figure 8. Block Diagram of the Equivalent Range Tracking Loop



The 	 loop represents the linearized model of the,actual range tracking



block diagram shown in Figure 1. In Figure 8,



T = 	 the actual time delay between the transmission and the 
reception of a given pulse. For a passive target at 
a range R, T= 2R/c, where c is the velocity of light 
in free space. 


T~the loop estimate of-the actual delay T.



the 	timing error.
4T T-T 

-
 the pulse widthwhich is given in Table 1 for various 

range designations. It is used as a scale factor to 
convert the actual timing error into a normalized error 
a as defined in Section 3.0. 

8p = scale factor in (35) necessary to give E(z) = In (Pu/Pv). 

x = 	 equivalent noise of the system due to the thermal noise. 

z = 	 In (Pu/Pv) + x is the output of the logarithmic discriminant 
generator as given in (SO) and diagrammed in Figure 1. 
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K =the equivalent loop gain of the tracking loop which
eq. represents the various contributing gains.



F(s) = the open loop range tracking transfer function. F(s) 
represents the a-S tracker [5] in the loop. The analysis


of the a-S tracker is presented in Appendix F of this


report, where the transfer function is derived as a


function of the parameters a and,-.



Since the transient analys-is and -the dynamic characteristics



of the range tracking loop are not a part of this development, the



effects of the loop gain and open loop transfer functions are taken



into account through the single closed loop noise bandwidth BN (Hz).



The closed loop transfer function from T to T, asseen in



Figure 8, is equal to



H(ji2,i f) T (36)-r eq F(j2zrf) 
1 + (8) K F(j 2r f)

T eq 

and the corresponding single-sided loop noise bandwidth is defined as



BN(P) = JIH(27f) 2 df. (37) 

The dependence of B N on p has been explicitly indicated to


emphasize the dependence of noise bandwidth on the signal-to-noise



ratio by way of the normalized correlationcoefficient p. For inter


mediate and high gain tracking loops, the dependence of BN on p is



approximately given by



BNCP) = pBN (p1) , (38) 

where p= 1-corresponds to the infinite SNR case. This is the case



since, at high values of loop gain, the noise bandwidth varies approx


imately linearly with the equivalent loop gain (8p/r). This is



indeed the case for all loop transfer functions that are anticipated



for F(s), including first and second order tracking loops.


The transfer function from the equivalent noise input x to the



timing tracking error AT is given by



AT = (f-!) H(p) x , (39) 
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where p denotes the Heaviside operator, so that the variance of the



'timing error inrange tracking is given by



2 = 2 B() T 2 , (40) 
AT 8P N (Nn 

where


2 2.O (N,p) = a isthe variance of the maximum likelihood esti-
X£ mate of In (Pu/Pv), which isalso the variance



per sample of the noise inthe equivalent block


diagram of the range tracking loop. The depen

dence on the correlation coefficient p and the


number of independent samples N isemphasized


in (40)



T time per sample of the random sequence x by the D/A

s converter in Figure 1. In this system,



Ts =Tp(16)(4)(1), where (41)



1
I 5 isthe number of RF frequencies. The noise


samples x are assumed to be statistically indepen

dent ineach time slot



16= number of pulses during which E+A3 isobserved


(see Figure 2); J=l ,...,4.



4= factor corresponding to the number of different


angular error measurements per frequency dwell time,


namely, Z+AAZ, Z-AAZ Z+ AEL, and Z-AEL.


Tp = pulse repetition interval= 335 psec, when PRF=



2987 Hz and 143 sec when PRF= 6970 Hz.



Upon substitution of these values into (41),



Ts = 320 T 107.2 msec, when PRF= 2987 Hz (42a)



Ts=320 Tp = 45.9 msec, when PRF= 6970 Hz. (42b)



Substituting the above into (40) yields the following expression for



the RMS timing error inrange tracking,



=

= j(l + sNR (BN(p )T )112 Gx(NSNR) , (43) 

where T is the pulse width and SNR is defined in (27) as Pavgr/(NoBF)


The RMS of range tracking error isthus given as



COR 'V2AT .(44) 
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8.0 PERFORMANCE COMPUTATIONS



The radar parameters needed to compute the RMS range error in



(44) 	are given as



= 33.2 lisec; R>9.5 nmi



= 16.6 Psec; .3.8<R<9.5 nmi [Table 1]



BN 	 = 0.4, 1, 3 Hz 

Ts 	 = 107.2 msec ; R>9.5 nmi [Eq. (42a)] 
= 45.9 msec; R<9.5 nmi [Eq. (42b)] 

The specification values for the Ku-band radar system are shown in


Figure 9. There is no required specification in the passive mode


for R;lO nmi. For the range 4.9sR lO nmi, the-RMS of the range



.error isgiven by



aR = 100 ft 30.47 m. 	 (45)



Inorder to obtain the range tracking performance as a function of



range, the following radar equation is used to determine the signal

to-noise ratio [Pavgr/(N0 BF)] as a function of range



Pavg = [GZ a 2][dtPp TEl 
NOBF (4r)3 L[kTs]R4 ' (4 

where all the parameters in (46) are described in [1]. The values



used inthe computation are



G = peak antenna gain = 38.5 dB 

2= 
 radar cross-section 	 = 1 m 

= wavelength 	 = 0.0216 m 

d 	 = duty factor 	 0.099 (R>9.5 nmi) 
S0:125 (3.8<R<9.5) 

Pp = peak transmitted power = 60 watts 

TE = 	 dwell time corresponding to = 36 msec (R 9.5 nmi) 
one computation of the DFT= BF' t2.29 msec (3.8 <R <9.5) 

=
k Boltzmann's constant 	 =1.38xlO-23 w/Hz-K
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Figure 9. Specification for Three-Sigma Random Range Error vs. LOS Range
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TSy s = system noise temperature 15000K



R = range, in meters



L = losses, itemized as follows for range track:



Transmit 3.7 dB


Scan alignment 0


Lateral scan 0


Threshold 0.5


Processor loss 1.0


Doppler mismatch 1.1


PDI 1.25


Pre-Sum JO.14 (R>9.5 nmi)



P0.07 (3.8<R<9.5)


Coupling loss 1.8



(9.49 dB (R>9.5 nmi) 
Total Losses 9.12 dB (3.8 <R<9.5) 

Quantization loss has not been taken into account because, as is 
discussed in Appendix H, the quantization loss is small for the 

signal-to-noise ratios under consideration. 

With these parameters, the RMS range tracking error is shown 
in Figure 10 versus range in nautical miles for BN= (0.4,1,3) Hz or, 

alternatively, a= (0.05, 0.1, 0.15) (see Appendix F). The design margin, 
at R=10 nmi, as a function of the loop noise bandwidth is shown in



Table 2.



Table 2. Design Margin for Range Tracking



Loop Bandwidth (Hz) 0.4 1.0 3.0



Design Margin (dB) 1.4 -1.6 -8.5



9.0 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO COUPLING LOSS



In the power budget of Section 8.0, a coupling loss of 1.8 dB



is noted. This is obtained via noting the power divider and combiner



as seen in Figure 11. In the power divide, the signal and noise powers


decrease by a factor of 3 dB. This is due to the fact that the s-channel



power is divided equally between the communication and radar receivers.



The power in the E-channel is then combined with that of the A-channel



after the latter is reduced by a factor of 1/4.
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Figure 11. Block Diagram of the Coupling Loss



Since the power inthe channel issmall compared to that in-the



s-channel and since the noises inthe two channels are statistically



independent with equal spectral density levels, the signal-to-noise



ratio inthe (E± A) channel becomes



Signal Power (Signal Power in z-Channel)/2 
Noise Spectral (Noise Spectral Density (Noise Spectral Density\ 

Density ±A k in s-Channel/2 ) + in A-Channel/4 ) 

Ifwe denote the signal power inthe Z-channel by Ps and the



noise spectral density by N, then


Signal Power - Ps/2 2Ps 2 Ps
 


Noise Spectral Density Z±A No/2+N 0 /4 3N0 3 No



The loss factor (2/3) isequal to 1.8 dB degradation in the signal-to


noise ratio due to coupling loss.
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CONTINUOUS TIME a-B TRACKER MODEL FOR RANGE TRACKING
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1.0 INTRODUCTION



The subject of the a-B tracker has been discussed in [I13]. The 

common type of track-while-scan system which is characterized by two


dynamic parameters corresponding to the range error and the range rate



error is analyzed in [1], while the performance measures which reflect


both noise reduction and maneuver-following capability are described in



[2]. An "optimal" relationship between a and isderived in [2] which


insures a certain degree of damping in the dynamic system for all a



without significantly degrading the noise performance. An adaptive


a-S-y tracker is discussed in [3], where the constants of the tracker 

are varied in each step to minimze the mean squared tracking error in



that step.


The choice of a is one of bandwidth, which is dependent on the



.system application. In this appendix, an equivalent continuous time



representation of the a-B tracker is presented and incorporated in the



range tracking loop (discussed extensively in Appendix E). An equivalent



noise bandwidth for the range tracking loop as a function of a is also



discussed.



2.0 EQUIVALENT CONTINUOUS a-B TRACKER TRANSFER FUNCTION



The a-B tracker is used in the range tracking loop of the Ku-band



radar after the range discriminant estimate is obtained to improve that



estimate and to obtain two additional estimates. If the range error



signal at the output of the logar.ithmic discriminant at a given



sampling time is AR(n), then the three estimates at the output of the



tracker are:



(1) A predicted range estimate R (n+l), used to set the new



position of the early and late gates.



(2) A smoothed range estimate ARs (n), used for display.



(3) A smoothed range rate estimate Rs(n) , used to remove



doppler ambiguity in velocity measurements [4].
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A block diagram of the -$ tracker is shown in,Figure ]. Ts


denotes the time between two consecutive samples.



The operation of the c-5 tracker as seen in Figure 1 can be



expressed using the following set of equations:



1. Smoothing Equations



s(n) =t (n)+ cAR(n) (1)



R (n) : (n)+-L AR(n) (2)



2. Prediction Equations



Rp(n+l) = Rs(n) (3) 

Rp(n+l) = R(n) + Ts Rs(n). (4) 

In order to incorporate the a-S tracker in an overall closed range



tracking loop, itis essential to find the transfer function of.the a-$



tracker between the input AR and the predicted output Rp(n+l) which is



used to set the early and late gate position. Defining the z-transform



as [5]:


-n
G(Z) g(n) z 

n=O 

and taking the transforms of (1)through (4)results in 

fs(Z) = p(Z) +aAR(z) (5) 

(z) = R (z)+ 9- AR(z) (6) 

Z(Rp=(Z)- p(n:O = (z) (7) 

z(k (z)- (n=O)) = Rs (z) +T Rs(z) , (8)p p



where Rs(z), R (z), AR(z), Rs(z) and R (z) are the z-transforms of


s p s p


s(n), R (n), AR(n), %s(n), and Ap(n), respectively, and Ap(n=O) and 
R (n=O) represent the first predicted estimate at time t= (n=O). Solving 
p (mr


for Rp(z) in terms of AR(z) results in





R (n) to Display



-Rp(n+l) to Range Gates



sp



Delay Ts



Figure 1. a-S Tracker Block Diagram
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A (n=0)Tsz az-I)+ z_ 
2(z) T2 + (z- p(n=O) L z ]AR(z) (9)

p(Z : (z-l) L ( -g1 

Since it is assumed .thatthe a-0 tracker is operating in a steady-state



mode and since n=O represents the initial estimate before any input,'


p(n=O) and Rp(n=O) are set equal to zero. Thus,



) +2z AR(z) (10)
Rp(z) - a(z-l) 2 
2
p (z -1) 

or p(z) = G(z) AR(z) 

where



G(z) = 0(z-I) +2z (11) 
(z- 1)2
 

represents the open loop.transfer function of the c-g tracker inthe



complex field. From the basic definition of a z-transform, G(z) can



be written as



G(z) = [(asn) z-n] (12) 
n=l 

=
The summation in (12) starts from n=l rather than n 0 because this



iswhen the first input sample occurs and because the estimate in each



new sampling period is proportional to the range error at the end of



the previous sampling period and not to the error at the beginning of



the new period [I]. Equation (12) can be written in terms of the related



Laplace transform as



G(s) = + 2 (13)
Tss3
 

The equivalent block diagram and the continuous time response of the a-a



tracker are shown inFigure 2. It can be seen that the constants of



proportionality, a and a,used in estimating the range and velocity



completely characterize the performance of the a-S tracker. Obviously,



the behavior of the system varies with the values of the constants a



and 0.
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(a) Time Response


g(t)



t


T



s 

(b) Equivalent block diagram



2
Ts Ts



Figure 2. Open Loop a-8 Tracker Transfer Function



A plot of the "optimum" 8, as obtained in [2] and quoted in [6],


namely,



2
2

_ (14)



is shown in Figure 3 as a function of a.



3.0 RANGE TRACKING LOOP NOISE BANDWIDTH



The range tracking loop was derived inAppendix E with an equiva

lent loop gain (Keq) and a loop filter transfer function F(s). In this


secti.on, the noise bandwidth (BL) of the loop isderived as a function


of a and B,and evaluated for some currently suggested values of a using


the "optimum" value-of 8 given in (14). Figure 4 shows a block diagram


of the equivalent range tracking loop with the a-B tracker as its open


loop filter (Figure 8 of Appendix E). InFigure 4,



T = actual time delay between the transmission and reception
of a given pulse. For a passive target at range R,T=2R/c,


where c is the velocity of light infree space.



= loop estimate of the actual delay T.



AT = T- T = timing error.



http:secti.on
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Figure 3. The "Optimum" Value of g vs. 

0.6 



Equivalent Noise x



A• Ts



F(s)



Figure 4. Block Diagram of the Equivalent Range Tracking-Loop
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S= the pulse width which is equal to 33.2 vsec for R> 9-.5 nmi


and 16.5 Psec for 3.8<R<9.5 nmi. 1/t is used as a scale


factor to convert the timing error into a normalized error


a as defined inAppendix E, Section 3.0.



8p"= scale factor necessary to give E(z) = In (Pu/Pv). The norm 
alized correlation coefficient p isgiven by [(26), Appendix E] 

1


l+4/SNR



where SNR isthe signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the


doppler filters.



x = equivalent noise of the system due to thermal noise.



z = 	 In (Pu/Pv)+ x is the normalized output of the logarithmi,c


discriminant generator..



= scale factor used to convert the normalized output of the 
2 logarithmic generator (z)into a range error.



2= scale factor used to convert the output of the loop filter


c F(s) to a timing estimate of T.



F(s) = 	 open loop range tracking transfer function of the loop filter


given by



(15)sF+ 
F(s) = +s(15) 

The factor I/Ts multiplying the a-0 tracker function in (15) is used



because the block diagram in Figure 4 is a continuous time equivalent



tracking loop of the actually implemented discrete time loop. Since



I/s represents an integration inthe time domain, the scale factor l/Ts


is essential to make the open loop filter an averaging filter over the



computation time Ts per sample of the random sequence x. Ts isgiven



by 
=
T 	 107.2 msec, when PRF = 2987 Hz 	 (16a)
s 

T 	 = 45.9 msec, when PRF = 6970 Hz. 	 (16b)



Defining


, 8p (17a)



S 

8' 	 8p (17b)

t T ib ts 

the 	 closed loop transfer function can be written as
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St'(s+ s'/(a' Ts))H(s) : 

s2 + a's + i/s 

The noise bandwidth of the loop isdefined as 

(18) 

BN(P) f{IH(j27 f)l2 df 

which, when evaluated, results in [7]: 

8pa2+ 
BN(P) 4aT 

(19) 

For.a = c 2/(2-a), Equation (.19) becomes 

B 8pa(2- a)+ 
BN(P) 4T5 (2-a) 

(20) 

Table 1.summarizes the val'ues of BN(P=l) for various values of a. 

Table 1. Noise Bandwidth (Hz) as a Function of a 

p=, =a2/(2-a), Ts =106.2 msec 

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 


BN(P=1), Hz 1.01 2.07 3.19 4.35 


The RMS of the range error (timing error) is computed using 


[Equations (43) and (44), Appendix E]: 


- + (BN(P TS))1/2 ax(NSNR) , (21) 

where N is the number of independent samples used to obtain a (for 


range tracking, N=20). Substituting (20) into (21) yields 


a 4- + _ 1/2 a(17-a) Ux(N,SNR), (22)
.R T (1 SNR 42-a x 


which is the required equation for finding the RMS range error at a 


given range as a function of the parameter a. 
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Using Equation (46) of Appendix E, namely,



[G2 a X2][d t Pp -rE]



SNR [6- ~d~p 4 
 
(4T) 3L [kTSy s ] R4 

the RMS range error can be calculated as a function of range. The



results are plotted in Figure'5, where the range error is.shown as


a function of range for a=0.05 and a=0.1. Similar computations



with the noise bandwidth BN as a parameter are illustrated in Figure



10 of Appendix E.
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1.0 	 INTRODUCTION



Range rate tracking is carried out in 
 a way similar to range



tracking by sequential processing of monopulse signals. The single



channel sequential processing is carried out by time division multiplex

ing between four signals-+ AZ' '_ 'AZ' " 'EL, and E- AEL-each



occupying a separate time slot. In order to form a range rate error



the signals are first passed through early and late timing gates which



are used for range tracking. Pre-summing is performed at the range


.gates. Each received pulse results in two signals, one from each range



gate. 	 The signals are then processed through a bank of doppler filters



(DFT). 	 The outputs of the doppler filter which is centered at a higher


frequency than the actual doppler (high filter) and that which is centered



at a lower frequency (low filter) are then processed through a post


integration stage before a logarithmic discriminant forms the range



rate error [I].



As discussed in Appendices B and C, there is also a filter between



the high filter and low filter which is used for angle and range.tracking.



If the 	 filters are indexed Fn, Fn+ I, Fn+ 2' then filters Fn and Fn+ 2 are


used in forming the logarithmic discriminant for doppler filtering, and



filter 	 Fn+ I, whose center frequency is closest to the actual doppler



frequency, is used for range and angle tracking.



The center frequencies of the filters in the bank of doppler filters


do not 	 move during the tracking process. When an error becomes sufficiently



large so that it is better to use different high and low filters for the



formation of the logarithmic discriminant, the change to the new set is



carried out.



At long ranges, R> 9.5 nmi, the time between outputs of the log



discriminant is 107.2 msec, as shown in Appendix C. This-opens the pos


sibility that, during an acceleration mode, the velocity could change
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sufficiently that there isloss of lock. As described inmore detail in



Appendix C.this conservatively might occur if there is a doppler fre


quency shift of approxoimately 93 Hz. This converts to an acceleration


2
of approximately 30 ft/sec , or about 1 g. This is an order of magnitude



greater than the maximum acceleration anticipated. Therefore, loss of


lock due to acceleration isquite remote.



Due to the periodic nature of the filtering operation, doppler



ambiguity might result. This is resolved by comparing the obtained


doppler estimate to that from the a-0 tracker. In this appendix, the



range rate tracking accuracies inthe passive mode are calculated.



2.0 DESCRIPTION OF SINGLE CHANNEL MONOPULSE TRACKING SYSTEM



The single channel monopulse block diagram was described in



Appendix B of this report. The description isrepeated here for



convenience.



The amplitude monopulse feed of the Ku-band antenna system out


puts three channels of data-the sum channel E, the azimuth error



channel AAZ' and the elevation error channel AEL, as shown inFigure 1.



As described inmore detail inAppendix B of [1], the elevation and



azimuth error channels time-share the single signal processing channel.



The modulation by ±1 either passes the error signal unchanged or inverts


the RF phase. After recombining the error channel with the sum channel,



the time-sharing isas shown in Figure 2.


During the track mode of operation, the frequency diversity con


sists of 5 RFs, each of which operates for TF= 21.44 msec. During each



RF frequency, the single channel processing is equally time-shared among


-
the four signals-E+AAZ, E-AAZ, +AEL' Z- AEL in the four time slots.



Each of these'is processed for tE= 5.36 msec (designated the slot time),
 

during which time 16 pulses are transmitted and received. Throughout



this description, the system parameters corresponding to the largest



range interval of interest are being employed. In particular [4]:



PRI = Tp = pulse repetition interval = 335 psec 

PRF = 2987



Pulse width =- = 33.2 psec



Frequency Dwell Time = F = 21.44 msec/RF. 



Coupli gFactor'Loss 


Z+ ASum
Ku-Band 
 
Monopulse Channel E Comm ZorA AGC
Antenna 
 On"lF
y 


= 
 
T 

.Ampl'itude A 3 dB 1--A 
 

6A / eed AZ 'W 1
ELI +1 

Angle Modulation 
 

Tracking Time Share 
 
Signal SwitchSignal



EL
AZ-'



-Double lines represent two 
 
channels, I and Q, of data



Ambiguity 
 
Resolution 
 

R 
 

Range Rate Error 
 

I+jQ


SI(I,J,K)+jiSQ(I,J,K)



Video Filter AsD


HI(f)



BMonopulse
=237 kHz48, W =27 H



78.143 MHz Range 
 

Tracking 
 

PSI(I,J,K)±jPSQ(I,J,K)



A g Ic na

Discriminant 
 

Former 
 

Discriminant 
 

Generator 
 

{UnV



n=I 
 

{IUnI2 [Vnl 2} 
 

Pre-Sum



(Range Gate)
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Doppler Filters



(DFT)



Detection


(Magnitude

Squared)



Postdetection



Integration



Figure 1. Block Diagram of Single-Channel Monopulse Range Rate Tracking Loop
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107.2 msec 

Tr = 21.44 .320 pulses 
msec 64 pulses-I 

F1 2 I F3 F4 F5 
RF 
Frequency 

1 5.36 msec

ES+A zS AZt E+A EL-EA EL 
Angle Error 
Time Sharing 

N= 16 
pulses 
a.F1,QTr1Ff 

'F3321i 

Figure 2. Timing for Single-Channel Time-Shared


Monopulse Tracking, PRF= 2987 Hz



TE isthe dwell time of E+AAZ, which isone of the four time slots for



each frequency dwell; the range interval for this set of parameters is


9.5 to 18.9 nmi. The equivalent coherent integration time/frequency



is defined as tc 4 16T.



Referring again to Figure 1, the various stages of IFand AGC


are simpl.ified and consolidated into one bandpass filter (BPF) and



AGC. The AGC is shown but not taken into account inthe tracking


performance analysis, since for tracking purposes, the logarithmic



discriminant isalready self-normalizing. The primary purpose of the


AGC isto maintain satisfactory signal level in the receiver and avoid


receiver saturation. The AGC is herein assumed to be performing its



operations so that all normalization can be accounted for inthe



discriminant.



The final stage of IFconverts the sum plus error narrowband
 


signals to I and Q (complex) baseband waveforms. The video filter


before the A/D is a 2-pole Butterworth with transfer function
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1H1(f)1I + (tC)j


where fc 237 kHz. At these longer ranges, R> 9.5 nmi, where the pulse


width is 33.2 vsec, the signal can be assumed to be undistorted by HI(f).



The sampling frequency of the A/D is480 ksps, which corresponds


to 16 samples over each pulse width T. This isa sufficiently large


number so that the pre-sum can be accurately approximated by analog


integration.



The notation developed inthe previous report [1] ismaintained;


inparticular,



I=l,...,5 corresponds to RF frequency



J= 1,...,4 corresponds to time slot;



J=l implies Z+AAZ

J= 2 implies Z- AAZ



J=3 implies Z+AEL


J=4 implies E- AEL



K= 1,...,16 corresponds to the pulse number for


a given I and J.



There are actually additional pulses transmitted periodically to


allow time for signal processing, register resets, etc. Without loss


of generality, only those signals which contribute to the range rate


tracking operation and performance are taken into account.



Now consider the complex baseband waveforms before the pre-sum



for a given time slot J;



=SI(I,J,K) {V2 (Z+AJ)A I P(t-kTp) cos E(tlI+ Wd)t+el]+n(t)} ' 7cos (wlt) 

(1a) 
and



SQ(I,J,K) = {v (Z+Aj)AI P(t-kTp) cos [(WI+ wd)t+au]+n(t)}j Ysin (w1t) 

(lb) 

for the I and Q channel, respectively. The peak received signal power 
isgiven by 

P E[A (2)
Ppr = E[I 
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where it is assumed that (Z+Aj), for all J's, is normalized to T. The



average received power is'then



Pavg r = dtPpr (3) 

where dt is the duty factor of the radar pulse train. The duty factor



is constant for a given designated range but varies for different range


designations.-(For values of dt as a function of the designated range,



see Table 1, Appendix.C.)



Since the target is assumed to be Swerling I, the ampli.tudes A1


are assumed to be Rayleigh random variables. The random phase OI is



assumed to be uniformly distributed over (0,2w). The Rayleigh and



uniform variables, AI and ei, respectively, are independent. The



pulse P(t) has a magnitude of unity over the transmitted pulse width



=33.2 psec. The doppler frequency shift is represented by wd"



The-receiver noise n(t) after the bandpass fil-ter has the'narrow


,band representation



n(t) = 2,[N (t)cos Wt - N(t) sin wlt, (4)c not



where N and Ns are independent zero mean narrowband Gaussian processes
c


with one-sided power spectral density of N0 watts/Hz, and one-sided.



noise bandwidth approximately equal to fc (fc =237 kHz), which is the



3 dB bandwidth of Hl(f). Before the A/D, the complex waveform is given



by



j It 

V[2 (Z+A )AI P(t-kTp) cos [(mI+d)t+e]+n(tHl 

2 e 
SI+jSQ 


= (Z+Aj)AIP(t-kTp) exp [j(dt+eI)] + Nc(t) + JNs(t). (5) 

3.0- PRE-SUM (RANGE GATES)



After the A/D, each received pulse is pre-summed over the pulse



width. The timing of this pre-sum is dependent on the setting of the,
 


range gates in the range tracking loop. Two range gates were used for



every pulse, an early gate and a-late gate, as shown in Figure 3. The 

early and late gates will be represented by an additional index L= -l,+l, 

respectively. If the relative offset in the range gate setting is a, 
.then the output of the early gate is given by



ZP(I,J,K,-l) : (SI+jSQ)dt (6)


pkTp+T(S-I/2)
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kTp kTp + r/2 kTp + T 

k +T
I IkT + 

II 

kTp+ T(6-I1/2) 

I.



Early Gate, L= -l Late Gate, L=-+l



Figure 3. Early and Late Gates Alignment



and the output of the late gate is


TkTp+t(a-43/2) 

ZP(I,J,K,+I) + (SI+jSg) dt, (7)

fkTp+T(S+l/2)



where the.digital sum of the'pre-sum is being approximated by analog



integration.



4.,0 DOPPLER FILTERING



A bank of 16 doppler filters are used for range rate tracking, as


shown in Figure 4a. The numbers in parentheses represent the values for


designated ranges less then 9.5 nmi when PRF= 6970 Hz, whereas the


other numbers are those pertaining to R> 9.5 nmi, where PRF= 2987 Hz.


These PRFs correspond to the third IFfrequency and are chosen because


they represent the middle frequency. 'or more details, see Appendix B.



The filters are uniformly spaced over-the frequency range



[fc fc+fPRF] The spacing between two adjacent doppler filters is


designated as BF' which isequal to 186 Hz for R>-9.5 nmi and 448 Hz


for R<9.5 nmi. BF isequal to the one-sided3 dB bandwidth of the



doppler filters.





F1 F3 F5 F31  F


f -193 Hz f 
fc i(219) " 

f c + f PRF 

186 Hz


(437) 

-2987 (6970) Hz



Figure 4a. The Doppler Filters Bank



F2n+l F2n+2 F2n+3



BF/2 CiTFgr4b Dope
ifa If 

BF/2 PH BF/2 --

Figure 4b. Doppler Filter Configuration in the Track Mode
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Inthe actual implementation of the track mode, the 16 doppler



filters are designated F2n+l, where n= O,l,...,15. Inaddition, even

numbered filters (F2n+2, n= O,.. ,15) are also formed. The even filters



which are identical to the odd filters are located between the odd


filters insuch a way that the center frequencies of the new configura


tion are (BF/2) Hz apart, as seen in Figure 4b.


Instead of continuously adjusting the location of the filters



as a result of a new range rate estimate, the filters are kept fixed


as long as the error is small. This means that, ifF2n+l and F2n+3 are


used for range rate error calculations,-then F2n+2 will be-used to obtain


the actual doppler reading as long as the doppler frequency is between



fa and fb" Ifthe doppler frequency exceeds fb' the the filter F2n+4 is


used and if itbecomes less. than fa' filter F2n is used.



Assuming that the actual doppler in the received signal isequal


to Wd and denoting the frequency offset between the actual doppler and


the low (high) doppler filters by m (w2), then the center frequencies



d+
of the low and high filters can be expressed as d- w,and 2"


respectively. Figure 5 illustrates the various parameters under



consideration.



M1 MI +1



d F d -F-

! 41 . - 2 r B F 

WI =WBF + Ad 7BF AbidW2 = -


Figure 5. Doppler Frequency Location
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The parameter AMd denotes the doppler offset relative to the



center location between the low and high fi-lters. As can be easily
 


seen in'Figure 5,



I =) BF + Ad (8a)



W2 = BF - Wd (8b) 

The effect of DFT filtering can,'be approximated by multiplying



SI+ jSQ by exp [-j(md- wl)] and exp [i-j(d+W 2)] before the pre-sum



integration and extending the equivalent integration over the length



of a time slot (TE= 5.36 msec). This corresponds to the single-sided



bandwidth of each doppler filter.



The actual implementation where pre-summing precedes doppler



-filtering results in an effective power'loss of not more than 0.6.dB,



which will be taken into consideration when calculating the tracking



error in subsequent sections. The trade-offs between the two implemen


tations are discussed in Appendix C.



5.0 STATISTICAL PARAMETERS IN DOPPLER FILTER OUTPUTS



Referring. to Figure 5, the outputs of the two adjacent doppler



filters (M1 and M1+1) will be denoted by W(I,J,MI,±l) and W(I,J,MI+l,±l)



where -1 corresponds to the early gate and +1 corresponds to the late
 


gate. Since the outputs of both the early and late gates and the high



and low doppler filters are being processed to obtain the range rate



accuracies, there are four outputs to be considered; each has a signal



part Ws and a noise, part Wn. Approximating the pre-sum by an analog



integration, the signal part of the output of the doppler filters is



found by examining the location of the signal with respect to the range



gates which adjust the limits of the integrals under consideration. For



the low filter (MI),



WIJM-l') = (z +A)A1 N IfPc61/2)exp [j(el+ wt)] dt 

k 0 (9)
,and IsI IV .+jAITE = kTp 

N-l tkT + 
Ws(IJ,M1,+l) = (z+A )AI P+| exp [j(e+mlt),] dt

E k=0-JkT p+(6+1/2)


p (10)



http:Referring.to


for the early and late gates, respectively. N= 16 is the number of



received pulses per time slot (J). Carrying out the integration and



summation results in



W IJ == (j, T(/2+6)/2) sin [tIt(/2+ 6)/2]MM -l)Ws(IJMl,-l,A)A eJ(0 1+ i(I /2+T6)/2



sin wiTE/ 2 j(TE-Tp)Wl/21 +1


N sin (olTp/2) (.£+) dt
 (1)



and



i(eJIl+it(3/2+6)/2) sin [wlT(l/2-6)/2]


s(IJ,MI,+I) = (+ )A(/2-6)/2 

sin (lITE/2) j(TE-Tp)l/2 1 
x N sin (GlTp/2)e (- 6) dt . (12) 

Assuming that the range tracking loop is performing ideally, which



implies that 6=0, the outputs of the low filter can be written as:



j[el+ wt/4
Ws(I,J,M,-) = (++ ] dt sin [miT/4] 
S 12 W1l-/4 

sin (WITE/2) j(-iE-Tp l/2

N (lT/2 e


WsCI,.J, Ml,+l) (+ j [eI + 3 ul /4] dt sin [fiT/4]-

(+A)AIe2 i/4



sin (toE/2) j(TE-Tp)wl/2


x N sin (wlTp/2) e (14)



Since wIT/4<<1, the term involving sin (wIT/4)/(lT/4) is set


equal to unity. Also, assuming that the angle tracking loop is perform

ing ideally, AJ is set to equal zero. Since, in Section 2, (E+A') is


normalized to unity, the outputs of the low filter can now be written as


(Id,Mlll) =A dt sin (ITE/2) [(e+('+ -T )/2) (15f


sI AI2-N1 sin (iTp/2) 
 exp [Ilp 

and
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W5 (IUM1 +) = A dt sin (wfllTE/2) 3c 	 (16)+ 	 + E
s(JM AI1 2 N sin (wlTp/2) exp DOI+IT	 . 

The noise term Wn added to each of the outputs can be found as in


Appendix E. The variance of Wn for the four outputs under considera


tion is found to be [Eq. (19), Appendix El,



W	2 = dt NO BF . (17) 
n 

The outputs of the high filter are obtained in a similar manner by sub


stituting (-w2) for-(l) in (15) and (16).



Post-detection integration takes place at the output of the


doppler filter bank where magnitudes squared of all the outputs of the



low (high) doppler filters are summed over the four time slots (J=I,...,4),


the five RF frequencies (1= 1,...,5) and the two range gates (L =±I).



For convenience, Un and Vn will be used to denote the outputs of 
the high and low filters, respectively, where the subscript n varies 
from 1 to 40 [40 = 4 (time slots) x 5 (RF frequencies) x 2 (gates)]. 

Thus, as was the case in angle tracking, the statistical parameters of 
the doppler filter outputs are now determined. In particular, the power



in U is


n 

A=	 2 
-1PU E[U 12] d2E(A )2(Nsin (lTE/ 2 )) + dtNOF (18) 

and the power in Vn is



1 61d 2 sin (w2TE/2 2
V Vn 2] 4 E(A) N sin (2T/2) +dt B (19) 

and the unnormalized correlation is



E[UnV*] Id 2 E(AI) 2 sin (wlm 12 ) sin (w2TE/2) (20) 

UV nn 4 t N sin (lTp/2) N sin Tp/2)


where (*) is used to denote complex conjugate. As apparent from (20),


there is no noise term in PUV because U and V are independent. In addi


tion to that, the actual PUV is a complex quantity involving a complex


exponential term of the form exp (jAtd(E+i Tp)) for the early gate and
-


exp (jAwd(-E+ 31- Tp)) for the late gate. These terms have been dropped
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in (20) because, in the tracking mode, AwdTE = Ald/BF<<1 and both T and 

T are small with respect to E ' Another source which might make PUV 

a complex number might be an unaccounted-for RF phase shift in the mono

pulse antenna. In this development, PUV will be assumed real.



It is worth noting that the factor 1/4 in equations (18), (19)



and (20) is a 6 dB loss in signal power due to the use of both range
 


gates in calculating Un and Vn. This loss factor is frequently referred



to as the range gate straddling loss. In this appendix, no straddling



loss will appear in the power budget because it isdirectly accounted.for



in the previous development.



Define the normalized correlation coefficient between U and V as


n n 

2 A UIu2 (21)
P = P V 

Recalling that the average received signal power is given by



Pavq r = dtPpr = dt E(A1 )2  (22) 

the normalized correlation coefficient becomes



1 sin (wITE/2) 2 sin (w2TE/2)
2 2
2 


2 avg r (N sin (tlT/2)) \N sin (w2T /2)/


Pag\sinP (Pavgr($lnr sin (w1 cE/2) )\2 +4NoBF) .lT/2 (w2 TE /2) 2 +4NoBF)mT/) 

which simplifies to



p 2 1 (23)= 

SNR sin (wl-E/2) 2 SNR sin (w12T+/2) 2 

L S(N sin (OlT p/2 )_ Nsn w2TL2) 

where the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as



p)
AP 
 
SNR avqr avg r 'E (24)


N0 BF 
-

N0 

Note that p2 is a function of (w1 = TrBF+ Ad) and (w2 = BF- Add) or, 

alternatively, p is a function of the doppler error Ad. Note, however, 
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that 

sin (miTE/2) sin (TrB F rE/2 ± Ad TE/2) 

N sin (wiTp/2) N sin (BFT p/2 ± AmdTP/2) i=1,2 (25) 

where the plus sign corresponds to i= 1 and the minus sign corresponds 
to i = 2. Since rEBF = 1 and since sin (ij±x)= ±cos x, then (25) becomes



C(wrI/2) \2 (Awd/C28F))
(sin/cos 

N sin (uiTp/2)) = Nsin ( F)KN si --- )d)
 

-
2
which, for small values of Awd/(2BF) becomes (N sin i/2N) . Since N=16,



sin x/2N can be approximated by i/2N; hence,



sin (wiTE/2)N 2 2 2 
 Awdksin (wiTp/2) = (-) ; i=1,2, 2BF<< (26) 

Substituting (26) into (23), the normalized correlation coefficient
 


becomes



1 2 (27) 

1 + IT 
SNR



It is important to observe that the normalized correlation coefficient



i's dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio as given in (27) such that, as



SNR+-, then p - 1, and as SNR 0, then p + 0. It is worth noting that, 

ifthe spacing between the filters isdoubled, then p becomes zero for 

small values of Awd and range rate tracking becomes impossible. 

6.0 RANGE RATE TRACKING DISCRIMINANT GENERATOR



Referring to Figure 1, the detector forms the magnitude squared



Uni 2 ; n= I,...,40



..,40 .
,Vn12 ; n = 1,.

The number n=40 results from the sum of doppler filter outputs over



the five RF frequencies for each of the four angle tracking time slots



for both the early and late range gates. This occurs for both the low



and high doppler tracking filters.
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As noted in the previous section, the statistical parameters of



the complex Gaussian random variables {Un,Vn} are independent of n



The post-detection integration forms



40 40 2


I IUn2 X IVn,I



n=l n=l



Finally, the logarithmic discriminant generates



z = In 4 (28)

vn In IV 

The random variable z is the maximum likelihood (M.L.) estimate [2]



of the logarithm of the ratio of powers Un to the powers in V n, Ii.e.,



z = In [P u/Pv] ,(29)



where (A)denotes the maximum likelihood estimate.



In order to see z as a measure of the target range rate error,



note that z is an unbiased,estimate of In [Pu/Pv] (seeRef. [3]), namely,



z = In (Pu/PV) + x, (30)



where [2],E(x)=0 and a2= a2 is the variance of the estimate of Pu/P.
x z u v 
Equivalently-, 

E(z) = In [Pu/Pv] . (31) 

The standard deviation (RMS error) of z has been derived in [2] and the



performance curves are shown in Figure 6 for N= 20, 40. The RMS error
 


is dependent on two variables, the number of independent samples (N)and



the normalized correlation coefficient (p)between Un and Vn. Figure 6



shows that, for all' N, as the normalized correlation coefficient



increases,, the RMS error decreases and tends to zero as p I.



The improvement in the normalized correlation coefficient (p)



and hence in the performance due to the increase in signal.-to-noise



ratio is'indicated in (27) and plotted in Figure 7.



Figure 8 combines Figures 6 and 7, where the standard deviation



(ax) is shown as a,function of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR=Pavg r/(NoBF)



for a various number of samples N.
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Figure 6. Standard Deviation of the Random Variable z as a Function


of Correlation Coefficient p
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Figure 7. Normalized Correlation Coefficient p .VersusSignal-to-Noise Ratio Pavg r/(No0B F)
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Figure 8. Standard Deviation of the Output of the Logarithmic Discriminant Generator


=Versus Signal -to-Noise Ratio for N 20, 40
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It is possible now to relate the maximum likelihood estimate z

to the quantity being estimated, which isthe doppler error (Afd). Upon


substituting (18) and (19) into (31),

• ( sin (w2TE/2,)
PU~~~ _ENsn(mT/) -2+ -I4 SNR 

-E(z) = in PV in sin(l+ 4SNR -I (32) 

V~ (N'E~~~) + 4'SNR-l\N sin (wlT p/2) 

,Upon making similar assumptions to those made inderiving (27), namely,


Afd/ 2BF<<-I and -E-<<1, E(z) becomes 

1 + 4SNR-

Tr Awd\2


E(z) = InF



- I
1 " + 4 SNR 

Simplifying and dropping the second-order terms,


2Ad 1 

1 + -B (I +i SNR-) 
2 2 1



E(z) = in 
 

1 _ (I + SNR-I)

IrBF



Which indicates that the mean of the output of the logarithmic discriminant


isa function of the signal-to-noise ratio, as well as the doppler error


(Awd). The doppler error can be directly transformed into a range rate


error via the well-known relation



lRAd c A d c 
2 21r fc 4 fc 

where c is the velocity 'of light infree space (c=3xl08 m/sec=9.84xlO8



ft/sec) and fc i-s the carrier frequency which, for the Ku-band radar, is


approximately equal to 13.7 GHz. Substituting these numbers into (33)



results in



AR = 0.00174 Awd m/sec (34)
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For small values of BFOd the mean becomes


BF



E(z) = In PV B (w 2SNR -l (35) 

where the approximation In (l+x)= x for small x has been used. Sub


stituting (27) into (35) results in



In P 4AwB d 
 (36)
 

Defining a normalized doppler error with respect to the frequency spacing



between two doppler filters as



2A d (37)



the mean becomes



Pu


E(z) =In PV= 8cp . (38)


.Pv 

Thus, the mean of the output of the logarithmic discriminant generator



for small values of is a linear function of and the normalized cor


relation coefficient (p). The slope of E(z) as a function of is



dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio through the multiplication of p,



which corresponds to a reduction in the effective loop gain. Figure 9



illustrates the actual behavior of In (Pu/Pv) as a function of c without 
any simplifying assumptions with the signal-to-noise ratio as a parameter. 

The figure is drawn for positive only, since E(z) in equation (.32) is



an odd function of c. It is clear that, for small values of , the func

tion is linear, as was apparent in (38). 

7.0 PERFORMANCE OF RANGE RATE TRACKING LOOP



The purpose of this section is to incorporate all the results of


the previous sections so as to provide the RMS range rate (doppler)
 


error due to thermal noise. A block diagram of the equivalent range



rate tracking loop is shown in Figure 10. The loop represents the



linearized model of the actual range rate tracking block diagram shown



in Figure 1.
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3.0 

A P SNR= 20 dB 
SNR 	 _avg r



N0 BF



2.0 2.0 15dB 

N 10 dB 
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0~ 
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Figure 9. 	 First Moment of the Output of the Range Rate Tracking Dis

criminant Generator as a Function of Normalized Angle Error


for Various Signal-to-Noise Ratios
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Equivalent Noise
Iz e


7wd



Figure 10. Block Diagram of Equivalent Range Rate


Tracking Loop



In Figure 10, wd is the actual doppler in the received signal. For a



passive target at range R and range rate R,



d c c 

where c is the velocity of light in free space and fc is the carrier 

frequency. 

d = loop estimate of the actual doppler wd 

AWd = Wd -ud = doppler tracking error 

B F = one-sided 3 dB bandwidth of the doppler filters 

BF = 186 Hz for R> 9.5 nmi 

BF = 437 Hz for R< 9.5 nmi 

8p = scale factor in (38) necessary to give E(z)= ln(Pu/Pv) 

x = equivalent noise of the system due to thermal noise 

z = In(Pu/P) +x is the output of the logarithmic discriminant 
generator, as given in (30) and diagrammed



in Figure 1



K = equivalent loop gain of the tracking loop which repre

eq sents the various contributing gains



F(s) = open loop range tracking transfer function. It repre

sents the sliding window averaging process which takes


place in the range rate tracking loop where m discriminant


estimates are averaged before being fed back to the doppler


filters bank.
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Since the transient analysis and the dynamic characteristics of



the range rate tracking loop are not a part of this development, the



effects of the loop gain and open loop transfer functions are taken



into account through the single-sided loop noise bandwidth BN (Hz).



The closed loop transfer function from wd to 2d' as seen in



Figure 9, is equal to



(8 ) K F(2 j f) 

H(j27f) 2 rBF (39)
1 + ( 8-F )K F(2r f)

k21TBF eq



and the corresponding single-sided loop bandwidth is defined as



BN(P) = JIH(j2nf) I2df . (40)
0



The dependence of B N on p has been explicitly indicated to empha


size the dependence of noise bandwidth on the signal-to-noise ratio by



way of the normalized correlation coefficient p. For intermediate and



high gain tracking loops, the dependence of BN on p is approximately



given by



BN(P) PBN(Pl) , (41) 

where p=l corresponds to the infinite SNR case. This is the case



since, at high values of loop gain, the noise bandwidth varies approxi


mately linearly with the effective loop gain (8p/ 2 BF). This is indeed



the case for all loop transfer functions that are anticipated for F(s),



including first- and second-order tracking loops.



The transfer function from the equivalent noise input x to the 

doppler tracking error Amd is given by 

/2wBF) 

AO= (T] H(p)x , (42) 

where p is the Heaviside operator, so that the variance of the angle



tracking error is given by



= 2BF 2 B(p)T oX(N,p) (43)a d =(F) B(PT 
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where



a 2(N,p) = is the variance of the maximum likelihood estimate



of In(Pu/Pv), which is also the variance per sample



of the 	 noise in the equivalent block diagram of the
 

range rate tracking loop. The dependence on the cor

relation coefficient p and the number of independent


samples N is emphasized in (43).



Ts = time her sample of the random sequence x -by the D/A


converter in Figure 1. In this system,



Ts = Tp(16)(4)(1), where (44)



I= 5 is the number of RF frequencies. The noise


samples x are assumed to be statistically independent.



16= number of pulses during which E+ Aj is observed


(see Figure 2), J=1,...,4.



4= factor corresponding to the number of different


angular error measurements per frequency dwell time,


namely, z+AAZ' Z-AAZ, Z±AEL, -AEL.



Tp = pulse repetition interval =335 psec, when PRF= 2987



Hz and 	 T = 143 psec, when PRF= 6970 Hz.
 
p



Upon substitution of these values into (44),


= 
 Ts = 320 Tp = 107.2 msec, when PRF 2987 Hz, 	 (45a)



T = 320 T = 45.9 msec, when PRF= 6970 Hz. 	 (45b)
s 	 p



Substituting the above into equation (43) yields the following



expression for the RMS doppler (range rate) error in range rate trasking:



-B ( 2 \/2 (B, 1,)T I/2 (N,SNR)


of+ /PNR) N(P (46)



where B F is the single-sided 3 dB bandwidth of the doppler filters and



SNR is	defined in (24) as Pavg r/(N0BF)



The RMS of the range rate tracking error is thus given as



= T.f) 0A'd 	 (47) 

8.0 	 PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS



The radar parameters needed to compute the RMS range rate error



in (47) are given as:
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BF 	 = 186 Hz R> 9.5 nmi


= 437 Hz 
 R< 9.5 nmi



BN 	 = 9.4, 4.7 or 2.35 Hz R>9.5 nmi 
= 22.4,,11.2, or 5.6 Hz R<9.5 nmi 

These values of loop bandwidth BN are chosen so as



to correspond to averaging 4, 2 and 1 samples. If



every sample required Ts msec to compute, then the



bandwidth BN isequal to 1/mTs, where m is the number



of samples being averaged.



T 	 = 107.2 msec R>9.5 nmi, Eq. (45a) 

= 45.9 msec R<9.5 nmi, Eq. (45b)-. 

The specification-values for the Ku-band range rate tracking [4]



state that-<0.1 m/sec (or 3a 0.3 m/sec) for ranges less than 10 nmi.-


Inorder to-obtain the range tracking performance as a function of-range,
 


the following radar equation is used to determine the signal-to-noise



ratio Pavg r/(NoBF) as a function of range,



Pavg 	 r = [G2a x2][dtPp TE] 8 
NO BF (4i) 3 L [kTsys 	 R4 48) 

where all of the parameters in (48) are described in [1]. The values



used inthe computation are



G = 	 peak antenna gain 	 = 38.5 dB 

a= 	 radar cross-section 	 1 m



-x = 	 wavelength 	 = 0.0216 m 

dt = 	 duty factor 	 =0.099 (R> 9.5 nmi)


t0 	 1O1l5 (3.8 <R 9.5 nmil) 

P = 	 peak transmitted power 	 60 watts 

T = 	 dwell time corresponding to _ = f5.36 msec (R> 9.5 nmi') 
one computation of the DFT = 1 2.29 msec (3.8< R< 9.5 nmi 

k = Boltzmann's constant 	 = 1.38x10 -23 w/Hz-K 

Tsys system noise temperature = 15000K



R = 	 range, in meters 
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L = losses,, itemized as follows for range rate track 

.Transmit 3.7 dB


Scan alignment 0


Lateral scan 0


Threshold 0.5


Processor loss 1.0


Doppler mismatch 0


PDI 1.25



0.14 CR>9.5 nmi)
Pre-sum 
 
s0.07- (3.8 <R< 9.5 nmi)



Coupling loss 1.8



Total losses .8.39 dB (R>9.5 nmi)


8.32 dB (3.8<R<9.5 nmi)



With these parameters, the RMS range rate tracking error is shown in



Figure 11 versus range in nautical miles for m= 1,2,4 samples. In the



present state of the range rate loop design, the number of samples used



is m=2 for R>l0 nmi and m=4 for R<O nmi [4]. This results in a



design margin of 2.5 dB at 9.5 nmi.



9.0 DOPPLER AMBIGUITY RESOLUTION



The doppter discriminant and resulting estimation will give a



value between [O,PRF]. The maximum closing velocity is +148 fps and



the maximum opening velocity is -75 fps. At 13.9 GHz, this corresponds


to approximately 28 Hz/fps doppler. The maximum opening doppler is



therefore -2100 Hz and maximum closing doppler is +41.44 Hz, as shown



in Figure 12.



When the high PRF of 6970 is used, there is no doppler ambiguity



from the doppler estimation from the a-R tracker. For the low PRF at



longer ranges, namely, 2987, there is a doppler ambiguity as indicated



in Figure 12. The resolution is easily obtained from the coarser esti


mation of range rate from the c-5 tracker [1] by noting the following:



(a) If the coarse estimation from the c-5 tracker (R (n)) is



larger than zero (opening), then the fine estimation sc(n) will be in



Region 3', whereas the actual estimate should be in Region 3. In this



case, Rs(n) is adjusted by subtracting the PRF equal to 2987 Hz.

sc


(b) If the course estimation %s(n) is longer than 2987 Hz



(high closing velocity), then the estimate Rsc(n) will be in Region 2'.



In this case, Rsc (n) is adjusted by adding the PRF.



http:is+41.44
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Figure 12. Resolution of Doppler Ambiguity



(c) Ifthe coarse estimate is between 0 and 2987 Hz, the fine



estimate is not altered.



It is assumed that the resolution of the ambiguity is carried



out ideally, so that it does not contribute to the RMS tracking error.



10.0 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO COUPLING LOSS



In the power budget of Section 8.0, a coupling loss of 1.8 dB



is noted. This is obtained by noting the power divider and combindr



as seen in Figure 13. In the power divide, the signal and noise powers



decrease by a factor of 3 dB. This is due to the fact that the z channel



power is divided equally between-the communication and radar receivers.



The power in the z channel is then combined with that of the A channel



after the latter is reduced by a factor of 1/4.



Since the power in the A channel is small compared to that in the

z channel, and since the noises in the two channels are statistically 

independent with equal spectral density levels, the signal-to-noise 

ratio in the (z± A) channel becomes



Signal Power (Signal Power in E Channel)/2 
Noise Spectral /Noise Spectral Density + Noise Spectral Density"

Density S±A in E Channel/2 1 in A Channel/4 
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E Channel 1/2 z Channel


xxxx
+ Noise 
 Comm Only
1/2 
 

3 dB



A Channel XXXX z± A Channel


+ Noise 1/4



Figure 13. Block Diagram ,of the Coupl.ing Loss



If we denote the signal power in the E channel by Ps and'the


noise'spectral density by N0 , then



Signal Power ± Ps12 2Ps 2 Ps



Noise Spectral Density s±A N0/2+N0/4 = 3N3N0 o



The loss factor (213) is equal to 1.8 dB degradation in the signal-to


noise ratio due to coupling loss.
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REDUCTION IN SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO DUE TO QUANTIZATION


AND SATURATION NOISE IN A/D CONVERSION



by



Charles L. Weber



1.0 INTRODUCTION



The reduction in signal-to-noise ratio due to quantization and



saturation noise in A/D conversion is determined. The results of the



derivations [1-3] are included in this development.



The voltage at the input to the A/D converter is assumed to be



a sample from a zero mean Gaussian random variable. This is a valid



assumption, particularly in the radar environment. To see this, note



that the complex baseband signal, at an arbitrary instant of time before



A/D conversion, is of the form
 


I + jQ = S +N, (1) 

where the desired signal, S, is of the form



0 (2)

S = Reje

and the noise N is a complex Gaussian random variable represented by 

N = NI * jNQ. (3)



A block diagram illustrating the reduction of an IF waveform to a com


plex baseband signal is shown in Figure 1.



Cos WIFt



Received
IF iga
 


Q_ A!D



sin wlFt



Figure 1. Reduction of IF Signal to a Sampled Complex Baseband Signal
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Both I and Q are individually sampled, so that



I = R cos a + NI (4a)



Q = R sin 6 + NQ . (4b) 

For most radars which are searching and/or tracking passive


targets, R is a Rayleigh random variable and the random phase 0 is 
uniformly distributed over (0-2n) and independent of R. At any sampling 
instant, 8 will be uniformly distributed independent of the magnitude 
of the doppler frequency shift. When this is the case, both R cos a 
and R sin 6 are zero mean Gaussian random variables. 

The input to the A/D converter istherefore assumed to be of the 
form 

x = s + n , (5) 

where s and n are real zero-mean Gaussian random variables with


variances a2 and 02, respectively. They are also assumed to be inde


s f 
pendent. The signal-to-noise ratio at the input to the A/D converter


isdefined as



2


(SNR)i as (6)



Aa



n 

and the total input power is



a2 = a2 +a 2 (7) 
x s n 

With the above assumptions, the quantization and'saturation noise


powers are developed inthe next section.



2.0 QUANTIZATION AND SATURATION NOISE



Figure 2 indicates notation for the input and output of the A/D



converter.



x = s+n A/D Converter Y 

Figure 2. Box Representing the A/D Function
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In Figure 3, the characteristics of the A/D converter are



depicted. The number of bits of quantization is designated by M. In
 


Figure 3, the case of M=4 is shown, where it is assumed one bit is



used for the sign of the input. The input is quantized to some magni


tude kax , where ax is the standard deviation of the input and k repre


sents the number of standard deviations (not necessarily an integer)



to be quantized on either size of zero.
 


The number of output levels is 2 -1 for xzO,'and 2M-l. for x0O, 

where the zero level output can occur for both x> 0 and x < 0. The number 

of quantization spaces (or intervals) for x>0 is 2M-l- 1 , namely, one 

less than the number of output levels. These parameters are therefore 

related by the relationship



- - Ika x - Q[ 2 M 1 , (8) 

where Q is the quantization step size, as shown in Figure 3a. The quan


tization step size is therefore given by



2M-  ka
Q (9)



The corresponding error signal



e(x) A x - y (10) 

is shown in Figure 3b, where that part of e(x) between [-ka x,k x] is



designated quantization error, and the remaining contribution is called



the saturation error.



The probability density function (PDF) of the input is shown in



Figure 3c, and is analytically given by



(11)
g(x) A exp [- I (x/u)2Jp(x) = 

x



The input and A/D converter are now sufficiently described so



that the quantization and saturation errors can be determined. Follow


ing [3], the total noise power PN due to quantization and saturation



is given by
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A/D y 
Output



-k k 
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(b) Error for M= 4 
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Figure 3. Characteristics of A/D Converter
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PN= E[ 2(x)]



= E2(x) g(x) dx



Since the integrand is an even function of x , PN can be writtenas 

SN = 2 e2(x)g(x) dx



= QN + SN, (12-)



where



QN A 2 e2(x)g(x) dx (13)
0O,



is the quantization noise contribution and



SN = 2 sxg(x)dx (14)



x



is the saturation noise contribution.



The quantization noise contribution cab be approximated by



2


N r(n42Q 

QN 2 1 - (x-nQ) g,(x) dx 
n=O J(n-&Q 

N. {Q/2 2


O2-N/g(nQ) dx 

n=O f-Q/2



2() X g(n Q) Q 
n=O 

-

2 2 kcyfkOg(x)-dx 

- 2'(i2)j- erfc (k)], (15) 
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where each term in the sum has been simplified by replacing g(x) with



its value at the midpoint of the interval. Also erfc (u)is the com


plementary error function, defined as


erfc(u)A I exp (- v2)



erfc (u) dv. (16)



By substituting (9)into (15), a normalized representation for



the quantization error is obtained, namely,



2k erfc (k (17)


2 12 (N-i) 2 {


x 
where



N A 2M-I
 (18)



The saturation noise can be computed from



(x-kox)2gx



SN =2 (x-k g(x)dx


kax



2
2 ,exp (-1 z
 
2a (z-Q) 2 dz



21 2k exp (-} k2)2a j(k2+l) erfc (k) - (19) 

The.normalized version of the saturation noise becomes-


SN _22k exp ( kk2)
2(k +1) erfc (k) - 2 (20)


x 

The total normalized noise power is given by



P QN + SN - h(M,k) (21) 
2 2 2 -Cr a x x x 

where the dependence is only a function of the number of bits of quan


tization, M, and the normalized saturation parameter, k.





-  -  

--
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In Figure 4 (taken from [3]), the normalized total npise power,



PN/ax is plotted as a function of k for various values of M. It is
 


noted that, for each M, there isan optimum value of k and a corre


sponding minimum value of saturation plus qu~ntization noise. InTablel


(taken from [3]), the optimum values of k and the corresponding values



2 2 2of QN/GX SN/aR , and PN/a are shown for various values of M. 

Table I. Optimum k and Noise Powers for Various Values of M



9SN .PN 	 SNRA/D


_QN SN 	 N=h(Mk) NA/

k2 	 -2 
. 

-2M opt a a a 	 (dB)



-2
3 1.9 3.15x10- 2 1.50xO1 -2 4.65×I0 . 13.3, 

4 2.5 1.05x10 - 2 0.24x 10-2 1.29x10 - 2 18.9 

5 	 2.9 3.1 x10-3 0.6 x 10-3 3.7 x 10-3 24.3 
-3 -3 -36 3.26 0.92 x 10 0.13 x 0 1.05xlO 29.8 
-4 	 -4 -4
7 	 3.6 2.7 x10 0.4 xlO 3.1' x10 35.1 

xl -5  8 3.9 7.9 x15 1.0 8.9 x lO5 40.5 

9 4.24 2.3 x 10 0.2 	 x lO 2.5 x 1i 46.0 

10 4.5 6.5 x lO6 0.5 ' 10 6 7.0- x 10 6 51.5 

Referring back to Figure 4, note that, near the-optimum k , the



curves are relatively flat. For the values of M shown, a ±10% change



in k will result ina very small change intotal noise power. There


fore, the A/D converter input power need not be very closely controlled.


In general, itwill have to be controlled via an-AGC loop, which will



take place before A/D conversion.


2
Also note that, at the optimum k , QN/a isalways several times 

larger than SN/a 2 

3.0 PERFORMANCE



By using the results of the previous section, the effect that


quantization and saturation noise have on the overall system performance



can now be determined.



The input signal-to-noise ratio 	 was defined in (6). The output



signal-to-noise ratio of the A/D converter isdefined as
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(SNR)ou 6 s
2 

OUT 2 + (22) 
0n +N
 


where the denominator consists of the sum of the input noise, a2, and


the quantization and saturation noise, PN' introduced by A/D conversion.



Substituting (21) and.(7) into (22), the output SNR of the A/D converter


can be expressed as



2



(SNR)OUT 2 2 s 2 (23)


an +}a +a h(M,k) 

An SNR which describes the A/D operation can be defined as the



ratio of the total input power divided by the sum of the quantization



and saturation noise powers, namely,



2 

(SNR)AD 6 x [h(M,k)]- (24) 

Substituting (24) into (23),



(SNR)OUT = + + (SNR)N , (25)
1 (NRIN] (S / 

which relates output SNR in terms of input SNR and the SNR associated



with the A/D conversion. The loss due to the A/D conversion can now



be defined as



L [1 + (SNR)IN] (26)A/D S+ 
 (26)N



This is plotted in Figure 5 for various values of the number of



.bits of quantization, M. The values of (SNR)A/D - h-l(M,k) used in the 

computations are the optimal values taken from Table 1. As expected, 

observation of Figure 5 indicates that, as the number of bits of quanti

zation increases, the loss in SNR incurred by use of the A/D conversion 

decreases rapidly. It is also noted that the loss increases as the input 

signal-to-noise ratio increases. This is also to be expected since, at 

higher values of input signal-to-noise ratio, the signal quality is good. 

Hence, introducing the distortion caused by the A/D converter will 
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substantially increase the total noise power. At low values of input



signal-to-noise ratio, however, the signal quality is poor, and the



introduction of distorition caused by A/D conversion does not appre


ciably increase the total noise power.



For these same values of (SNR)A/D, the output signal-to-noise



ratio (SNR)OUT , as given in (25), is plotted versus the input signal


to-noise ratio (SNR)IN in Figure 6 for various values of the number of



bits of quantization M. Here again, at low values of input SNR, the



quantization and saturation losses are negligible, whereas at large



values of (SNR)IN' the effect of the A/D loss is a saturation effect



in output SNR. This can analytically be seen to be the case in (26)



when the second term dominates at large values of (SNR)IN. The A/D loss



then increases linearly in input signal-to-noise ratio.



As the input (SNR)IN increases, the output signal-to-noise ratio



saturates at (SNR)A/D, i.e.,



=
lim (SNR)OUT (SNR)A/D . (27)
(SNR)IN-*-


For example, for M=4 bits of quantization, the output SNR saturates at



18.9 dB.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION



A power budget for the Ku-band Orbiter radar at short ranges



(R<0.42 nmi) is presented in this appendix. The various implementation



losses at short ranges are also examined individually. Since the signal



processing at these ranges is different from longer ranges (R> 0.42 nmi),



the detection procedure is first examined. Only passive automatic



search is considered.



2.0 DETECTION PROCEDURE AT SHORT RANGES



The basic difference between target detection for long range-and



short range lies in the fact that, while 16 pulses are coherently added



(pre-summing) and passed through a bank of doppler filters in the first


case, a single pulse detection without doppler filtering is implemented



in the second case. -The transmitted signal consists of 5 RF frequencies



which are cycled, as is the case in long-range detection-fl]. Within



,each frequency, a total of 16 pulses are transmitted. The width of each



pulse is T= 0.122 psec and the PRF is equal to 6970 Hz. The transmitted



power is not the same for all the pulses. As shown in Figure 1, the



first eight pulses, P0 through P7' are transmitted with the TWT completely



bypassed, which results in a power of 7 dBm (5mw). P8 through P11 are



transmitted with the TWT amplification and a series attenuation of 24 dB.
 


The power in this case is equal to- 23 dBm (200 mw). The last four pulses,



P12 through P15,'are transmi-tted with a full power of 47 dBm (50 w). The



power cycle is started with the least amount of power to avoid saturation



of the receiver when the target is at a very short range.



The detection procedure is shown in Figure 2 [2]. After the second



IF stage, the signal is passed through an I-Q stage to convert it to
 


baseband. The lowpass arm filters used in this stage are two-pole Butter


worth filters with single-sided cutoff frequency of 4.1 MHz. The complex



baseband signal at the output of the I/D channel is sampled via an A/D





t 0.122 visec PRI = 143 lisec



P0 P1 P7 P8 P 1 P12 P15 

Power 7 dBm 23 dBm 47 dBm 
(5 mw) (200 mw) (50 w) 

Figure 1. Signal Format for Short-Range Passive Search





78.14 MHz



Dnterna
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Estimate



Figure 2. Single Pulse Short Range Detection
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converter with a sampling frequency of 8.2 MHz, which corresponds to I/T



or one sample per pulse width. Each sample of the complex signal is



magnitude-detected and compared to a threshold. Once the threshold is


exceeded, a hit isdeclared. Detection is based on five hits to give


an accumulative detection probability of 0.99. A maximum of 50 samples



(range bins) are taken for each pulse return. This corresponds -to a



maximum range



Rmax = 0.122 (psec/pulse) x 50 (pulses) x 0.16187 (nmi/vsec)/2 

= 0.494 nmi 

= 3000 feet.



The range bin clock and the counter are used to find the particular


sample (range bin) for which the threshold Was exceeded inorder to



calculate an internal range estimate to initiate the track mode.



3.0 RADAR EQUATION
 


The radar equation that isappropriate for short-range passive


mode detection of a monopulse radar which isessentially using an optimal


receiver [3-5] isgiven by



[G2 a X2] [ 2 P2E 
 

Rp N [(4r)3 R4][kTsI[L]



where Rp = 	 ensemble averaged peak SNR required per pulse for a given

probability .ofdetection Pd and false alarm probability Pfa"



E = peak signal energy received per pulse.


P



NO = equivalent one-sided noise power spectral density of the
entire receiver system = kTs



= average target cross-section



= radar RF wavelength 

G = peak antenna power gain



Pp = peak transmit power = Pavg/dt 

P = average transmit power
avg


dt = transmitter duty factor
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= transmitted pulse width 

R = range



k = Boltzmann constant = 1.38x 10-23 Joules/0K



Ts = system noise temperature, 0K



L = total system losses.



4.0 SEARCH RADAR SYSTEM PARAMETERS
 


Each of the above parameters is now considered in regard to the
 


Ku-band radar for the Space Shuttle Orbiter Vehicle. The reasoning



and/or source of the choice of each parameter value is indicated.



4.1 Required Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio Per Pulse



2E



p N0



This value is dependent on the assumptions made about the mode



of detection. The assumptions to be used in these power budgets are



among the following cases. The overall probability of detection is



0.99 and the false alarm probability is 5.5x 10-1. The 0.99 value is


= 
a specification requirement and the Pfa 5.5x 10 10 value is approxi


mately equivalent to one false alarm per hour, which is the specified



.value. The value of Rp is relatively insensitive to the choice of Pfa*



Hence, the choice is not critical. Since five scans of the target are



used to declare detection, the probability of false detection per scan



is 0.6.



In computing the required peak signal-to-noise ratio for short



range, a Swerling III model will be used. In this model, the pulse



amplitude is assumed'to be a random variable with one dominant plus



Rayleigh probability density function [4]. This model offers more con


servative signal-to-noise ratios than the other Swerling models.



In order to use the results-in [4], the following definition



is used:



n' = false alarm number 

Pfa = In 2/n' .


-9



Figure 3 is used to compute the required Rp for n' = 1.26x10
 

and Pd= 0.60 . This value is equal to 17.6 dB.





-99.99 1 

N= I (Swerling III and IV)


99.9


99.8



99.,0



98.0



95.0 

C 90.0 
0 
*1 

-P 	 80.0 
(U 

(-, 70.0 

4- 60.0 
o 	 50.0 

40.0


.30.0



, 	 20.0 	 n'=10 
.0 5. 

10.0



5.0 - 03 

2.0 
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0.5 
0.2 
0.1 
0.05 

I0 

o0 

0.01 
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1 
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Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio, Rp= 2Ep/N 0 (dB)



Figure 3. 	 Probability of Detecting a Fluctuating Target, N= 1


(Swerling III and IV). [N= number of pulses


=
incoherently integrated; Pfa 0.693/n'.
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4.2 	 Average Target Cross-Section



2
a 1 m , as in specification 

= 0 dB 

It ispossible to use a target cross-section of 1 m2 at short


ranges up to 250 feet because, as is seen inTable 1 and Figure 4, the


field of.view inmeters for a 3 dB antenna beam of 1.60 isequal to



2
2.13 m at 250 ft. This corresponds to an area of 3.56 m , which justi


fies the fact that a 1 m2 target can be totally illuminated within the


main lobe of the antenna.



Table 1. Field of View of the Antenna With 3 dB Beamwidth eB 1.60



R (ft) 250 500 750 1000 1500 2000 2500



Field of 2.13 4.26 6.39 8.52 12.78 17.04 21.29


View (m)



Illuminated


Area (m2) 3.56 14.25 32.07 57.01 128.28 228.05 355.99



Inaddition, the far field of an antenna is given in [10] by

2d2/A,where d is the maximum linear dimension of the antenna (inthis



= 
 case, d= 36" 0.914 m) and X isthe wave length. Substituting, it is



found that the far field for the Ku-band antenna starts from 250 ft,


which means that all the calculations beyond that range are done in


the far field.



4.3 	 Radar RF Wavelength



The RF for the radar is13.775 GHz. This corresponds to



= 0.0216 m 

X= -33.31 dB. 

4.4 	 Peak Antenna Power Gain



The antenna diameter has been specified as d=36"=0.914 m.



Based of the rule of thumb,



0B (deg) z (180/ )(d/X),



=
the 3 dB beamwidth is 0B 1.32 deg. The 3 dB beamwidth quoted in[7]





20 

10 

T 
d 

15 

(410 
-o 

0r 5 

0 *1 I I 

500 1000 1500 2000 2500, 3000 

Range, R (ft) 

Figure 4. Field of View, d (m) versus Range, R (fi) 
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is 1.6 	 deg. Based on the rule of thumb,[lu],



." 	 G =32,000
G z ,(a0 B in deg) 

the peak power gain of the antenna is 

G z 41 dB. 

The peak power gain in [7] is 38.9 dB, so that 

G2 = 77.8 dB. 

More recently, however,-the peak power gain is given as 38.5 dB [5], 

so that 

G2 = 77.0 dB. 

The latter value is used in the power budgets in this appendix. 

4.5 	 Transmitted.Signal Characteristics 

P = peak transmitter powerp



Given all other parameters and assumptions inthe radar equation,



the required-peak transmitter power will then be obtained. The pulse
 


width is



T = 0.122 jisec. 

For the automatic search mode of a passive target at short range, the 

PRF is set at 6970 Hz, so that the pulse repetition interval (PRI) is 

PRI = Tp = 143 psec; 

so the transmitter duty factor is 

-4
dt = 	 8.5x10 

4.6 	 Range



The above signal characteristics are implemented for R< 0.42 nmi



(2550 ft). The power budget will be calculated for the following



ranges:



R = 2550, 800, 250 ft,



which correspond to



R4 
= 115.64, 95.49, 75.28 dB-meter4 .
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4.7 	 Receiver Noise Parameters 

The receiver noise parameters were calculated in [6]. The cal

culations are included here for convenience. 
- The equivalent.one-sided power spectral density of the receiver 

noise is 

NO kTs watts/Hz,



°

where k = Boltzmann constant = 1.38x10-23 Joules/K



= -228.6 dB.



Ts = overall system noise temperature.



The components in the overall system noise temperature can be computed



from the diagram in Figure 5.



TA All lossy Receiver 
components F = 5.0 dB 
L=2.8 dB m 

Figure 	 5. Simplified Diagram.of Losses for Ku-Band Radar Receiver,



The receiver is assumed to have a noise figure of 5 dB. All component



losses [7] between the antenna and the receiver add to 2.8 dB.



When the first stage of a receiver is an attenuator, as is the



case here, it can be shown [8] that the system noise temperature, com


puted at the antenna, is



- Ts = TA + Tc + (L-1)TO+ LTe , 

where TA = antenna temperature. 

Tc = additional antenna temperature due to clutter 

L = total attenuation from all lossy components between 
the antenna and receiver input 

Te = receiver noise temperature = (Fn - )T0 

Fn = receiver noise figure 

To = standard room temperature = 290'K. 

The design in [7] assumes the receiver noise figure is Fn =5.0 dB or, 

equivalently, Te = 627 0K, and the attenuation from all lossy components 

http:Diagram.of
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=
between the antenna and receiver front end is L 2.8 dB. The antenna
 


temperature is assumed to be tA= 5.50K and the additional antenna tem


,peraturedue to earth clutter when looking horizontally is Tc= 36.50K.



Then,



Ts = TA + Tc + (L-I)T 0 + LTe 

= 	 5.5 + 36.5 + 263 + 1195 

15000K 

= 	 31.76 dB. 

This is increased somewhat as the look angle increases. When looking



directly toward the earth, the clutter temperature increases to 263.50K



and T5 increases to



T 	 = 17270K = 32.27 dB.



4.8 Losses



In this section, the pertinent losses are listed, along with the



references where the values were derived or where losses were specified.



4.8.1 Transmit Losses



The RFP and theresponse [7] have specified the transmit losses



at 3.7 dB. At this point, no attempt is being made to dispute this



value, so it is accepted and used in the computations.



4.8.2 Scan Alignment Loss and Lateral Scan Loss



The specification calls for a total beam shape loss of 2 dB. In



[4], it is shown that scan alignment loss is 1.03 dB each way and the



lateral scan loss is 0.58 dB each way, when the antenna movement from



one circle to the next in the spiral scan is 0.6 0B. The spiral scan



described in [7] calls for an antenna movement of 0.7 eB. The differ


ence in scan alignment loss and lateral scan loss between adjacent



antenna paths of 0.6 0B and 0.7 aB is negligible. Thus, the two-way



loss due to beam shape which includes scan alignment loss and lateral



scan loss is set at 2(1.03+ 0.58) = 3.2 dB.



4.8.3 Threshold Loss (Constant FAP)



The specification calls for a threshold loss of 1 dB due to main


taining a constant false-alarm probability by monitoring the system
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noise level. This value is used in the computation, realizing that it



should be possible to reduce this value to a few tenths of a dB.



4.8.4 Range Gate Straddling



The range gate straddling is due to the fact that a single sample



is taken per pulse width (t= 0.122 psec) after the pulse is passed



through a two-pole Butteiworth filter with a one-sided cutoff frequency


of 4.1 MHz. Figure 6 shows the shape of the filtered pulse at the out


put of the two-pole Butterworth filter [9]. Since the sampling can



occur any time within the pulse width (0.122 psec) a maximum straddling



loss of 6.5 dB is included in the calculation of the power budget.



5.0 POWER BUDGET FOR SHORT RANGE PASSIVE SEARCH



Table 2 summarizes the power budget calculations at the indicated


ranges. Comparing the required peak powers to the existing available



powers of 47 dBm, 23 dBm, and 7 dBm, it is found that



(1) Design margin at 2550 ft compared to the available



47 dBm = 12.06 dB.



(2) Design margin at 800 ft compared to the available



23 dBm = 8.22 dB.



(3) Design margin at 250 ft compared to the available



7 dBm = 12.44 dB.



It is obvious from the derived design margins that the search for passive



target at short ranges has a wide design margin; therefore, no problem



in the Ku-band shortZrange passive target detection is anticipated.





1.2 
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Table 2. Power Budget for Short Range



Term Value 

Rp Required peak SNR 

G G = 38.5 dB 

A2 X = 0.0216 m 

1 m2 

(47) 3 ---

R4 R=2550, 800, 250 ft 

k 3.8x 10-23 Joules/°K 

T 15000K 

Pulsewidth= 0.122 lisec 

Factor of 2 

Losses 

Transmit REP 

Beam Shape Scan Alignment 

Threshold Constant FAP 

Straddling Spreading of pulse 

P 
P 

Required peak powers 

17.6



-77.0



33.31



0.0



32.98



115.65, 
 

-228.6



31.76



-69.14



-3.0



3.7



2.0



1.0



6.5



4.94 
 
(34.94) 
 

Budget (dB)



95.49, 75.28



-15.22 -35.44 dBw


(14.78) (-5.44) dBm
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MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION OF THE RATIO


OF POWERS IN TWO NARROWBAND PROCESSES



.by



Charles L. Weber



1.0 INTRODUCTION



In this appendix, we consider the maximum likelihood (M.L.) estimate



of the ratio of the powerin two narrowbaid processes. These processes



are assumed to be Gaussian and, in general, will be correlated. The in



phase and quadrature-phase components of each process are sampled N times,



where the time between samples is assumed to be large enough so that the



samples are statistically independent.



The estimate of this ratio and its performance play a fundamental



role for all types of tracking-in the radar described in [1].



2.0 THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATE OF POWER RATIO



Consider the narrowband Gaussian process u(t), which we describe 

as 

u(t) = Uc(t) cos W0t + Us(t) sin mt, () 

where uc(t) and us(t) are baseband, zero mean, stationary-and Gaussian



random processes.



The-in-phase and quadrature-phase samples of u(t) are represented



as the real and imaginary components of a sequence of complex Gaussian



random variables, namely,



Ui = Uci + jusi , i=l,...,N (2) 

The expected value of iUi12 is denoted by



PD = E[Iui 12] = Eru i + u 2. for-all i, (3) 

which is twice the average power in u(t), uc(t), and us(t). Equivalently,



E[u 2(t)] = E [u 2(t)] = E[u2(t)] PU(4) 

The same notation can be established for the other narrowband Gaussian



process,
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v(t) = vct) cos o0t + v t) sin 0ot 

with average power PV/2. With this notation, we can restate the estima


tion problem as follows:



Let U and V be N-dimensional complex Gaussian vectors whose N,


complex components Ui, V i (i=1,...,N) have magnitudes and phases equal:


to the magnitudes and phases of a sequence of statistically independent


samples of the narrowband processes u(t) and v(t), respectively.



Given these observations, the maximum likelihood estimate of Pu/Pv


and In (Pu/Pv) are desired, as well as the RMS error of the estimates.



InAddendum A, we show that the M.L. estimate of In (Pu/Pv) is



given by



In [Pu/PvJ In [P /P : in I' (5)



where


flf2 A N 2

1:1- 1 'IUil2 (6) 

i-l



and



IW2 N vi2 
11 1 1 I •l (7) 

The estimator in (5)says that the M.L. estimate of In (Pu/Pv) is


equal to the natural logarithm of the ML. estimate of Pu/P InAdden

dum A, this isshown to be the case for any strictly monotonically.


increasing function of the estimate.



3.0 STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OBSERVATIONS



At time ti, when the ith sample of uc(t), us(t), Vc(t), and vs(t)


are observed, the covariance matrix of the resulting four-dimensional



Gaussian vector will be of the form



PU/2 a c d

U


a PU/2 -d c



M4 ------------ ------------- (8)



c -d PV/2 b



d c b PV/2





InAddendum B, the statistical characteristics of two narrowband



Gaussian processes are considered. In particular, it is shown that the


narrowband processes u(t) and v(t) that are observed in each of the track


ing.modes of the radar are "spherically symmetric." The physical meaning



of a spherically-symmetric random process is also described in Addendum B.



The result is that a= b= 0 in (8). In addition, the conditions under



which d= 0 are also enumerated, and it is noted that these conditions
 


are met by the narrowband processes u(t) and v(t).
 


The covariance matrix M4 in (8) therefore simplifies to



Pu/2 0 c 0 

0 PU/2 0 c 
M4 --------- -------- -(9) 

c 0 PV/2
'V 

0 

0 c 0 PV/2 

With this covariance matrix, all in-phase components are statisti


cally independent of all quadrature components. As a'result, each complex



sample of,u(t) and ,v(t) can be interpreted as two consecutive real samples.



Stated equivalently, the observations can be thought of as 2N inde


pendent samples of the real baseband Gaussian processes uc(t) and vc(t),



where these zero mean processes for each sample have covariance matrix
LPv/22I

M2 c , i=l,...,2N . (10) 

The maximum likelihood estimate of Pu/P is now given by



2N 2 

A 2 iPlUc
X Uci
 

uv = a 2N 2 (11)1Vck


k=l 


The performance of this estimator, as well as z= In Pu/P is



developed in the next section.
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4.0 PERFORMANCE OF M.L. ESTIMATE OF POWER RATIO



Inorder to develop most directly the pdf of xa defined in (11),


the following notation is used.



The normalized correlation between uci and Vci isgiven by



= 
2c 1 1 < ..(12)


Ju~v 

The inverse of the covariance matrix M2 isdenoted as



W2 _6M2 = 'r(13)
LW12 w2J



With this notation, the pdf of x in (11) isgiven by ([2, p.50] or [5]): 

a 


2[Edet (W2)n/2xn-I [Wl 2 

q(x[) = [ Xa +w22  (14)

B(a, )[(Wlxa2 + W2 )2 _ (2x w )21(n+l)/2 
2 2 1JLa 22 a 12) 

where 

n = total number of independent samples = 2N (15) 

B(a,) = Beta Function 6 r(a)r(B) (16) 

r(a) = Gamma Function = (a-l)! if a is an integer . (17) 

det W2 = determinant of W2 . (18)


Substituting (12), (13) and (15) through (18) into (14), the pdf



of xa can be written as



0 
 
= y (1- 2j -N x2N-1 2 + 

u2V(I- 2)+ 2 (1- 2 
2q(xa) l >2 \ 2 -(
[(N- l)l] 2 F 1 ( :2xaP 2N+I)/2 

(2N-1 ! 2 2u - 2)_ !



(19) 

where a 2 P/2 2 - /2. (20)U2 2ou v/ 
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The estimate of Pu/P is



ZN/ A 2 (21) 
uP = a a 

Carrying out this transformation,



2 z -= x 
a *a 

dz = 2x a d xa 

The Jacobian of the transformation is



and the pdf of za, after some algebraic manipulation, is given by



(2N-l o2 p)Nza (Za + 2 

a!] [(N-i)2 [(Za+ (a2/2)(- 2p2))2 + 4 (U/V) 4 p2(1 -2)]N4 

(22)



The form of this pdf can be substantially simplified ifwe normalize



z a by setting



PUA 
z x. (23)
a -

TV 
Then,*



p(x) = A (x+1) x N - (24) 

[(X'+ 1)2 _ 4p2 x]N +7 

where



2A = (1-p2)N(2N-I)z/[(N -i)!] (25) 

The performance of the estimate of



In Pu/Pv = In P /P z = In za in + in x (26) 

The pdf of p(x) in (24) agrees exactly with that developed in


[I, p. C-9]. 



is evaluated by determining the RMS error.



The first moment is-initially evaluated and is given by



E n (PuPv)] = in (Pu/Pv) + E(In x) (27) 

ey
,
By making the change of variable x= 


S(in x)l (x+) xN-I dx 

AJ 0 (i _x 2 N+
0 [(x+l) _ 4p x] 2 

A EJ yk 2 cosh (y/2) dy (28)



[2 cosh y + 2 - 4p 2 

When k= 1 in (28), the integrand is an odd function over even limits and 

therefore vanishes. Hence, 

E (In Pu/PV In (Pu/Pv) (29) 

and In Pu/Pv is an unbiased estimate of In (Pu/Pv). 

The variance of error is 

2 2
Var n Pu/PV a = E{[In x]}. (30) 

Letting k=2 in (28),* 

2 2 y2 oh (y12)oz = E[(in x)] - 4A jo Cs + dy 

[2 cosh y + 2 - 4y 

y1+e-Y] e-mY 

2AJ+1 (31)


0 e- 2y + (2-402) e-y + ]N 

The RMS error, a z has been computed, the results of which are



shown in [l,p. B-4] for N=l,2,4,6,10. 

Equation (31) agrees with the performance result in [l,p. C-10].
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ADDENDUM A



MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATE OF POWER RATIO



MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATE



The maximum likelihood estimate of the ratio of power in two complex


Gaussian vectors isdeveloped. IfU and V are random vectors and a is a


parameter of the probability density function (pdf), p(U,V;a), then the



M.L. estimate of a isdefined-as that a which is



max p(U,V;a) p(UV;&) (A-l) 
a 

Ifthe pdf is unimodal, then ^ is that a which isthe solution to 

@P (Thtct 
=0 (A-2)



or equivalently, that a which is the solution to



a In p(U,V;a)


:0. (A-3)



a



Ifthere ismore than one unknown parameter, whether or not it is


to be estimated, the M.L.,estimate isgiven by the following. Suppose


a and $ are unknown parameters and a isto be estimated. The M.L. esti

mate for a and $ is formed by simultaneously solving [6-7] the following:



a In p(U,V;,a)


=0



a In p(U,V;go)

 :0 (A-4)



for a and 8. The solutions are the M.L. estimates for a and a. Ifonly


one of the parameters isto be estimated, the estimate does not change.



We also note that: -The maximum likelihood estimate of any strictly


monotonically increasing function of a parameter is equal to that same


function of the M.L. estimate of the parameter.
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For example, if we have p(U;a), and we desire the M.L. estimate 

of 

y = In a, (A-5) 

then we form



a p(u,e Y) 

= 0 (A-6)ay



and solve for 9. By the chain scale for differentiation, however,



a p(U,e T) a p(Ua) a A7 
a (A-7) 

ay ay 

Since



acZ e= > 0 for all y , (A-8) 
ay



the only way (A-7) can equal zero is for



a pcjU,a)


-a 0, (A-9)
aa



since 6Y never vanishes.



Therefore, when determining the M.L. estimate of In (Pu/Pv) we



need only consider the M.L. estimate of Pu/Pv.



THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATE OF POWER RATIOS



The M.L. estimate of power ratios is developed in steps. Consider



first real uncorrelated Gaussian samples. The pdf p(U,V) is given by



p(U,) ,exp 2 II I exp II]IIi(A-1) 

The M.L. estimate of



RQ= ] (A-i1)



is desired. The second parameter in p(U,V) is chosen to be aU' so that



p(U,V) can be written as





1.0



2
p(U,V) = N/2 exp -l 1ul12 + RIlJllI' (A-12) 

The M.L. estimates are solutions to



a in p(U,V) 
= 0
 


aR



a in p(U,V)


= 0 .(A-13)



aou



-Without difficulty, the M.L. estimate for R is shown to be given



by



a- 1111112
_u 2 
 
v- 1 (AI4)-


Also,



AR-= - (A-15)
LavJ IL-L 

since the square root isa strictly monotonically increasing function.



Inthe case of power ratios, it is noted that



u 2 
= (A-16)



V



when the random vectors are uncorrelated. We shall see that this is also



the case when u(ti) and v(t.) are correlated.



CORRELATED SAMPLES



Correlated Gaussian samples are now considered. Since the extension 
from one sample of u and v to N samples-isdirect, we restrict attention 

to one sample of u and v . The joint pdf is given by 



Lp(uv) = 2%% exp {2( ) + 2 (A-17)f 02 2(1 - 2) F2 -F2- (I 

where p is the normalized correlation coefficient between u and v 

defined by 

~va (A-18) 
uv



With the definition of R given in (A-I), p(u,v) can be written as 

p~u'v) = 2[11 exp {2[~2 -42v~l (2r[(I,p2)RI2 vR+G,a


2)R1/2
 2 2v uOv]VAjJ9



There are now three parameters, so that the M.L. estimates are given by



the solutions of



a inp(u,v) = 0 (A20)

R



ainp(u,v) = 0 (A-21)
ap



a in p(u,v) = 0 (A-22)

(02)



Performing the indicated operations, we obtain 

(1 p120222 Eu 2-uvp ARJ (A-23)-

2 a nd_ 2 2vF .]

CI 

and 2 L2u+v2) uv P2~o 

2 [ + _-2 u -v' (A-24) 

a__u (A-25)2 \ --/\R - P 2)j
 


from (A-20), (A-21), and (A-22), respectively.



r 

C) 



From (A43), (A-24), and (A-25), the M.L. estimate-of R is


2
u
 

v



or equivalently,



2 2
In R in [u/v (A-26)



The key point is that when the random variables become correlated,


22


the M.L. estimate for au / v does not change.
 

The extension of these results to complex correlated Gaussian vectors



is straightforward, although somewhat more cumbersome, with the result as


shown in (5). With the simpler development that is shown here, the M.L.



estimate in (5)isthe expected estimate.
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ADDENDUM B



STATISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF TWO NARROWBAND


GAUSSIAN PROCESSES



Preliminary statistical considerations of the two narrowband Gaussian



processes are presented which are necessary before the performance of-the



maximum likelihood estimate can be determined.



The processes used in this estimation are marginally and jointly



'spherically symmetric-." Spherically symmetric means that an arbitrary



phase shift of the carrier frequency will not change the statistical char


acteristics of the in-phase and quadrature-phase components of either process.



For spherically symmetric complex Gaussian ,vector processes, we can



invoke Grettenberg's Theorem [3- 4], an extension of which is quoted for



this application.



Grettenberg's Theorem., Let W(t) be a complex (column) vector Gaus


sian process with mean zero. Then a necessary and sufficient condition



that



E[W(t) T(s)] = 0 (B l) 

for all s,t is that w(t) and eJw(t) be identically distributed for all


real e (ie., spherically symmetric). The T in (B-I) means "transpose."
 


Mutually-spherically symmetric for-vector complex Gaussian processes



implies that the information is in the phase differences, and an arbitrary



but same -phase shift in all components of the vector process produces no



change inthe joint statistics.



As pointed out above, the processes u(t) and v(t) are such that



they are jointly spherically symmetric. It has already been assumed that



the successive samples of {u(t),v(t)} are sufficiently separated in time



so as to be independent. The utility of Grettenberg's Theorem here is



when s= t,. for which



2

E[u (t)] = 0 (B-2) 

2
E[v (t)] = 0 (B-3) 

E[u(t) v(t)] = 0 (B-4) 
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From (B-2),



E[u2(t)] = E(u .) - E(u2.) + 2j E(uci Usi) = 0 . (B75)
ci s iCiS
 


Hence,



Eu E ui) (B-6)



and



E(uciUsi) = . (B-7) 

Therefore uci and usi are statistically independent and identically



distributed.



A similar statement can-be made about v(t) from (B-3).



From (B-4),
 


0= E[u(t) v(t)] = EEuciVci - Usi Vsi] + j E[uci vsi + Usi vci. (B-8) 

Hence,



E(uci Vci) = E[usi vsi c (B-9) 

E(ucivsi) = -E[usi vci d (B-10) 

where c and d are real.



The cross~correlation of u(t) and v(t) isdefined as



uvE [u*(t) v(t)]



E[Uci Vci + Usi Vsii+ E[Uci Vsi usi Vci] (B-11)



For spherically symmetric processes,
 


PUV = 2c (B-12)



and is real.



The covariance matrix of [uci, Usi, Vci, Vsi T can now be written



as
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Pu/2 o -C d 

0 PU/2 -d c 

M4 =------------- ------------- (B-13) 
c -d Pv/2 0 

d c 0 PV/ 2 

Next consider u(t) and v(t) expressed interms of envelope and 

phase variations: 

u(t) = R1 (t)cos [w0 t - e1(t)] 

v(t) = R2(t)cos [lot - 02(t)] (B-14) 

Then, 

E[ucv] = E'[R 1 R2 cos 01 cos e2] = C 

E[us v s] E [R1 R2 sin 91 sin 02] = c 

E[uc vs] E[R1 R2 Cos sine 2] = d


E[us vc] E[R1 R2 sin c1 -d.Cos 02] (B-15)
 

Let @ 2-e1I, where 4 represents the "phase difference information" 

between u(t) and v(t). Then, 

E(ucVc) = E IRi R2 (cos 4 + cos (4+ 201)) = c 

E E= 2 (B-16)(B-16)s vvs ) E R11 R22 cos 4 - cos (4 + 2eI c 

E(ucvs) - E iR2 (sin +-sin (4 + 20 ))t = d 

E(usv c) : 4E RR 2 (sin ,- sin (4+ 20l) -d (B-17) 

For spherically symmetric processes, 81 is uniformly distributed 
over (-7,7r). When this is incorporated into (B-16) and (B-17), 
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EEU v -E[u v E[R1 R2 Cos ¢] c (B-18) 

E(u v) 1 EERI R2 sin ] = d . (B-19) 

Finally, if the phase difference 4 has a symmetric pdf about 0,



then E-(sin f) = 0, and d= 0. Inthe applications anticipated with this.



estimator, the statistics of the estimator are independent of phase. In


addition, the assumption that., has a symmetric pdf is a very-reasonable



-one for most applications. This assumption istherefore made and, hence;



d 0.
 


The covariance matrix M4 in (B-13) now simplifies to



2
u/ 0 c 0


0 PU/ 2 0 -c 

M4 (B-20) 
c 0 PV/2 0 

0 c 0 PV/2_ 

Inspection of the covariance matrix in (B-20) shows that the only



dependence is between the real part of u(t) and the real part of v(t1, and



the imaginary part of u(t) and the imaginary part of v(t). These correla

tions are also identical. Since everything else is uncorrelated (and



therefore independent, since all processes are Gaussian), the observations


could equally well be modeled as 2N samples of two real baseband processes



uc(t)and vC(t.



When the pdf of the estimator isdetermined, we assume that 2N



samples of uc(t) and vct are observed. The resulting pdf of the esti

mator is identical to that when N complex samples are assumed to be



observed from u(t) and v(t) with the covariancematrix given by (B-20).
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INTRODUCTION



In a previous report [1], the author initiated a study to deter


mine the feasibility of employing on the Space Shuttle Orbiter (SSO)



a particular implementation of the three-channel Ku-band modulator



wherein the two lower data rate channels are combined by digitally



phase modulating their joint information on a single squarewave sub


carrier. Such an implementation has been proposed by Hughes Aircraft



Corporation (HAC) and will herein be referred to as the HAC version of


the three-channel modulator. Others [2] have also considered such a



possibility as an alternate means of transmitting an unbalanced quadri


phase shift keyed (UQPSK) signal. Prior to this suggestion, the



accepted means of transmitting the information on the two lower data



rate channels was to biphase modulate the two data streams onto quad


rature squarewave (or sinusoidal) subcarriers. This version of the



three-channel modulator will herein be referred to as the NASA version.



The purpose of this report isto continue the feasibility study



begun in [l] with the hope of reaching a conclusion as to the desira


bility of the Hughes approach relative to a modification of it which



incorporates a bandpass filter at the subcarrier modulator output.



This modification has the effect of retaining only the fundamental of



the digitally phase modulatedsquarewave subcarrier, thus making the



modulator output signal identical in form to that of the NASA version



with sinusoidal subcarriers.



We shall begin by rewriting the presentation made in [1] in a



form which is more intuitively satisfying and more suitable from the



standpoint of understanding the suggested modification mentioned above.



Following this, we shall give careful attention to the feasibility of



using an in-phase-quadrature type demodulator to extract the data on the



two lower data rate channels from the composite modulator output. The



performance of a subcarrier reconstruction loop, i.e., a Costas loop,
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which incorporates this in-phase-quadrature demodulator in its input



will alsd be investigated. Its tracking performance in response to an



input from the HAC version, the modified HAC version, and the NASA



version-of the three-channel modulator output will be evaluated and



compared.



Before concluding this Introduction, it should be pointed-out



that the author in [1] made the statement that when the digital phase
 


modulator implementation is used in the absence of a bandpass filter



preceding the subcarrier demodulator, a simple in-phase-quadrature type



demodulator of the Costas loop type will not produce a valid loop error



signal at the loop filter input. In this regard, credit is due R. Cager



of HAC for pointing out, through his analyses [3], that this statement



was incorrect. In fact, much of the analysis presented in this report



parallels that in [3] in a slightly simpler'notation. Also, some addi


"-tional effects, e.g., finite arm filter bandwidth distortions, which



were not accounted for in'[3] are hereing taken into account, along with
 


numerical evaluations of system performance.



POWER ALLOCATION PROPERTIES OF THE HAC VERSION



OF THE THREE-CHANNEL MODULATOR



In a host of previous studies [4-10], much consideration has been 

given to implementation of the three-channel Orbiter modulator, whose 

purpose is to generate a signal for simultaneous transmission of three 

channels of information on the Ku-band return link. Two of the more 

common structures for Mode 1 are referred to as the Three-Channel Inter

plex Modulator and the Three-Channel Quadrature Multiplex Modulator, 

the latter-having the advantage that a linear phase modulator at the 

carrier frequency is not required. In principle, the quadrature multi

plex modulator is of the in-phase-quadrature type wherein the high data 

rate channel (50 Mbps) is biphase modulated on the in-phase carrier and 

the two lower data rate channels (192 kbps and up to 2 Mbps), after 

being biphase modulated onto quadrature squarewave subcarriers and 

summed, are amplitude modulated onto the quadrature carrier (Figure 1). 

The disadvantage of this configuration is that the signal which is modu

lated onto the quadrature carrier is multi-level. Thus, when the



in-phase and quadrature modulated carriers are summed and hard-limited,



the resulting.two-level signal suffers a limiter suppression effect





I1(t) 

RF 
Oscillator sin w0t 

0 - -Amplifier 

m


2 2(t COS ot



sin tsc



I/P3 m3(t)



Cos Lsct 

Figure 1. Three-Channel Quadrature Multiplex Modulator - Mode 1 



and a redistribution of the power among the three channels, together



with the generation of a triple cross-modulation product.


An alternate approach to combining the two lower rate data chan


nels isto digitally phase modulate the joint information on these two


channels onto a single squarewave subcarrier (Figure 2). If m2(t)and



m3(t)respectively denote the lower rate modulations corresponding to


channels 2 and 3, then the output of the digital phase modulator in



Figure 2 can be expressed inthe form



C(t) = VPsin [wsct + e(t)] , (1) 

where sin x is a squarewave subcarrier with radian frequency sc, Ps



is the total power in this subcarrier, and the digital phase modulation



e(t) isgiven by (Figure 3):



e(t) = m2(t)m3(t) e 0 -
 ( (2) 

The digital data streams m2(t) and mt) are ±1 waveforms of rates R2


and R3, respectively.* Notice from (2)that the digital phase modulation



-et)takes on one of the four values ±e0, T±e0 depending on the ±1



polarity of the modulations m2(t)and m3(t). Thus, (1)represents an

/4
 unbalanced QPSK modulated subcarrier. Ife0 =r , then (1)becomes a



balanced QPSK modulated subcarrier.



As in Figure 1, the total three-channel signal generated by the



modulator is



s(t) = /2 {C(t) cos w0t + S(t) sin L 0t} , (3) 

where w0 isthe carrier radian frequency and,



S(t) = /Pl ml(t) (4) 

represents the high data rate channel.
 


Expanding (1)in a Fourier series gives



C(t) = VP j -sin {n[sct + e(t)} (5)n=1,3,5,... nw



Throughout theremainder of this-report, we shall assume that


R2 > R3 ' e.g., R2 2 Mbps, R3 192 kbps.





VF, m1 t 

sin wOt 

RF


Oscillator



Bandpass


,, Hard-Limiter



I and Power ---


Amplifier
900 
 

m2 (t)
 
CLt) CoW
* ()Digital 

Phase


m3(t) Modulator



/P-sin ws t

s sc
(Square-wave subcarrier)



Figure 2. Digital Phase Shift Implementation of Three-Channel Modulator - Mode 1 



m2(t) = -1


m3(t)= 1


m3(t) = I


m2t) = 1


m3 (t)= -1 
m3 (t)= -1 

Figure 3, Phasor Representation of Digital Phase Modulator Output
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or C(t) = IP-n ,sin nwst cos ne (t) 

nPV~sn sct
cos no5 t sin ne(t) (6)



From (2), we find that, for n odd, M2(t)



cos no(t) cos [m2(t) m3(t)no0] cos E t n t]



=0



+ sin [m2(t) m3(t)neo] sin RE=20)- 1 

S m22(t)cos ne0 

sin no(t) sin [In 2(t)m3(t)neo] cos Lm2() -1)ni]t



Cos [mZ(t)2 m3(t),ne0 J sin 2 

Sm2(t)m3 (t)sin no0 = m3(t)sin no0 (7) 

Thus, substituting (7)into (6)gives



C(t) v sm2t) _ Z cos no0 sin nwst


n=1,3,5,...



+Vpyrs m3(t) > nsin no0 cos nwsct , (8)


n=1 ,3,5,...



which is an in-phase-quadrature type representation where the "effective"


subcarriers have Fourier series with coefficients (4/n7) cos no0 and



(4/nt) sin no0


To determine these effective subcarriers in terms of known func


tions, we use the trigonometric identities



cos no0 sin nwt = 1 sin n( t+e + sin


0 sc 2 0O) nds0t-O)



1 1
sin no0 cos nwst = sin n(wsct+O0) - sin n(sct-o0) . (9) 
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Then, since the squarewave subcarrier sin w5ct has the Fourier series



t
sinmsct = Z -sin nsc (0) 

Sn=1,3,5,... nu c(0 

it is obvious from (8), (9)and (10) that C(t) can be written in the



form



C(t) = v-sm 2(t)s (wsct,0) + 3(t) S) (rIIm 

where 
+ce t " A 1 sih 
Sc(Wst;0 A Isin(Cs t+ea) + sin(st-e0 ) 

s(wsct;e 0)=
Al 

in(wsct+e0) - Isin(wst- e0)) (12) 
2 0 2+(mst 00 

Figure 4 illustrates S (osct;80) and S (wsct;e ) versus sct. Note from 
this figure or the definitions in (12) that 

ssc )Sc0
= 

+ M2> 
2t;) 2e0 
<Es(Wsc 0 7r 
<[-(sc~e)2> 2o00 
O t;e 2> -(2 (13)sc 0 F 

where < > denotes time average. The first equation in (13) is interest


ing in that the product of the two effective subcarriers is identically



zero rather than the time average of their product. This is a somewhat



stronger condition than the usual orthogonality between in-phase and



quadrature subcarriers.



It is now a simple matter to compute the power in each of the



two lower rate channels at the output of the modulator. Thus, from



(11) and (13), we have that



=
P <[s+( t; 0] 2> = Ps(1 - - e0 

P = Ps <[S-(fsct;e0 2> = Ps(- e (14) 

Thus, the ratio n23 of the transmitted power in channel 2 to that in



channel 3 is, from (14),





-sin (w t9 

1/2 

Fl I sct 
Tr-0 2Tr - 0 
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~120 
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S 

,ks i n (wsct+ e0) - 1sin (wsct  0) E( sc 0 

A~~b w- t~ 

-e0 2Tr-e 0'27+e0 sc 

Isi n (wsct+ e0)+ sin (wsc t _ - 0 z + ( c ~ 0 

! 

0 

Figur 

~7 +eO 27'-O I 

0 0 

4.0 Eive I-hs n daueSbare aeom 
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P 1 2 
A7 02 1(15)"23 P3 2 200



or, equivalently, solving for 00 interms of n23'



00 2 ( +I123 ) (16) 

A modified version of the HAC three-channel modulator of Figure 2


incorporates a bandpass filter at the digital phase modulator output



which allows passage of only the fundamental in this waveform. Also,



since this filter output would no longer be digital, the multiplier


which puts this signal on the quadrature carrier cos w0t would now have



to be of the four-quadrant analog type rather than a switching multiplier.



Filtering out the first harmonic in (1)gives



Cl(t) = A YPi sin [os t + 0(t)]



Tr s sc 

=-4 Ps cos 0(t) sin wst + P- sin 0(t) cos mt (17)



or, in view of (7),



4
1-~>vPm m2(t)cos 4- 3 (t) sin e00 cos Wsct.
(t) c=t -Ps .~o 00snwsi t+PT sm 3sd 1818 

From (18), we immediately see that the ratio of transmitted powers in


data channels 2 and 3 is now



2


= _1(1 1 Ps cos 2e cot 
2  cot 2 a (19)
n23 P3 Ps sin 2 go 0



or, equivalently,



o = cot-1 n73 (20)



To compare the relation between 80 and n23 of (16) or (20) with



that of the quadrature multiplex implementation of Figure 1 (the NASA



version of the three-channel modulator), we observe that, for the



latter, we can immediately write
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C(t) = 2m2(t) Sin wsct + VP3 m3(t)Cos Wsct (21) 

where cos x denotes a squarewave subcarrier in phase quadrature with
 


sin x. Assuming that the total power in C(t) is again denoted by Ps'



then from (21),



Ps = P2 + P3 
 (22)



If C(t) is bandpass filtered so that only its fundamental harmonic is



passed, then from (21) and the Fourier series for sin wsct and cos Wsct,
 


we have that
 


Cl(t) = VrPv' sin wsct + i Pv3 3(t) cos sctm2t) m

= 4 P- _ sin E sct + e(t)] , (23) 
7T S s 

where



o(t) = cot -1 v'P2 m2(t) (24) 
3 3(t)



Comparing (24) with (2), we immediately see that a0 is given by (20).



Thus,'(17) and (21) are identical; or, equivalently, the filtered HAC



and filtered NASA versions of the three-channel modulator give the same



output signal with the same power allocation between the two lower data



rate channels. Alternately, if the NASA version uses direct modulation



of quadrature sinusoidal subcarriers rather than squarewave subcarriers,



i.e., replace sin wSCt and cos wsct in Figure 1 by v2sin sct and



T cos msc t , respectively, then the combined two-channel output would 

be given by (23) with the factor 4/v replaced by 42 .



Figure 5 illustrates a0 (indegrees) versus n23 as determined



from (16) and (20). To review, the result of (16) corresponds to the



unfiltered digital phase modulator implementation (HAC version), whereas



60 of (20) corresponds to the unfiltered digital phase modulator (modi


fied HAC version), the filtered quadrature multiplex with squarewave



subcarriers (NASA version) or the quadrature-multiplex with sinusoidal


= 4 ,-
subcarriers. Note that, for a transmitted power ratio n23 eo = 18'



for the HAC version, whereas 0=26.570 for the quadrature-multiplex or





45 

42., 

39. 

36" 

33-

C) 
30 

27" cot - I V23 

24

21 

18 
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15+0( 23 
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6 1 
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3 4 5 67 8 91 23 P 2/P3 20 
f 

30 
i 

40 50 

Figure 5. Phase Modulation Angle vs. Ratio of Transmitted Powers inTwo Lower Rate Data Channels
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HAC version with bandpass filter. Alternately, ifthe digital phase
 


modulator implementation of Figure 2 were designed for Mode 2, wherein



a bandpass filter is available preceding the subcarrier demodulator,



then e0 =26.570 would be the proper choice., Ifthis value of modulation


angle were than also u5ed inMode 1 where the bandpass'filter is absent,



then from (15), we find that the ratio of the transmitted powers would



be n23= 2.387, rather than the'desi.red value-4.


Before going on to a discussion of subcarrier demodulation and



tracking performance for the various implementations, we review the


results given in [1] for the effect of passing the HAC version modulator



output through a bandpass hard-limiter which typical'ly precedes the TWT



power amplifier in the transmitter.



EFFECT OF PASSING THREE-CHANNEL SIGNAL THROUGH


A BANDPASS HARD-LIMITER



We now consider the-limiter suppression effect (ifany) of passing



s(t) with C(t) as defined in (1)through a bandpass hard-limiter. Express


ing (3) in polar coordinates (amplitude and phase) gives



s(t) = Z2 V(t) sin (cot + c(t)i , (251 

where



V(t) JC2(t) + S2(t)


=tn 

1 C(t) (26)


(W = tan- Stu-.(26


-1(t)



Since passing s(t) of (25) through a-bandpass hard-limiter preserves the



phase (t), then the resultant first zone output isgiven by



zl(t) = 2P sin (mot + @(t)) , (27) 

where P isthe total power inthe first zone after amplification. In



terms'of in-phase and quadrature components, (27) can be rewritten as



zl.(t) = 42S' sin mot + c(t) cos Ot .(29) 

From (1), (4), and (26), we have that
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V(t) = JPI m,(t) + Ps sin 2 sct + 0(t)) 

= JPI+ P2 ±P 3 4 '(29) 

=
where PT Pl + P2 + P3 is the total input power. If we arbitrarily set



the level of the power amplifier equal to the total input power level,



i.e., P=PT' then from (28) and (29), we have that



zl(t) = 2 [C(t) cos m0t + S(t) sin w0t]



= s(t) ; (30) 

i.e., the limiter (insofar as its first zone output is concerned) has.



no effect on the signal present at its input. Comparing this with the



results for the quadrature multiplex case [4, Appendix C] wherein C(t)



is given by (21), we see that the power allocations among the three


data channels are changed by the presence of the limiter inaddition



to the introduction of a triple cross-modulation product signal.



DEMODULATION OF THE THREE-CHANNEL SIGNAL PRODUCED
 


BY THE DIGITAL PHASE MODULATOR IMPLEMENTATION'



Demodulation of the three-channel Ku-band return link signal on



the ground is accomplished by first demodulating the carrier, thereby



separating the 50 Mbps high rate digital data from that corresponding



to the two lower rate channels. A three-channel Carrier tracking-loop
 


for achieving the above carrier demodulation was described inAppendix C



of [4], wherein the quadrature-multiplex type of transmitter was assumed.



Since the carrier demodulation process isvirtually transparent to the



subcarrier demodulation which follows it,we can assume that the above



carrier tracking loop is also appropriate to the digital phase modulator



implementation of the transmitter in Mode 1 (see Figure 2). The real



question then as to whether or not the digital phase modulator implemen


tation is practical depends on the ability to demodulate the 8.5 MHz



subcarrier and the ultimate performance of this demodulator.



Since the ground station ultimately desires an 8.5 MHz sinusoidal



signal as their subcarrier reference, and we have available a digitally



phase modulated squarewave subcarrier at nominally 8.5 MHz, several



alternatives must be examined for accomplishing the necessary subcarrier



demodulation.
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A. 	 Subcarrier Demodulation of the HAC Version Using a Costas Loop

With Switching Type In-Phase and Quadrature Phase Detectors


and Analog Type Error Signal Multiplier



Consider first the Mode 1 case wherein a bandpass filter is not


necessarily available preceding the subcarrier demodulator. Thus, the


total (all harmonics included) modulator output as given by (1)or,


equivalently, (11) isavailable for demodulation. The simplest form


of demodulator one might consider would be the in-phase-quadrature


type which also forms the front end of a conventional Costas loop (see


Figure 	 6). In this regard, several options are available for the design


of this loop, namely, choice of in-phase and quadrature phase detector


type, choice of error signal multiplier type, selection of VCO waveform


(typically sinusoidal or squarewave), and choice of low-pass arm filter


type. 	 Clearly, ifthe VCO reference is a squarewave, then the choice of


in-phase and quadrature phase detector type (i.e., analog or switching)


istheoretically immaterial. Alternately, if these same multipliers are


chosen 	 to be of the switching type, then the selection of either a sinu

soidal 	 or squarewave VCO reference produces the same results. 
 Inwhat


follows, we shall 
 assume that the input in-phase and quadrature multi

pliers are of the switching type and the error signal multiplier isof


the analog type, the latter choice leading to a somewhat simpler analysis.


Finally, at this point, the arm filters need only be specified in terms


of their transfer function G(s).



Consider the Costas loop illustrated in Figure 6 when the input


x(t) is the unbalanced QPSK signal of (11) plus noise, i.e.,



x(t) 	
 2Ct) S,(o t; 0)+ P/7msm
 3 (t)s-(wsct;&O ) + ni(t) (31)



where the additive channel noise ni(t) can be expressed inthe form of


a narrowband process about the subcarrier frequency, i.e.,



ni(t) 	 = v {NC(t) cos (sct - Ns(t) sin wsct}. (32) 


In (32), Nc(t) and Ns t) are approximately statistically independent, 
stationary, white Gaussian noise processes with single-sided noise


spectral density N.w/Hz, and single-sided bandwidth BH < Wsc/27.





To m2(t)data detector 

s(t) 
b. 

Lowpass 
Filter 
G(s) Zs(t) 

ni(t) rs(t) 

t) x(t) Error Signal 
C(t) x(t) VC0 Loop FilterF(s) 

0 Multiplier 

rcC~t) 

r Ct 

Lowpass 
W ct ) - Filter 

G(s) 

- To m3(t)data detector 

Figure 6. Costas Loop for Subcarrier Tracking 
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With switching-type phase detectors employed, the input signal



x(t) isequivalently demodulated by the reference signals



r;(t) = sin [sct - y(t)] = f 4nsin [nmsct - nQ(t)J



n-l


rc(t) = cos [wsct -q,(t)] = >n-(-1) . cos [nwst - nq '(t)] 
n=1,3,5,... 

(33)



to produce the corr6sponding phase detector outputs (ignoring second and



higher order harmonic terms),



es(t) A x(t) r'(t) 54



{COS n p(t)-e 0 
n=1,3,5... nit 

P4s 2(t)s-,,,. 1om +cos n[((t) +e0 ]} 

Ps-m(t) 2 2 -O



- vIF;m 3Ct) n=1,3,5,... n2r2{csn9t ~ csnQt+ 

- 2 2 Ns(t) Cos(t)- 2-Nc(t) sin (t) .(34a) 

ec(t) x~t) r(t)



4 n-i
2_



/Ps M24t' 2 Isin n[q(t)+eo] +sin n[y(t)-eo]1
n-1,3,5,... n2T 

n-i


+ VF m3 (t) 4 2 {sinn[(t)+ O] i



n=1,3,5,...



N t) sin y(t) + - N ct) cos ¢(t), (34b)
7T S 7it C 

where q(t) is the loop phase error. Before continuing with the Costas



loop analysis, we digress a moment to examine the power relationships at



the phase detector outputs.



Since es(t)and EC(t) represent the points of extraction for the



data inchannels 2 and 3, respectively, it is of interest to examine the

power available inthese channels and their ratio. Ignoring crosstalk,
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i.e., assuming 42(t).=0, we get



PASignal power ine5(tM 
 = p 82cos no4J 

p A Signal power in s(t)I = P 8 2 s noC IP=0 s[=1,3,5,... n2 r2 

(35)



Using the trigonometric identities


In-l



4 (-l) 2 sin nx 
 = T(x) 

7r22 
-- n 7) ,(36)
n=l,3,5,... 
 

where T(x) isthe triangular correlation function (see Figure 7) defined



by



x ; x r/2 
T(x) = 

E, 7T i/2sX Sirjx 
 

T(x) T(x + 2u) , (37) 

ethen, letting x= o, we find that, for 00 r/2,


P* = Ps[
 T(0o + = Ps(1 - - e)2 2



P2 s32_ T(eO)]2 Ps( 0O)2 (38)



and



2 0)


3 -P ) 
(2 o) 23
 

Ps 2P+ Pi3 - 1 2_60)2 + (-_ GO~(9
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T(yo) 

7F/2 ----  

- 112



-T - 7r2 

- //2 9 

__ r-2600 

I I 

I 

u r2e 0 

T ((p + y;Oo) 
- T( yp++ 00)oo)T P+z 
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T(Gp- o0 ) + T( O+e 0 ) = T+( ;6) 

7T-2e 
0



171


-Tr2 72 

/2-o 0 /2+o 0 

T(q- 0 ) - T(y+ 0o) A (0;Oo) 

2e 0 

Figure 7 (continued) 
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Note that P' represents the total power available for data detection


s 

and n23 is the corresponding ratio of powers in the two data detection


channels (assuming zero crosstalk). Thus, if we desire n 3=4, then



n23=2 and e0 =300. Also, P' 5Ps/9, i.e., only 55.6% of the total


power available at the transmitter is available for data detection.



The power allocation relationships of (38) can also be derived



in a simpler and perhaps more illuminating way. First, note from


0S~ an &(w sctt;e
0oFigure 4 that s (W sct;e ) is a gated version of sin Osct and

is similarly a-gated version of cos wsct in the sense that 


+ 
 +t


(Wsct; 0)sin (msct) = Is (Wsct;eo)]2



-(sct;e0 )Cos (isct) = [s-(msct;eo)]2 • (40)



Also, 


s+(sc t;e o) cos (,sct) = 0 

s-( Ct;e0 )sin (asct) = 0 . (41) 

Thus, we immediately have that 

t( qs=0 = sm2(t) <S(Wsct;eo) Sin (wsct)>, 

ni(t)=O =0



+ 0 sin (sct)>



= vSm4 m Is(Wt;e ) > =FVrFI2(t)<[S+(sct0) 2t = m 27 

=0


= 0Ct = APsm2(t) <s ( cos (s



ni t)=O


+ v m(t) <s-( t;eo ) Cos (W t)> 

s 3 sc 0 so 

p P)<[s'(st J 3,7 
. Vsm 3 (t)" t;eP)] 2s / s m(t)(- O) (42) 

Applying the definitions of P and Pi given in (35) to (42), we immedi


ately get the results of (38).


The identities of (40) raise an interesting question regarding



the necessity of using squarewave VCO quadrature reference signals.
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which are clearly not matched to the effective in-phase and quadrature



subcarriers S+(. sct;eo0) and S-(sct;e ). In fact, if one were to gener


ate as in-phase and quadrature references the s-ignals



rs(t) s [sct - (t);eO] 

rc(t) = S-[nsct -qO(t);O0 ] , (43), 

then in the absence of noise and for zero phase error., the demodulator 

output would be identical to (42). Thus, We conclude that, from a 

demodulated signal power standpoint, it is sufficient to generate the 

gated in-phase and quadrature reference signals of (43) rather than 

full duty cycle squarewaves, i.e., one should match the demodulation 

signals to the effective in-phase and quadrature subcarriers. The 

advantage of using (43) as-reference signals lies, of course, in their 

effect on the demodulated noise since, clearly, the first harmonic of 

rs t) and rct) of (43) has less power than the first harmonic of rS(t) 

and rc(t) of (33). At the conclusion of this report, we shall return 

to a-consideration of this alternate approach and present the analysis 

for the tracking performance of a Costas-type loop which employs the 

demodulation references of (43).



Continuing now with the development leading to the determination



of the Costas loop performance for the HAC version, we find that, from



the trigonometric identities of (36), the phase detector outputs of



(34) can be written in the simpler form



T+(y +j;E 

s(t) = AF m2 (t)- T( - BO) + T(CO+ + e2-] 

( [T( + O) - T( +j+ 00)]- 2p 2m3(t)



}T T( O +; 0O



- 2-F N (t)cos q'(t) - - N c(t) sin y(t) (44a)
Trs 7T c 
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T-(( ;ea0 ) I



sc0) +/Pm 6 )


) Ps m2 (t)- [T(y -o T(q+ O o
 

- AFm3(t) [T((o - e0 ) - T(y'+ e 

- T-p ;CO) --

- 2--- N t) sin (t)+ 2 Nc(t) Cos V(t) (44b) 

After lowpass filtering Es t) and sct) with arm filters G(s), these 

signals become, respectively, 

zs(t) 4G(P) s:t) 

VP 1T+(V + 2-; .-s63(t),-1m-( o+ La o) 
= ./s2 (t) T ( 2o - T + 

VT- /22 N (t)cos q(t) - Nc(t) sin q9(t)
r 5 7T c 

Zc(t) G(P) EcCM 

S 

=,2M-2t - -3tcT(;O) Cos ;
 ) O (5P,
2 N 1Ct)sin + 2 t T(t)

Trs21
N~)snq()+--N ct) cos q(t) , C45) 

where the "hats" denote filtering of the corresponding signals, e.g.,



T2(t) G(p) m2(t). Thus, the output of the third (error signal) multi


plier is the dynamic error signal



zo(t) s(t)Zc2t)



=- (Mt) + ( +m " 0)TC;(e () [- +e9 T-(q;eO)]
+ T (m , T+( ;e _ 

-

O)  e - T-(+; O 

+ 2(t) m3 (t) 2-  TCQ+j;60 )T+((T+j+;eO) T(y;e O) ;e0 )]} 

+2 v2 [t,2'(t)] , (46) 

where
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v 2 o((t)] -8 ^2t 2(t)]s n 2- " 
v2[t t [ (t) - sin 2yp(t)A M N(t) cos 29p(t) 

+ r2(t)T%9 +!-;Go0)3t-(M O+!;0
 
IT 

x [Ac(t) cos q'(t) - fs(t) sin po(t)] 

2 /Ps [f 2 (t)T+y;Oo) m3 (t)T(y;00 )J 

x ENc(t) sin 9o(t) + s,(t) cos 9P(t)] . (47) 

The instantaneous frequency relative to w of the VCO output is related



to z0(t) by
 

d_o(t) 

-K [F(p) Zo(t)] (48)

dtzt)



and hence the stochastic equation of loop operation becomes
 


2d2(t) 'P t s 2
dt -K F(p) - -m2(t) S2(2o;Oa) -2- 3 (t) S3 (29;o0 ) 

2Ps



+ 2-m (t) (t)S2(2o;o 0 ) + v2 o(t)] (49) 

where the S-curvecomponents S2 (2,;ee0), 3 (2o;eo0 ) and S25(29o; 0 ) are. 

defined by, 

S(2 ;e00) A=T+(9O+ ,eO)T(,p;o0 ) 

S3 (2yo;e 0 ) A -T-( +;eo) T(p;e0 ) 

S2 3 (2p;e0 ) = -T+(p +j;eO) T-(;eO) - T-(9p +j;o o ) T+(9o;eO) (50) 

and illustrated in Figure 8. As has been previously clone [12-13] in



problems of this type, we shall now decompose each of the signal terms



in (49) into its mean value plus the variation about this mean, e.g.,



S2 2 ;Oo) = < M> s2 o2 2 
r2 2 2~ 0 m22Ct>S(29p;eO) + [in2 Ct i 2 (t)>] S2(;e), 51 

where the overbar denotes statistical expectation. It is easily shown



that
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T+((p+L; 0 )TT ;e;0) = S2(2 ;0 
2o00(7-260) 

-- F0 2+-
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Figure 8. S-Curve Components
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7 . -'4 2 -e0 

T-(q+j-;eo)T +(cp;O) 

z/200(w-200a) 

22(200) I 
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.O-- CO 

T 

-7T/ /2 0-T(qo;0 T'(q'+-;e0 

2 O( r-20o 
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- T ;eYT(yp;0 

AYS2 2o,' 
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Figure 8. (continued) 
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2 A J Sm(f) IG*2, f)2df2 k:2,3 (52) 

Kmkt) D, f S. k(fdf;~ 2 

and since m2(t) and m3(t)are independent,



mt)m3(t) = a. (53) 

In (52), Smk(f) denotes the power spectral density of mk(t); k=2,3; arid



IG(j2wf)l2 is the magnitude squared of the arm filter transfer function.


Rewriting (49) using the above decompositions gives*



2dtP KF(p) j--[D2 S2(2p;e - D3S3 (2;e
0)] + ne(t,2),0 ) (54) 


where the total equivalent noise ne (t,2 o) is given.by 
A2P 2P 

ne (t,29) = v2(t,29o) - -- n3t) S3(2T;0O) + -- nz(t) $2(29;O) 

2P 
+ -- nM S23(22 3 (t) o;eO) (55) 

with the self-noise nk(t); k=2,3; and the cross-modulation noise n23(t)



defined by.



k(t = 2(t) _ 
 <k2(t)> ; k=2,3
) 


n23(t) 22(t)^3(t) -(56)



Equivalent Loop S-Curve
 


The equivalent loop S-curve in (54) is 

A 2P 

S(2qp;eo) = s[D2S2(2(p;e0) - D3 S3 (29P ;e O)] (57) 

The slope K29 of the S-curve at.the origin, i.e., 9=0, is then



A d S(2qo;o0 ) Ps 
2 d S2(29o;O) =0 DP d S3.(2P;eo)= 

_ -2 D ___23d d 0 


(58)



For simplicity of notation herein, we drop the dependence of the


phase error yo on time t.



http:given.by
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which, from (50) and Figure 7, becomes



KP _ D3(4e0 )1
-

2P- 2eO 2)] 

LD2 ( 31 'ff(59) 

Statistical Characterization of-the Equivalent Additive Noise



The self-noise and cross-modulation noise processes all_ have zero



mean and a continuous power spectral density component. Since the band


width of these processes is very wide with respect to the loop bandwidth,



it is sufficient to find for each one only the power spectral density at


the.origin which, when multiplied by the loop bandwidth, gives the con


tribution to the total noise power of that modulation component. From



(55), the autocorrelation of ne(t,29o) is easily shown to be



Re(c,2=p ) <ne(t,2o ) ne (t+r 2 q)> 

2
4Ps 4P2 

s (2q;) O R 2 + 2 (2p;eO) Rn(C) 

4p 2



4s 23(2p;eO) Rn (T) + R 2(T,2 p) (60)
+ 423 

where


Rnk(r) nk(t)n nk(t+T)> ; k=2,3


Rn2 3Qr) (n2 3 (t) n23 (t+T)> = R m
R3CT) 

Rjk(T) _ k(t) mk(t+t)> = j )IG( i2f)1 2 df ; k=2,3 

Rv2(-,2p) _ <v2(t,2 ) v 2 ( t+c , 2 T)> (61) 

The equivalent noise power spectral density at the origin is then 

Ne(2p) = 2J ReC'r2 d . (62) 
-Co 
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In [12], it was shown that, for cases of practical interest, the effect



of the self-noise power on loop tracking performance was negligible.



Thus, for all practical purposes, we may concern ourselves only with



-Ne(2p) evaluated at qp=0, i.e.,



Ne Ne(2(p)IP=0 8I1s24EPS(I2 0)2 R.A(T) %(-r) dtr+ JRv(T ,O)dr[2 0(- 2 0)]2 	E R 2 2 d3



(63)



From (47) and Figure 7,.



to) - 16 
-II 

(t)Nt)+ L[/ 
IT 2() 

-
2 c 

Nc(t) 

4/2
2 

Psm 
s3 

(t) (2 e0) Rs (t) '(64) 

i 

and thus 

R~(-[') 
.622 

( ) RlK2(T) + 
(4! 2 .F 

Q1L 

2a6rn2 
-j (T )(i 

+ --) 2P 	) R2 (T) R((r) , 	 (65) 
S(W 3 

where 

RA(r) fc(t)Nc(t+T) = s(t) Ns(t+t) 

2 1JIG(i 2,f)2eJ2ftdf. (66) 

Substituting (59) together with (65) and (66) into (63) and using 

Parseval's Theorem yields 

(6)2 N2 4 

+ 1 fPsM)IG(iN 	( 2 f)I
4df 

+ 	 s O\ ; -m 3



2 2 
 3d
 

+ 8Ps2 i )( 	- , SM(f) S(f) I(j2wf) df. 	 (67) 
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Recalling the relationship in (38) for the demodulator output channel
 


powers., then (67) can be written in a somewhat more compact form,



namely,



Ne = 8Pk D23 + 4( PkNoD2 KD + PNoD3 KD + (4) -I BiK , (68) 

where D k k 2,3; is defined in (52), 

D23 ..Sf)( Sm(f) IG(j 2u f)I4 df 

IG(j 2
K Smk() )4d k2,3

Dk LSmk(f) IG(j 27 f)I2 df 

SfI g(j 2Tr f)14 df

K L -j2f)12df (69) 

KL G(j 2f)I df 

and-

Bi J G(i 2x f)1 2 df (70) 

is the two-sided arm filter lowpass bandwidth.
 


Effective Loop Signal-to-Noise Ratio and Phase Jitter



From the loop equation of operation given in (54) and the equiva


lent S-curve of (57), we can see that the effective loop signal-to-noise



ratio is given by



K2
 , (71)
 

e Ne BL



where BL is the single-sided loop bandwidth. Substituting (59) and (68)



into (71) and simplifying results in



(72)
= 
 
A



=
where p Ps/NoBL with the total-transmitted subcarrier power Ps = P2 + P3'



and SL is the loop "squaring loss" which is given by
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=[ P72 D2 /% D3X 2 (73) 

2 Pk DKD + PD 3KD + 2 ( B LNo+ 

Defining the modulation indices,



= - 2o)2 

n3- s =P 0%e)2, (74)(74) 

then (73) simplifies to



]2


, N K + n PSsL [ D2 -"Bi '3 p7


J2 2D2 3 D3 + 72 T s ) 3
2n 02 K0 + r 03 K + 4- ('oBs kL + ( 4 2nk T, - 023 

Ordinarily, to optimize tracking performance, i.e., maximize Pe'



the arm filter bandwidth is selected relative to the higher of the two



data rates. Thus, arbitrari-ly assuming that R2>R3, we rewrite (75)



in the-final form



- (76)S[22 B02 3 3]D 
2V P2 KD DK 0 Bi KL +(I-)2n 
 iR2 + + ( 


A



=
where Rs2 PsT 2/No.



What remains isto characterize the tracking phase jitter perform


ance. Inthe linear region of operation, the variance of the loop phase



error 2qp is given by



=22 Pe P L (77) 

We conclude then that characterization of the loop squaring loss in terms



of the system parameters issufficient for predicting the loop's tracking



performance. Before offering a numerical evaluation of this performance



for system parameters of interest, we shall first present the theoretical
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analysis for Costas loop tracking of the signal produced by the modified



HAC modulator wherein a bandpass filter-follows the subcarrier modulator



output. Following this, a comparison of the tracking performance corre


sponding to the two HAC modulator versions will be given.



B. 	 Subcarrier Demodulation of the.Filtered HAC Version Using a Costas


Loop With Switching Type In-Phase and Quadrature Phase Detectors


and Analog Type Error Signal-Multiplier



In this part of the report, we shall draw heavily on the results



given in [13], which apply to Costas loop tracking of UQPSK. If a



'bandpass filter follows the subcarrier modulator of Figure 2, then



assuming that this filter passes only the fundamental harmonic of the



modulated squarewave subcarrier, its output would be given by (18).



Letting



s2 
P = [ (4) 2c ] 

2~ ~ .7-O O]P(4)2 sin aj Ps 
=P3 T\r 

P2+ = 8Pp 	 (78)
~2 ~ - 27T 

then (18) can be written as



Cl(t) = /W2 2n 2(t)sin tsct + 2P3 m (t)cos ct, 	 (79)1 tP =r2()3 	 3 sc 

which is in the identical form of (1)of [13]. Although analog type



in-phase and quadrature phase detectors were implicitly assumed in this



reference, the results given there equally apply when switching type



phase detectors are used, the reason being that only the first harmdnic



of the 	 equivalent VCO squarewave reference signals correlates with the



input modulated sinusoids. Thus, we can immediately adapt the result



given in (4) of [13] for the in-phase and quadrature phase detector



outputs, namely,



e(t) 	 6 [Cl(t) + ni(t)]rs(t) 

2m 2 2 t) - st)] t 2 [ 3 m3(t ) + Nc(t)] sin o(t) 

(80a)
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( [C1 (t)+ ni(t)Jr(t) 
22-(t]sn2 rF- +Nc)]os t 

7 t)] sin rp(t) + T [3 m3 (t) (t)] Gas qo(t).?2K~4p-ym2(t) 

(8Ob)



Once again examining the signal power available in channels 2 and 3 in


the absence of crosstalk, i.e., q'=0, we now find that



q Signal power in es(t) 0 - PCos 2 eP


S~)k0 W-P2 \T8) si 0P(1



P = Signal power in c(t) 1V= 0 8- = 2in s() (81) 

and



= ct
n23 pp12=. cot2 e0 =
 T23



p; = P' +-P' = ( 2P (82)
P 2 3 \ s2



Note that, as previously mentioned, the power ratio at the demodulator



output is identical to the transmitted power ratio and, furthermore,



the total signal power available for data detection is now (8/2)2 =

0.657


of.the total transmitted power P." Comparing (80) and (34), we observe


that the noise power at the dempdulator output is identical for the two


cases. Thus, from (82) and the statements following.(39), we conclude



that, for equal demodulated noise powers and a desired channel
fpower


ratio of 4 to 1 at the demodulator outputs, the filtered HAC version


of the three-channel modulator offers 65.7-55.6=10.1% more total



signal power available for data detection on channels 2 and 3 thahi



the unfiltered version. 

In terms of the squaring loss performance of the subcarrier Costas 

.loop when tracking the filtered HAC modulator output, we can use (28) 

of [13] directly which, in the notation used here, becomes 

(n2D ,2 - n D ) 

SL = D(3? D (83)CLBi/R2 + 23 

22 D2 
 D3 22 KL 23s2 2
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where, from (78), the modulation indices n2 and n3 are now given by



g P2 = __ cos 2 a 
2- P s IT22 0 

n 3 = 8 sin2e (84) 
T3 PsS T 0 

C. Numerical Evaluation and Comparisons of System Tracking Performance



To graphically illustrate the theory previously developed, it would



be convenient to obtain closed-form expressions for the parameters defined
 


in (52), (69), and (70) for-practical filters and data modulation formats.



Indeed, such is possible for certain special cases of interest, in par-,



ticular, the Ku-band return link. Let us consider a simple RC filter



with 3 dB cutoff frequency fc for the Costas loop arm filters. Then,



1G(j27f)12 = 1 2 (85) 
1 + (f/fcd 

Substituting (85) into (70) and carrying out the integration gives the



relationship between two-sided noise bandwidth and cutoff frequency,



namely,



Bi = 7rfc (86) 

Also, from (69.), substituting the square of (85) into the numerator of



the expression for KL and recognizing that the denominator ismerely



equivalent to Bi of (70) gives, upon integration,



KL =-2. (87)



Evaluation of Dk' KDk; k= 2,3; and D23 requires that we further specify
 


the forms of the two data modulations. For NRZ data on channel 2 with



power spectral density



(f) = T2 sin 2 7rfT 2 (88) 
2 (T ffT2)2 

it has been previously shown [13] that
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D2 1-2BiR [1- exp (-2B IR2)]



3-(3+2B IR ) x(-B


1 - 2i exp (-2Bi/R2 )



K2 1 4B /Bi/2 (89)

1 [1 - exp (-2Bi/R 2)]



For Manchester code on channel 3, where the power spectral density is



Ss(f) = (7fT 3/2) (90)
m3m 3 (7r 3/2)2
fTrT
 

it has also beeh shown [13] that



D3 2BiR3 [3-4 exp (-Bi/R 3 ) + exp (-2Bi/R3)]



9-4(3+Bi/R3) exp (-Bi/R3) + (3+2BiR3) exp (-2Bi/R3)


1- (- i/R
3



KD3 3 - 4 exp (-Bi/R 3 ) + exp (-2Bi/R 3 ) (91)



2Bi/R3



Furthermore, when m2(t) is NRZ and m3(t) is Manchester, and R2 L 2R3' the



cross-modulation coefficient D23 is given by [13]:



D23 T2 (1- T2/T 3 ) - 3T2 (T 2 /T3 ) 1 + T2 (T2/T 3 )(Bi/R 2)2 (Bi/R2)3



.15-3(5+2Bi/R2) exp (-2Bi/R2) - 4(5+Bi/R3) exp (-Bi/R 3)



TTT


4 1 1C xi 3R Z 

(5+2Bi/R3) exp (-2B 3 + 2 215+T I2) BiJP2


TT3 ) Bi/R2]
+2(2- 2 +) Bi/R exp E2(- -

+ [+2( -+1)Bi/R2 ep2(L2+l)Bi/R



- +5+(_+I)B /R2 exp E2 (L3+ 1)B.nj (92) 
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Assuming PsT 2/N0 fixed, Figure 9 illustrates the Costas loop squaring 

loss as computed from (76) and (83) versus the ratio of two-sided arm 

filter bandwidth Bi -to high data rate R2 .. The values of R2 and R3 
selected are the maximum data rates to be supported by channels 2 and 

3, respectively, namely, R2 =2 Mbps and R3 =192 kbps. Clearly, we see 

that the filtered HAC version is superior to the unfiltered version. 

Specifically, for a bandwidth-to-data-rate ratio of about 15, the unfil

tered HAC version suffers about a 4 to 4.5 dB squaring loss penalty 

(depending on the value of PsT 2/No) relative to the filtered version.



At this large bahdwidth-to-data-rate ratio, one-can essentially ignore



the arm filter distortion effects on the two modulations, in which case,



D2 = D3 = KD2 = KD3 1 and D23 T2(l-T 2/T3). Using either (76) or (83)



in (77), Figure 10 illustrates G29 (in% radians) versus Bi/R s for


PsT 2/N0 again fixed, where the equivalent linear loop signal-to-noise



ratio p can be related to the system parameters by



A sP - P5 2 (B) 1 -R 
1-- ~ (93)P = NB N B i/R2 s2 BLiB/R 2



In Figure 10, we have assumed an arm filter bandwidth to loop bandwidth



ratio of 104. Again, as in Figure 9, we note the far superior perform


ance of the filtered HAC version.



DEMODULATION OF THE THREE-CHANNEL SIGNAL PRODUCED BY THE


QUADRATURE-MULTIPLEX TRANSMITTER IMPLEMENTATION



In the quadrature-multiplex (NASA version) implementation of the



three-channel modulator (Figure 1), the subcarrier output signal C(t)



is given by (21). Demodulating this signal with the equivalent square


wave VCO reference signals of (33) produces the phase detector outputs



(ignoring second and higher order harmonic terms)



s (t) = [C(t) + ni(t)]r (t) 

2 vfP 3--m3( ) ( ) + F m (t) T)T(j)++ 

_ 22 N (t) cos 9(t) - N (t) sin 9(t) (94a)
7T S 7r c 
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Figure 9. -Squaring Loss Vs. Ratio of Two-Sided Arm Filter Bandwidth to High Data 
Rate; m2(t) is NRZ Data at R2 =2 Mbps, m3(t) is Manchester Coded Data 
at R3 = 192 kbps 
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Figure 10. 	 Tracking Jitter Standard Deviation vs. Ratio of Arm Filter Bandwidth


to Data Rate; m2(t) is NRZ Data at R2 = 2 Mbps, m3'(t) isManchester


Coded Data at R3 = 192 kbps.
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CMt) [C(t) + ni(t)] rc(t)



.2 Apv3 m,(t) T(9D +4) 2 m (A 

IT 22 2 m2(t)T( -) 

2__N (t)sin 9 (t)+ 2 N (t) Cos 90(t) (94b)
iF S 7 C 

where the triangular correlation function T(x) is defined in (37). Once



again, we examine the channel power distribution at the phase detector



outputs. From (94), we immediately find that



P = Signal power in s(t) O ( P 2 = P 

(2 P )2 = (95)P = Signal power in sc(t) O 

Thus, the demodulated powers (inthe absence of crosstalk) in channels



2 and 3 are identical to the transmitted powers in these same channels



as is the ratio of these powers. After lowpass filtering by the Costas



loop arm filters and multiplication in the analog error signal multiplier,



the dynamic error signal becomes



z0(t) A zs(t) zct)



4 2 2 P3m2(t)] T(o) T((2

 + 

+ A fP.vT 1i(t) ETi + L) - T2 (0)1 + v 2 p(t)] (96)2 22 2 (t) 3+ 2 )
IT 

where



v2[t,2p(t)] N-2{[N (t)]sin 29o(t) - 2N(t) As(t) cos 2 At) 

+ -[vP2 i2(t) T(o + ) m3(t) T(o)] 

x (t)cos 49(t) - (t)sin (t)] 

- 8 22[ P2 2~(t)lT((p ) +P33(T +) 

× [A c) sin p(t)] 
 (97)
+ Ns(t) cos y(t) 
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Letting (see Figure 11)



So(2yp) AT( ) T((p+ 

S23(2 p) T2 (q + j) - T2 (9O) , (98) 

and making similar assumptions as before leading to the derivation of (54),



we get the stochastic differential equation of operation



2dt : -(P2D2 - P3 3) So(24p) + ne(t'2p)} (99) 

where



ne(t,29p) = v2 (t,2yo) _ 8 P3 n3 (t) So(29o) 
IT 

+ 2n 2(t) SO(2p) + -L /PP3 n23(t) S23(29) (100)
IT It 

with v2(t,2qp) now given by (97) and n2(t), n3(t), and n23(t)still



defined by (56).



From (99), we observe that the equivalent S-curve isgiven by



S(2q9) A 8 (P2D - P3 D So(2qp) (101) 

with slope at the origin (see Figure 11),



A dS(2qp) _(P2D - P D (102)K2 9o d2' qo=0 202 3 3) 

Furthermore, by analogy with the reasoning used to arrive at the equiva

lent noise spectral density given in (68), we now get



Ne - 2 <ne(t,O) ne(t+r,O)> d1 

8P2 P3 D2 + 4(-81 2N0UD 2 KD + P3 No +(A2-) i KL0 D3 KD (103) 

Thus, substituting (102) and (103) in (71) and relating the result to


the equivalent expression for effective loop signal-to-noise ratio given



in (72), we get the loop squaring loss, namely,
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T(q9) T(yo+-.) _ S0(2yp) 

20 

- |.,) O(2 

7r 2 u/ 

T2(q9I2) - T2 (q9) A $23 (29p) 

G 2 
IT /2" 

>2



T 

Figure 11. 	 S-Curve andCross-Modulation Noise Correlation Function


for Quadrature-Mul tipl ex Implementation
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SL (P2 D2 - P3 D3)2/Ps . (104)
L (N Bf 2(P2 P3 D~2P 2 D2 KD +PgD 3 KD 2\21Ls 2\ N0 ) 

Alternately, in terms of the modulation indices



P. =ni ; i 2,3 
s 

and the total signal-to-noise ratio Rs2= P sT2/N0 in the high data rate


bandwidth, (104) simplifies to



SL = (n2 ' 2 - n3 D3 )2 (105) 

KD 2+n 3 3 KD3 + (T?2)2R2 KL + 22 n3 s2 

Figure 12 illustrates SL as computed from (105) versus Bi/R 2 for the



same parameters as in Figure 9. Figure 13 is the corresponding plot



of rms tracking jitter performance as computed from (77) together with



(105) and (93).



SUBCARRIER DEMODULATION OF THE HAC VERSION USING A COSTAS-TYPE


LOOPWITH REFERENCES MATCHED TO THE EQUIVALENT IN-PHASE AND
 

QUADRATURE SUBCARRIERS



Inour discussion of Costas loop tracking of the HAC version of



the three-channel modulator, we alluded to the fact that, in the absence



of crosstalk, an improvement in performance could be obtained by using
 


a pair of demoudlation reference signals which were matched to the
 


equivalent in-phase and quadrature subcarriers. A Costas-type loop



which incorporates such a pair of demodulation references [see (43)]



is illustrated in Figure 14. As before, we shall assume that the in


phase and quadrature phase detectors are of the switching type and the



error signal multiplier is analog. With (31) as an input signal and (43)



as demodulation references, the in-phase and quadrature phase detector



otuputs are (ignoring second and higher order 'harmonic terms)
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Figure 12. 	 Squaring Loss vs. Ratio of Two-Sided Arm Filter Bandwidth-to High

Data Rate for Quadrature Multiplex Implementation (NASA Version)


With 5quarewave Subcarriers; m2(t) is NRZ Data at R2 =2 Mbps, m3(t)

is Manchester Coded Data at R3 =
192 kbps
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Figure 13. 	 Tracking Jitter Standard Deviation vs. Ratio of Arm Filter Bandwidth


to Data Rate; m2(t) is NRZ Data at R2 =2 Mbps; m3 (t)isManchester


Coded Data at R3= 192 kbps
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to Equivalent In-Phase and Quadrature Subcarriers
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CsMt 'IPs m2(t) <S,(Wsct;O O0) S+(ct - ;Oo)P 

+ 	Prs m3(t) <-(Wsct; o)s+( sct- ;OD



- ;oo)>
 
+ VNc(t) <cosW ct s+(Wc t



-g ; OD
-v Ns(t) <sin wsct S+(Wsct



CMect) P4Psm2(t ) <+(sct;Oo)
 S(sct-;EO)> 


+ VIPs m3(t)<S-(Wsct;O 0 )s-(Wsct - ;)>



+ 2 Nc(t) <cos Wsct s t-(sc0)>
- ;e


N(t) <sin wsct s-(Wsct-,;o )> 

+



- s 	 0
 (106) 

From the definitions of e(.sct;o and &(msct;Oo) given in (12), one



can simplify (106) to



st_ sm2(t) T22( +T 0) - s m3(t)T 23. +T0 

2- cos O0[Ns(t) cos p(t) + N (t) sin (t)]


uT0s c



p/VP


E:c s m2(t)T23(P + I; 0) + PTs m3(t)T33(9+7,00 )
(t), 

2V sin.Oo[Ns(t) sin 9(t) - NcM cos4(t)], (107) 

where (see Figure 15) 

I = TC +) + T(+'+ 260 ) + T(+ T-2e0 ) 

T22(9 + L;0 ) = T(C+ Z) - T((p+ ' 2(+-2e 0 ) 

T(+ 7;0 = -T(V + - - 2o%) - -T(V + T+2%) (108) 



--

2 

-ZT( O+-' -+ 2o0 ) + jTj(p+j-2 0 ) 47 

-a0 
 ir+2



202



I
i 7T 

N I 

_-
(n--20)



2eo 2e-7f 7-r2 /2/ 0r2 
,T(9P+j) -{T(P+j+ 28 O) -}T(Yo+j- 28O) 

2eo-----

T(O!)+-T +2 e01+jO 1+2e
0 2oo

0



0- 2ee



Cannl 2nde 

} TC99+j- 28O) - T( p+ + 20O) __ 2(p ,O 
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After lowpass filtering in the Costas lbop arm filters and multiplication.



in'the analog error signal multiplier, the dynamic error signal becomes.



Zo(t) A Zs(t) Z(t) 

= jfQ 2 2 0 3 3(2; + ffii't) %(t)S23C2;&q Si~t 
IT



+ . v2[t,2(t)] (109) 

where (see Figure 16)



S2(2p;e0 ) _ T22(O+ 2'eO) T2 ( + 2



S3(2(p;eo) A T3(qO + 2§e) T23  + 20 200)



523(29;00) _ T22(y.+ 2eO)T33 (9+ ;e0) - + 2'eO) (110) 

and 
8122tt) 2(t)] 

v2 2[t,2qot)J cOSeo{[$ 2(t) - sin 29p(t)2 sine0 CNN(t)] 

- 2 c(t) s(t) cos 2q,(t) 

± -(sin2 O0) /Ps [t 2̂(t) 2( + 12. -3(t T23(I 2+ 0,)T22 _0 (t) T( + 0 

x c(t)cos go(t) - Ns(t) sin p(t)] 

- 4 (cos O) /Ps [m2(t)T23(p+ ;O) +m3(t)T33(yP+ 2;e 0 )] 

x [Rc(t) sin p(t) + Ns(t) cos qt)] (Ill) 

Comparing (109) and (111) with (46) and (47), we can immediately observe


that the stochastic differential equation of loop operation and equiva


lent additive noise are given once again by (54) and (55), respectively,



with, however, S2(2p;oO), S3(2yo;eO), S23(29;ao) defined by (110) and


v2[t,2p(ft) ] defined by (111).



The equivalent loop S-curve is still given by (57) but its slope


is.now (see Figure 16)
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p P 

K2 A dS(24,;eO) Ps D2( e D3(20)
S9 =0 27 

2



.l
= 2 l T. TT) .(112) 

which isone-half the value given in (59) for Costas tracking using



squarewave demodulation references. Furthermore, comparing (111) with



,(47), and recdgnizing that



T22(T;0a) = T(!; = --2o022 "T 0"20 

T2 3 (j;7 )= T-( ;) = T+(O;o) = 0 

2 00T33 (-;0 0 ) = -T-(O;o) = (113) 

we-immediately arrive at the equivalent noise spectral density Ne, namely,



Ne 8PP D23 + 4()IPNoD2K, sin 2 0 + PNoD3KD cos2 0
 
2


N 
 

(4)-~QBi KL sin 2 (114)



Thus, substituting (112) and (114) in (71), we obtain the squaring loss



of the Costas loop of Figure 14, namely,



SL



[ D2 D1 2 D 

81nD sin 2 + DK CS2 8__B/s 2E 0 2+bI. ,R(D231

si 80 DD3 0 2 2R 2 KL 2 0 0 \8 23 s2T 2 /f) 

(115) 

where, in addition, we have used the definitions of the modulation indices 

nn given in (74). Also from (74)., we have that 

sin 0o = si n 1) 

cos 0 = cos (I ) (116) 
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which, when substituted in (115) gives the final expression for squaring
 


loss. Figure 17 illustrates SL of (115) versus Bi/R 2 with Rs2 fixed and



the same data rates and formats used to plot Figure 9. Comparing Figure-'



17 with Figure 9, we observe that the Costas-type loop with matched sub


carrier waveforms has considerably poorer tracking performance than the



Costas loop with quadrature subcarriers. The principal reason for this



stems from the reduction by a factor of two of.the equivalent S-curve



slope or in terms of squaring loss, which is directly proportional to



the square of this slope, a loss of 6 dB. Some of this 6-dB is recovered



by the fact that, with the matched equivalent subcarrier references, the



signal xnoise and noisex noise terms are reduced relative to their values
 


when quadrature squarewaves are used. Nevertheless, the overall effect



is dominated by the reduction in S-curve slope.



CONCLUSIONS



.In this report, we have examined and compared the performance



of several implementations of the three-channel Ku-band modulator on


board the SSO. In particular, we have studied the power allocation



properties both at the transmitter and the receiver (after demodulation)



of these configurations and their ability, in terms of squaring loss and



subcarrier,phase jitter, to be tracked by an in-phase-quadrature type



subcarrier reconstruction loop, e.g., a Costas loop.



We have found from the power allocation study that much.care



must be exercised in choosing a modulation angle for the unbalanced QPSK



subcarrier since, depending on the modulator implementation, the trans


mitted and demodulated power ratio can be considerably different. For



example, for the NASA version and the'HAC version with bandpass filter



following the subcarrier modulator, the transmitted and demodulated



powet ratios are identical, whereas for the unfiltered HAC version, the



demodulated power ratio is the square of the transmitted ratio.



In all cases, we have assumed a Costas-type tracking loop with



switching type in-phase and quadrature phase detectors, single pole (RC)



Butterworth arm filters, and an analog type error signal multiplier.



This is not to say that the analyses cannot be carried out for the case



where the error signal multiplier is of the-switching type. However,



due to the increased complexity of calculating the equivalent noise



spectral density, it was decided to first present the.tradeoff study
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for the simpler-to-analyze case of the analog error signal multiplier.


We also point out that one should not attempt to draw conclusions 


either quantitative or qualitative about the performance of the loop



with a switching error signal multiplier from the results given in


this report for the analog error signal multipliercase,. Indeed, the



S-curves are quite different for the two cases and, moreover, the track

ing performance as measured by mean-squared jitter would be similarly



different.



To conclude this report, we shall summarize in the tables below


-the principal results obtained. Table l gives the signal and noise



powers available in each channel fordata detection, and the detection



signal-to-noise ratio obtained by taking the ratio of these two powers.


The assumption made is that the outputs of the input'in-phase and quad

rature phase detectors in the Costas loop demodulator are filtered with



integrate-and-dump circuits respectively matched to the data rates R2


and R3. The outputs of these filters in the absence of crosstalk, namely,



z 1 fT2 -(t) dt 

* T2 0 'sT3 = 

=T3 -=0Zc f0 C0C(t) dt., (117) 

have signal and noise components whose powers are, respectively, the



channel 2 and charkhel 3 entries in Table 1. In all cases, the ratio


of detected signal'power in channel 2to detected signal power in


channel 3*is chosen equal to.4.



In Table 2,'we give the squaring loss and rms tracking j-itter 
for several values of arm filter bandwidth (two-sided)-to high data



rate.





Table 1 

Modulation 
Angle o0 

Detected 
Signal Power
Channel 2 

Detected 
Signal Power
Channel 3 

Detected 
Noise Power
Channel 2 

Detected 
Noise Power
Channel 3 

(SNR)2 
PT/N
sT2 0 

(SNR)3 
PT/

sT3/N 0 

HAC Version 300 (2-e ) Ps 
7r 0 
4/g P 

(-e 
7 0 
=1/9 Ps 

) NN 
(42)T 0 

2 
-) 

3 
0.548 0.137 

Filter HAC 
Version 

26.570 
(82Cos2 e0(L)2 

- . ) 
() 2 sin2 eaP

03 
0.2 

/8 )
2 

N0 
2 

8)N 0(8L2 0.648 0.162 

with Squarewave 26.570 0 Ps i n 2 0 8.8(822)0TPsN0 0.247 

Subcarriers : 0.8 P = 0.2 P 7T 2 3 
s S 

HAC Version with 
Demodulation by 300 

(I 2 2 
TrOo ) Ps 

(20 2N 
08 Cos 2 e 0) !1 8 sin 2 e. 

0 

. 71 
0.731 

04 
0.548 

Equivalent In -9 2 2 T3 
Phase and quadra = s = /9 s 
ture Subcarriers 

U1 
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Table 2



m2(t) is NRZ data at-R2 = 2 Mbps;



m3(t) is Manchester coded data at R3= 192 kbps



PsT2 Bi/IR 2 = 5 Bi/R 2 = 10 Bi/R 2 
= 20 

_-NS = 10 dB 
dB (a2 (% SL, dB 029 % S dB 02p 

radians) L' radians) L radians) 

HAC Version -16.42 9.36 -15.93 12.5 -16.04 17.92 

Filtered HAC -11.73 5.46 -11.44 7.47 -11.56 10.71 
Version 

NASA Version 
with Squarewave 
Subcarriers 

-15.12 8.07 -14.72 10.89 -14.66 15.29 

HAC Version with 
Demodulation by 
Equivalent In -21.28 16.38 -20.56 21.33 -20.31 29.3 
Phase and Quadra
ture Subcarriers 

PsT2 15 dB Bi/R 2 = 5 Bi/R2 = I0 Bi R2 = 20 

N dB, 029(% SdB(% (% 

L,  radians) L radians) SL' dB radians) 

HAC Version -20.1W 8.1 -19.41 10.51 -19.1 14.36 

Filtered HAC -15.66 4.82 -15.16 6.44 -14.95 .8.9 
Version 

NASA Version 
with Squarewave -19.4 7.42 -18.9 9.89 -18.64 13.61 
Subcarriers 

HAC Version with 
Demodulation by 
Equivalent In-
Phase and Quadra

-25.8 15.49 -25.0 20.0 -24.63 27.1 

ture Subcarriers 
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